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Introduction

 

The author, Major William B. Abbott, Jr.

 Look At The Angels is a product of the Public Relations Office of the Ninth Air

Force in the European Theater of Operations (ETO) in World War II. My father, then

Major William B. Abbott, Jr., was attached to that office from mid-1944 until the end of

the war, spending most of that time as head of its Special Projects Section.

 

When he was in high school in Natchez, Mississippi, my dad wrote, "I want to be

a writer," and that was what he became. After a six-month stint in the Army as a Private

at the end of World War I, he enrolled at Tulane University, where he met his bride-to-

be, who was majoring in music, and worked as a reporter for the New Orleans Times-

Picayune. He then became a stringer for several newspapers as he finished his education
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at Ole Miss in Oxford, Mississippi. After graduating, he formally began his career at the

Mobile Register in Mobile, Alabama, and shortly thereafter moved to the Tampa

Morning Tribune in Tampa, Florida. Along the way, in 1925, he gained a commission in

the U. S. Army Reserve as a Second Lieutenant.

 

When the United States entered World War II after the attack on Pearl Harbor, he

volunteered for active duty and in May 1942 was commissioned a Captain in the U. S.

Army Air Corps. He served in a variety of assignments around the eastern United States

before his assignment to the Ninth Air Force, where he organized and ran its London

newsroom and then moved to the continent after the Normandy invasion.

 

He managed the usual public relations functions and wrote stories about tactical

air power and, with Army colleagues in Washington, got his stories and those written by

his staff placed in home front newspapers.

 

After the war, he brought a carbon copy of this text, on onion-skin paper, among

many other papers when he came home to resume his career at the Tribune. He never said

anything about it to my mother, my sister, my brother or me, and it languished in my files

since his death in 1973.

 

In his papers I recently discovered something of its origins. In an undated two-

page memo to his bosses, Colonel Nuckols and Major O’Neal, he wrote:

 

“You have mentioned a book on tactical air power.

 

“How about a 50,000-word book, “Look At The Angels” with about 50 to 60

pictures and drawings?

 

“This would be a compilation of stories already done by the Special Projects Section plus

a few more to round out the story and fill in the cracks, so to speak. Each of the 20 to 25

stories or chapters would be complete in itself, but in proper sequence and together, they
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would present a well rounded picture of tactical air power as exemplified by the Ninth

Air Force…”

 

He then described some sample chapters:

 

“Down to Earth—Story of how fighters, designed for aerial combat 8,000 to 10,000 feet

up, came down to the ground to take on ground targets and add a third dimension to

modern warfare.

 

“Fighter Bomber Boys–Who they are and what they do, ‘a different breed of cats’…

 

”Big and Little–The Ninth’s growth from the smallest to the world’s largest air force…

 

“Look at the Angels–a Doughfoot’s own estimate of fighter bombers in air-ground-co-

ordination when, upon arrival of the planes, he exclaimed, ‘Look at the angels!’…”

 

He concluded, “Even if a book is never published, it would be a damned good

compilation…”

 

In a letter dated June 3, 1945, counting his blessings as he waits to come home, he

mentions to my mother, “Also, the book has gone to Washington…” and later, on June 10

he writes, “I’ve been looking at ‘Look At The Angels’ and like it more all the time – It

seems to sound better, the farther it is removed from its scenes…” What Washington did

with “the book” is unknown because no trace of it can be found in the Air Force archives.

 

However, with the inspiration, support and generous help of my son Ian, “the

book” is now ready for readers, those who wonder what life in the Ninth Air Force was

all about.

 

I believe that you will find a thread running through “the book,” a thread much

more than the reporter’s normal recitation of who, what, where and when, for he attempts
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to convey the incredible scope and complexity of the Ninth’s operations and the

ingenuity, courage and fortitude of the men who conducted them. His admiration for the

Ninth and his pride in having been a part its struggle clearly shows through.

 

To those who fell in that struggle, and to its veterans alike, this “damned good

compilation” is dedicated in his name.

 

William B. Abbott, III

Captain, U. S. Navy (Retired)

Saratoga, California

August 2004
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Foreword

Tactical air power is a relatively new weapon of modern warfare. For that reason

it is little understood by the public.

But tactical air power attained a quick, exciting and effective growth during the

battle of Western Europe, and assumed a stature so imposing that it is now a prime

consideration in any military planning, performance, or accomplishment.

It is the kind of air power that deals directly with the enemy.

A dictionary definition of “tactics” is “the art of disposing military forces in

actual contact with the enemy.” Tactical air power, then, especially as exemplified by the

Ninth Air Force, is a weapon used – and used with tremendous destructiveness—at close

range. Figuratively, it looks for the whites of the enemy’s eyes from the air.

It has three missions in the following order of priority:

First - To gain air superiority.

Second- To prevent the movement of hostile troops and supplies into the theater

of operations or within the theater.

Third - To participate in a combined effort of the air and ground forces, in the

battle area, to gain objectives on the immediate front of the ground forces.

Ninth Air Force accomplished all three missions along the Western Front, and in a

measure far beyond the most hopeful anticipation in its difficult early days of

organization, training, and equipment.
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In addition to numerous commendations from our friends in the ground forces,

testimony of German leaders has uniformly borne witness to the effectiveness of tactical

air power.

Soon after the invasion of France by the Allies, Field Marshal von Kluge, German

commander-in-chief in the West at that time, said: “The enemy air superiority is terrific

an smothers almost every one of our movements.”

After Germany’s complete collapse, Field Marshal Hermann Goering, former

chief of the German Luftwaffe, volunteered this opinion: “The American Air Force made

the Allied offensive successful.”

Field Marshal Albert Kesselring, German commander-in-chief of the West during

the final phase of the war, admitted after his capture that Allied air power was too strong

for the Wehrmacht. He added, however, that he could not decide which phase of the air

war was most decisive, constant large scale attacks on German communications, or dive-

bombing, or low-level air raids.

Similarly, Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, who directed the German

breakthrough and the Battle of the Bulge, attributed Germany’s defeat, first, to Allied air

superiority; second, lack of oil and gasoline for motorized transport, due to Allied

bombings; and, third, power of Allied naval guns which reached deep inland, making it

impossible to bring up reserves in time to stop the invasion of Europe.

During the Battle of the Bulge, von Rundstedt added, tactical air power made

German movements impossible except at night.

These enemy-recognized achievements are all the more remarkable when it is

remembered that tactical air power is wholly new, grew from nothing and had few or no

reliable precedents to follow.
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Thus, every person who had a part in the development of the Ninth Air Force may

take pride in its success. These include the millions who bought War Bonds to finance it

equipment and operation, and the thousands of workers who built the planes. Of course, it

also includes all the personnel on the roster of the Ninth Air Force, men and women, who

served in the air and on the ground— all in a vast, loyal, and efficient organization.

This book is dedicated to them, and also to each of those who were lost in the

battle.

It is the story of the use of tactical air power by the Ninth Air Force in the Battle

of Western Europe, presented to acquaint the American public with the front line

stewardship of it potent new air weapon in the war for world freedom.

Hoyt S. Vandenberg

Lieutenant General, Commanding, Ninth Air Force

Germany, 1945
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Statistics

Although Ninth Air Force was not officially announced as being in operation in Europe

until February, 1944, its first units began their assault on Germany October 16, 1943.

Here is the statistical story of the complete operation, from October 16, 1943, through

May 8, 1945, after Germany’s unconditional surrender:

Medium and
Light Bombers

Fighter-
Bombers

Total

Sorties Flown 119,145 263,938 383,083
Losses in Combat 805 2,139 2,944
Tons of Bombs on Targets 135,785 65,488 201,273
Enemy Aircraft Destroyed in Air 65 1,970 2,035
Enemy Aircraft Destroyed on Ground 2,193 2,193
Enemy Aircraft Destroyed in Air and on
Ground

65 4,163 4,228

Enemy Aircraft Probably Destroyed in Air 83 244 327
Enemy Aircraft Damaged in Air 44 901 945
Enemy Aircraft Probably Destroyed on Ground 147 147
Enemy Aircraft Damaged on Ground 1,685 1,685
ENEMY AIRCRAFT DESTROYED,
PROBABLY DESTROYED, AND
DAMAGED IN AIR AND ON GROUND

192 7,140 7,332

GROUND CLAIMS FOR FIGHTER-BOMBERS

Destroyed Damaged
Armed Vehicles and Tanks 3,626 2,838
Motor Transport 25,517 10,923
Locomotives 4,441 2,796
Factories and Buildings 8,134 5,112
Horse Drawn Vehicles 5,541 1,170
Railroad Cars 26,385 33,458
Fuel and Supply Dumps 463 306
Gun Positions 2,331 1,161
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Down To Earth

Cold, thick fog gently embraced the ground along the German-Belgian border,

enveloping the tops of hills and shrouding the countryside in nature’s own privacy.

It made impossible flying weather by any ordinary measurement by throwing a

blanket of protection over the desperately busy Germans, shoving their winter spearheads

through U.S. First Army territory.

The weather was so close you could throw a rock into the air and see it disappear.

Actually, the magpies stayed on the ground that day.

But it was no time for quibbling about weather, and Ninth Air Force fighter-

bomber pilots are not quibblers, anyway. When the call came for volunteers to go up into

the hazy drifts, not a man in the pilots’ lounge held back.

Out on the line, the ground crews were warming planes against the chill, chipping

and scraping at the glassy ice for precarious takeoffs.

In less than half an hour four Thunderbolts and two Mustangs were off the

ground, seemingly to plunge angrily in the misty fastness.

They roared through valleys, miraculously darting past smokestacks and steeples,

sometimes barely skimming the tops of hillside forts and the higher buildings.

In time, but breathlessly, they reached their target, a German column that had

sneaked through the Losheim Gap, and headed toward Stavelot, toward the prize of a

large American gasoline dump and communications center.
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They reached a column of sixty German tanks, reached it so suddenly that the

Germans were still buttoned down within the crawling monsters.

There followed a scene of indescribable chaos and destruction, a fabulous drama

of fire-spurting mechanical birds swooping down with the speed of lightning onto

ponderous, armored beetles.

Bombs crashed on and alongside the road, a deadly chain of bullets lashed the

now darting tanks, seeking frantically to escape their whipping of fire. But, there was no

escape.

The Germans never reached their precious goal of gasoline and communications

on whose impetus they intended to hurl them farther into Belgium. Their canny planning

was thrown off to such an extent that their plotted surprise tactics were nullified - they

began right there to lose the Battle of the Bulge.

As significant as it was, all this stirring action took place well within three hours,

from the time the enemy tanks were first observed until the fighter-bombers had groped

their way back to their base, but it demonstrated an effective new technique of warfare -

the use of tactical air power against ground targets at low levels, a technique developed

under fire that brought medium bombers and fighter-bombers out of the clouds and down

to earth, down to “deck level.”

It was something the textbooks had not taught before, something that had not been

planned for beforehand. It had been fused in the cauldron of battle and polished in

conflict. It added a new third dimension to ground warfare.

Ninth Air Force, like all other tactical air forces, started out as high-flying units.

They were built for aerial combat high in the sky, and the destruction of ground targets

from relatively high altitudes. That had been their considered and premeditated functions.
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But when tactical air power soon gained air supremacy over Europe, it not only

almost worked itself out of a job, but was faced with the necessity of operating in a new

and hitherto unknown sphere of activity.

The pilots themselves did not like it at first. There was far more excitement and

glamour in aerial combat than in ground targets, and there were added factors of

difficulty and danger in going down to the ground. Flak, for example, is the most

unromantic method in the world for dying. It just comes up and explodes. That’s all there

is to it, with nothing to chase and nothing to shoot at. And flak, together with ground fire,

is an increasing consideration at low altitudes. More fighter-bombers have been lost to

flak than to any other single cause. Low flying is dangerous, too, from its very nature.

Airplanes were not built to skim the ground. The pilots didn’t like it - at first.

The ground forces didn’t like it at first, either. They thought it was too dangerous

to the ground troops. They had to be sold its advantages - the hard way - by actual

performance, but the fact is, they were sold, and to such a degree that they quickly began

to build their own campaigns around the potentialities of tactical air coordination. It was

done at St. Lo, at Brest, in the sweep from St. Lo to the Seine, at Aachen, at Metz, during

the Battle of the Bulge and on into Germany.

This was the one big, overshadowing development in tactical air power in the

Battle of Western Europe, how it dropped out of the sky, down to earth, to add almost

unlimited changes possibilities to modern offensive weapons.

The change came early in the Battle of France, at Cherbourg, in the summer of

1944 when fighter-bombers were flying from their first apple orchard bases in

Normandy.

And Cherbourg was stubborn. It was heavily defended with flak and many

German guns. In addition, its holding forces were under thick concrete and steel

emplacements.
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All types of attack were discussed, including an attack by fighter-bombers, but

many held the belief that the bombs would merely hit the thick concrete, bounce off, and

explode without causing serious damage to the vast underground establishments. They

did not, and could not, then reckon the morale shattering power of fighter-bombers.

The decision for the air assault on Cherbourg finally was made on the morning of

June 21, 1944, when it was discovered that the enemy was disorganized. A ground attack

was to follow immediately. Complicated plans and preparations had to be made quickly.

Air officers rushed back to England and completed the arrangements in six hours. The

attack was scheduled for the next afternoon at 2:00 PM.

Medium bombers and fighter-bombers bombed and strafed the Cherbourg target

area for 20 minutes, making it a burning, exploding inferno. Then the fighter-bombers

took over alone, and worked for 53 minutes, carrying their bombs down as low as 200

feet before dropping them along the line for the ground force attack. It was the first time

that tactical air power had come down to earth.

But it had not been planned that way. No one had had any idea that the fighter-

bombers would fly so low, especially over such a grimly defended target.

The truth is, and it is a little known truth, they were forced down by clouds that

lowered over the area almost during the attack.

Their bombing accuracy at the low level was astounding. Many direct hits were

made. Destruction was greater than had been hoped for, but more astonishing - was the

real effect on the morale of the German troops.

Prisoners of war said later that the German troops went to pieces. German

commanders were unable to hold their formations or carry on communication functions

under the awesome down-to-earth bombing.
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And here began the Germans’ fear of the “Jabo,” their nickname for the fighter-

bomber which they later were to regard as the most dreaded weapon of the war.

After Cherbourg had fallen, a fort guarding the city was given the same low-level

treatment after persistent bombardment by land-based artillery. The fort held through the

long ground bombardment, but just as soon as the fighter-bombers made a few low

passes, the white flag went up.

Tactical air power was to see many more white flags go up, across France,

Belgium, and Germany, since it had now come down to earth.

-----OOOOO-----
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Fighter-Bomber Boys

“Are you a hero?”

“If not, we’ll make you one.”

It was the sign- in jest, of course - on the door of the public relations office in a

corner of the basement of a former Luftwaffe headquarters. It always drew a laugh.

There was no need to make heroes of the fighter-bomber boys. In the first place,

they, themselves, would resent the idea. Secondly, it would be a crude attempt to gild a

lily. And it couldn’t be done, anyway. Fighter-bomber boys are not plastic enough to fit

into any mould.

“They’re a different breed of cats,” as the older Air Force officers like to say, but

“different” only in the fact that they defy description.

No adjectives fit them.

When they came out of the African desert to England as the nucleus of the Ninth

Air Force and had their battle jackets lined with bright red silk by the most expensive

Bond Street tailor, they might have been called swaggering and pretentious. That would

have been wrong.

When they put on scarves of white parachute silk, set the caps at an extremely

rakish angle and made acquaintance with the gaudiest jeune filles they could find along

Champs Elysees, you might have said they were playboys and irresponsible. That would

be wrong, too.
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When shining Brass from Washington reported their military bearing not so good

in the dust of France, the snow of Belgium and mud of Germany, the impression might

arise that they were slovenly and undisciplined. Still wrong.

They might seem to be all those things, yet, actually, they were none of them.

They were disciplined to the highest degree in combat, modest to a fault and always

wringing their battered caps. Still, they were cocksure and confident. They wouldn’t

harm a flea, and they were continually giving their PX candy rations to French orphans.

Yet they were adventurous, courageous, keen and relentless in battle. None ever turned

his tail to a German. Yet, they were filled with sentiment.

You see, no single descriptive adjective fits them. The closest a word could get is

to say that they were American, and that is not descriptive. It leaves the gate wide open

for imagination, but somehow it does bring a choking sense of admiration for the boys

who fly our fighter-bombers, plunging toward Eternity at 400 miles an hour.

And they were symbolic of America. They had behind them the unlimited

resources of American science and industry, the finest training and equipment ever

devised, plus the ability and know-how of a great Democracy. In a few short months they

had transformed themselves into the most feared assailants of the massive German war

machine.

They were a composite character of life in America, and a free nation. They came

from the country, the towns and the cities. They came from farms, from factories, from

colleges, from offices, from stores - from homes.

They made skilled, tactical airmen whose ability was astounding. Their quick

grasp of a highly complicated technical operation in man’s brand new element of air was

incredible. But it was no accident that they achieved such proportions overnight. They

first had the innate daring and talent to try new things, and accomplish new things, a

singular characteristic of America.
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The fighter-bomber boy must be called “boy” because of his youth, always under

25, but he is a man of parts. He is the controller of the power of more than 2,000 horses.

He is a pilot, a navigator, a bombardier, a gunner and a radio operator, also a warrior, all

at once in an unbelievably complex operation.

One of his typical routine missions was to dive-bomb enemy guns holding up

ground advances, and, first, he had to find the gun. He had to be more than a good

navigator. He had to be a “pin point” navigator. Not only did he have to find a certain

area or town, he had to be able to locate a patch of woods in that area, or even a tree, and

in the town he had to get to a specified unfamiliar street and a particular building.

There was no room for error, regardless of the fact that he was traveling at several

hundred miles an hour and the target to him was the mere point of a pencil, further

complicated by poor visibility, and endangered by ground defenses. He couldn’t afford to

be wrong because sometimes Allied troops were within 400 yards of the objective, so

close they had to dig in to avoid injury from the concussion.

The nature of the objective determined the type of bombing to be used, but

whether it was dive-bombing in which bombs were released at the end of a dive, or glide

bombing wherein the bombs were “glided” into the target, the fighter-bomber boy had to

be expert in each.

He had to have lightning fast coordination for strafing at “deck level.” For then he

was at… over… and past his target in a flash. In straight aerial combat, it was a clear-cut

matter of his skill against that of his adversary, plus all the conniving and trickery the

Luftwaffe was able to develop.

A favorite stunt of the Germans, for instance, was to hide above the clouds, wait

for the fighter-bombers to start their bomb runs on a ground target, then follow them

down with all guns blazing, thus, placing the fighters between ground fire and fire from
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the air. The fighter-bomber boys knew this, but they always completed the bombing

mission first, then took care of the air attack. Their success was miraculous.

A person merely listening in on their air-ground radio conversation was left limp

and exhausted from the sheer thrill of the conflict. It was a game with goals of life and

death, no less, played at terrific speed with the fighter-bomber boys watching the ground,

watching the air, watching their instruments, their bombs, their guns, their other planes,

listening to ground control instructions, doing it all at one time and describing it, too. The

listener was forced to picture a fanciful whirling dervish with a dozen hands and a

hundred eyes.

Then, back on the ground, the fighter-bomber boys were just like all other boys,

most of them with a wife, or one or more love affairs, a loneliness, and a liking for

hamburgers and ice cream. Adjectives just can’t fit them.

The Ninth Air Force tried it once. It wanted to translate tactical air power into

personalities, and the other way around, but the nearest it could get was to pick the nine

top scoring fighter-bomber boys on nine types of ground targets and call it typical.

“By the nature of tactical air power which attacks dozens of targets

simultaneously,” it said, “we have to describe daily operations in an impersonal and

statistical fashion. However, tactical air power’s total effect rests squarely on the personal

skill and achievements of individual pilots in destroying enemy materiel and snarling

communications systems. That effort is just as real and worthy of special recognition as

the skill involved in shooting down enemy planes.  The personal achievement of these

nine pilots of the Ninth Air Force reflects the initiative and the battle-wisdom of all of our

tactical airmen who have learned in action how to knock out ground force materiel which

is of the utmost value and necessity for the enemy.”

The nine fighter-bomber boys chosen on the basis of their records at that

particular time were, by types of targets:
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Locomotives – First Lieutenant Bruce W. Carr, Union Springs, New York - 65 destroyed.

Railroad Cars - Captain Wilfred B. Crutchfield, Madisonville, Kentucky - 350 destroyed.

Railroad Tracks - Captain Kent C. Geyer, Borger, Texas - 80 cuts.

Tunnels - Captain Francis P. McIntire, Savannah, Georgia - Six sealed.

Buildings - Captain Irving I. Ostuw, Passaic, New Jersey - 75 destroyed.

Motor Transport – First Lieutenant Henry B. Hamilton, Winnetka, Illinois - 300

destroyed.

Tanks and Armored Vehicles – First Lieutenant William J. Garry, Winona, Minnesota -

32 destroyed.

Bridges - Captain Frank H. Peppers, Brooklyn, New York - 15 destroyed.

Gun Positions – Captain Carroll A. Peterson, Grand Rapids, Michigan - 75 silenced.

Those were the boys whose records reflected the typical fighter-bomber pilot. Yet

each was as different from the other as daylight from dark. Some were tall. Some were

short. Some were blonde. Some were dark. Some were talkative. Some were silent.

You couldn’t put your finger on any one characteristic, because they were all

different. They were all different because they were new, and tactical air power against

ground targets was new.
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Except for one thing - accomplishment. All had that, and it was typically

expressed by Lieutenant Hamilton, the high scorer on motor vehicles - a wiry, bright

faced, smiling youngster who wore his nickname, “Buzz,” like a comfortable old shoe.

“Buzz,” a veteran of 105 fighter-bomber combat missions at 20, said this:

“My group - we call ourselves ‘Jabo Angels’ - had sort of specialized on German

transport since D-Day, but we hit the jackpot on January 22 (1945) when von Rundstedt

tried to sneak out of the Belgian Bulge. He had counted on low clouds, but we found

some holes in them.”

“Another squadron had been out that morning and found about 1,500 vehicles on

roads west of Dashburg where the Ninth’s medium bombers had knocked out three

bridges.”

“The flak was heavy because of the concentrated target. They had light guns

mounted on the trucks and mobile flak batteries along the roads, but the target was

perfect. You didn’t have to hunt it. It was there, and you couldn’t miss. We’d go for a

fairly large group of vehicles and work them without paying attention to the few that

were pulling out and trying to escape. They stood out on the roads covered with snow,

and we knew somebody else would get them, too. We strafed them for more than an

hour, and by the time our gas was low, other groups of the Ninth were coming in to pick

up the job.”

“My group alone destroyed and damaged more than 600 trucks and cars that day,

and that is counting only the ones we actually saw burning or crashed. That day the entire

Ninth Air Force destroyed 1,594 vehicles and damaged another 1,193. I got 35 that day.”

“That was my last mission in Europe, my 105th since my group entered combat

nearly a year before. Sometimes we were lucky, and found lots of targets. Sometimes we
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never fired a round. Looking back over it, I wouldn’t want to swap places with any of the

pilots who became aces in aerial combat.”

“There’s nothing like seeing the result of your work, right at and beyond the front

lines. I think the tactical pilot has a lot more fun than the aerial aces. Our missions call for

a lot of down-to-ground flying, and a lot of tricky flying. You can outwit an enemy pilot,

but it takes a lot of fancy doing to outguess an enemy shell.”

“Buzz” was doing this talking in Paris. With cap askew and collar unbuttoned, he

had made the rounds of the Red Cross clubs and American movies.

“And what did you do before the war?” asked one of his listeners.

“Oh, I was a junior in high school,” said “Buzz,” the Thunderbolt pilot with 300

enemy vehicles to his credit.

No, adjectives were useless.

-----OOOOO-----
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100 – Day Wonder

In February 1944, the Ninth was the smallest air force in Britain. Less than four

months later, in June, it was the strongest in the world.

Officially, the Ninth got its start in the European Theater of Operations on

February 17 when General Eisenhower’s headquarters revealed that elements of the

Ninth Air Force - veterans of the campaigns in Egypt and Tunisia - had been transferred

to Britain and placed under command of Lieutenant General Lewis H. Brereton. One

hundred days later, operational strength of the original group had jumped 1000 per cent.

This rapid growth had an important part in the Allied invasion master plan— a

plan which called for swift creation of an air force different from anything that had

appeared in other war theaters.

Air power’s principal role, for months before the invasion, had been to cripple

German production, level factories turning out planes, tanks, guns, bombs, submarines,

locomotives, engines. These attacks had no immediate effect on allied ground troops in

the field, but in the course of months and even years, they sapped German industrial

strength, will, and equipment to fight.

In March and April, emphasis in Britain shifted visibly to a new type of air

warfare -tactical operations. Instead of throwing its entire strength against German war

industry, Allied air power began to strike at the Germans in their strongpoints and

trenches, on the roads and railways from their training camps to the big coastal defensive

garrisons. Our aircraft were out not only to destroy factories which in six months would

put a thousand locomotives on lines from Germany to the West Wall, they were

destroying the locomotives, aircraft, and armies already there.
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This tactical job required a new force, one which could live and maintain itself in

the field, attack anything from a staff car to a railway yard, silence a field gun at a few

minutes’ notice, join infantry, artillery, and armored corps in the struggle for a few

hundred yards of enemy-held soil. To accomplish all this, the Ninth Air Force,

structurally and in terms of equipment different from any other American combat air

force, was organized.

The Ninth was as self-sufficient and self-moving as an air force could be. It had

its own Engineering Command to build the front-line fields from which fighter-bombers

fly in intimate coordination with the Army. It had its own Air Defense Command to

protect these landing strips from attack by the Luftwaffe without over-burdening army

artillery. Its Service Command, most intricate and extensive in the world, moved swiftly

overland and overseas, handled almost any kind of repair and replacement within range

of enemy shellfire.

Warplanes of the Ninth were flexible enough to handle any assignment that fell to

them in the course of hard ground fighting. For instance, the same Thunderbolts that flew

on the deck deliberately to plant delayed-action bombs under the end-spans of railway

bridges, could outshoot German fighters at any altitude and could storm enemy

strongholds under conditions which made field artillery powerless.

All Ninth Air Force crews were taught to get all they could out of their aircraft.

Before invasion, Marauder, Havocs, and Invaders attacked only from medium altitude

and in clear weather. Since D-Day they bombed at night and through soupy skies, flew at

tree-top level and strafed with all their machine guns.

In addition, the largest force of C-47 Skytrain troop carriers and CG-4A and

Horsa gliders in the world belonged to the Ninth Air Force until after the invasion. Part of

a train that stretched almost 200 miles, these aircraft flew thousands of paratroopers and

airborne infantrymen into the heart of the German lines five hours before the first

seaborne troops charged up the shore on D-Day.
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Structurally different from any other American fighter command, the Ninth was

divided into three tactical air commands: one to operate with each of the First, Third, and

Ninth Armies.

These were the distinguishing marks of the air force which came by boat and air

from North Africa in the fall of 1943 to reorganize completely in Britain, to fly in the

Battle of Western Europe. It was a skeleton force that arrived from the Middle East.

In the desert, the Ninth had supported the Eighth Army for more than a year, clear

across Africa from El Alamein to Cap Bon and into Sicily and Italy. But in England it

had to start all over again.  Tactical support in the loose, spacious desert battlefield was

nothing like tactical air power among the tightly-knit, crowded concrete fortresses and

strongpoints of the French coast. In Africa, the Ninth had been a combination strategic

and tactical air force. In Britain, it became purely tactical. To begin with, it took over the

Marauders of the old Eighth Air Support Command, which since July, 1943, had been

taking a small but steady part in the air offensive from Britain.

On December 1, 1943, the Ninth Air Force put its second operational craft into

combat -the new, long-range Mustang - and for several months this pioneer group was

the only Mustang unit in action.

Early in March 1944, the Ninth Air Force began to develop at enormous speed.

Two new versions of the A-20 Havoc - one of the glass-nosed bombardier version, the

other solid-nosed with six forward-firing machine guns - joined Marauders in attacking

marshalling airfields, and pilotless air-craft installations on the coast. Within a fortnight,

husky Thunderbolts and trim, fast-moving Lightnings went into operation for the Ninth.

Later, Black Widow night fighters and A-26 Invaders, medium bombers, were added to

the aircraft equipment.
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By mid-Spring, Ninth Air Force front-line fighter strength was the greatest in the

world. But these fighters, predominantly Thunderbolts, were not intended primarily for

escort, pursuit, or patrol. All of them were converted to fighter-bombers, only

incidentally seeking combat with the Luftwaffe and regularly hitting targets either too

small, too well-concealed, or too mobile for medium or light bombers.

Every week in April and May, Ninth Air Force fighter-bomber pilots invented

new techniques and developed a flexible manner of attack effective against any target.

They learned to approach their objectives at any angle from zero degrees to an almost

perpendicular dive. Thunderbolts dived at steep angles, glided at shallow angles, skipped

and slid bombs into tunnels, planted delayed-action bombs deliberately under the end-

spans of bridges. Joining Marauders and Havocs in combined operations, Thunderbolts,

at great hazard, dived to silence German anti-aircraft guns on the secret weapon coast

before the mediums and lights came to bomb coastal emplacements and flying bomb

sites.

Fighter-bombers, armed with anything from clusters of fragmentation bombs to

the record weight of two 1,000-pounders, ranged from the Brest Peninsula, western-most

point in France, eastward to Cologne, Hanover, and Bremen in Germany. North to south,

they struck from the Netherlands to points within 100 miles of the Pyrenees and the

Franco-Spanish border.

Marauders and Havocs, using new pathfinder techniques and beginning the first

American night bombing attacks on European targets, blanketed the northern coast of

France, Belgium, and Holland, although they rarely went deeper than 135 miles inland.

Their objectives were all directly connected with the invasion.

After the invasion, the Ninth struck out across France and into Germany, always

cutting off the battlefields ahead of advancing ground armies, and, at the same time

hitting along with the armies from the air.
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The 100-Day Wonder never ceased to change, expand, and improve its

accomplishments.

-----OOOOO-----
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Great Day

June 6, 1944 - It was a great day, a day of history, when American troops first set

foot on the European continent. That day planes of the Ninth were in the air for almost

twenty-four hours.

At fifty minutes past midnight on D-Day morning, the first of a 200-mile

procession of troop-carrying transport planes and gliders had dropped paratroopers on the

Cherbourg Peninsula. At dawn, the huge unarmed and unarmored fleet was still pouring

paratroopers and airborne infantrymen into the thick of German defenses to strike the

blow that touched off the entire invasion.

At dawn, too, Ninth Air Force Marauder crews, who had been briefed at two

o’clock in the morning, moved off in semi-darkness in a bitter driving rain to take a final

crack at German coastal guns, leveled out over the English Channel, before the first

ground troops landed. Eight waves of medium bombers, each carrying sixteen 250-pound

bombs, and bombing from 4,000 feet, were battering the big guns as the first landing craft

approached the shore.

As troops began to scramble ashore, Lightnings patrolled the Channel, and

Thunderbolts circled in huge protective formations over the landing points.

Simultaneously, other fighter-bombers probed far inland to block roads, silence

guns, blow up radio and power stations, head-off troops. Thunderbolts stopped coast-

bound convoys of German transport long before they reached the scene of battle.

Havocs and Marauders returned to France again and again to give the Germans no

rest and to disorganize their counter-invasion maneuvers. The air umbrella of fighter-

bombers, extending far beyond the landing beaches, maintained its cover of the invasion

throughout the day.
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It was the most spectacular military operation in all history. Yet, it was merely

climactic of more than 35,000 individual attacks - an average of a thousand a day - flown

by the Marauders, Havocs, Thunderbolts, Lightnings and Mustangs of the Ninth Air

Force in the five weeks before D-Day.

Every one of these operations was tactical; they all had a direct and immediate

bearing on the combined land-sea-air operation to come. Their broad purpose was to

reduce German air power within easy striking distance of Normandy, to immobilize the

German army and to prevent it from getting necessary fresh troops and supplies, and to

destroy German fighting strength in the front-line area.

To accomplish this, the Ninth concentrated on five general types of target - (1)

enemy fighter airfields; (2) railway yards; (3) bridges crossing the Seine and the Meuse to

the east of what was to be the battle zone; (4) moving traffic on roads and tracks; and (5)

such military objectives on the coast as gun positions from Cherbourg to Dunkirk and

pilotless aircraft launching sites.

Precaution had to be taken to keep the enemy from guessing where the invasion

force would strike. Ninth Air Force Marauders and Havocs, which rarely penetrate more

than 135 miles into the continent, struck at the targets all the way across the northern

coast of France, Belgium, and Holland.

As D-Day grew closer, the Ninth’s offensive was increased to feverish tempo. In

the last twelve days of May, Marauders, Havocs, Thunderbolts, Lightnings, and

Mustangs flew more than 14,000 attacks and dropped more than 8,500 tons of bombs.

Although the effectiveness of the attacks naturally cannot be completely

measured, these facts are known:
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Airfields: In the first month of invasion, enemy fighters were able to make

scattered attacks on our troops and aircraft, but never a large-scale concentrated

operation.

Bridges: The Ninth Air Force destroyed nine railway bridges and thirteen

highway bridges across the Seine from Paris to the sea - all the important bridges that

existed - accomplishing to a large extent the isolation of the German forces in Normandy

from the east and forcing the Germans to use makeshift methods and indirect routes to re-

supply and reinforce their troops in the battle area.

Pilotless aircraft launching platforms: It has been assessed that all Allied aircraft

reduced the danger of pilotless aircraft by about 75 percent. The Ninth played a major

part in this offensive, launched it, and kept it up regularly for months before the invasion

and intermittently after the start of the invasion.

Railway yards and servicing centers: Eleven repair centers and five marshalling

yards were made unserviceable. In addition, many others were so damaged that it caused

the enemy great confusion and extensive repair work.

Moving rail traffic: In one nine-day period, just before D-Day, Ninth Air Force

fighter-bombers destroyed at least 176 locomotives, damaged a third as many more, and

destroyed 31 trains.

More specifically, the nature and scope of these operations were:

AIRFIELDS

After the fall of France, the Germans built dozens of airfields in northern France

and the Lowlands. Some were very near the coast, others were deeper inland and better

protected. Almost all of those attacked by Ninth’s aircraft were within 130 miles of
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Normandy; most were either north or west of Paris, and many of which were within 50

miles of the French capital.

In their effort to neutralize those landing fields, Ninth Air Force bombers and

fighter-bombers sought to destroy facilities in order of importance - (1) hangars and

repair shops; (2) administration headquarters and buildings; (3) personnel

accommodations. At many airfields, crews found about thirty planes, some had as few as

ten, and others had none at all but were being kept ready for use.

From the first of May to June 6, the Ninth carried out 85 bombing attacks on

Luftwaffe airfields - 53 by Marauders and Havocs, 32 by Thunderbolts, Lightnings, and

Mustangs.

Most of these were made between May 11 and May 31. On May 12 and 13

Marauders and Havocs attacked nine airfields - two an Cambrai, Lille-Nord, Monchy-

Breton, Merville, Abbeville-Drueat, Beaumont-sur-Oise, Beaurvais Tille, and Chievres.

Fighter-bombers, particularly Thunderbolts, carried out combination strafing and

bombing attacks on airfields in northern, central, and even southern France, Belgium, and

Holland.

By D-Day, to the surprise of most military observers, the Luftwaffe was unable to

oppose the landings from the air in any comprehensive or powerful way.

BRIDGES

To isolate what was to become the battle area, the Ninth Air Force carried out 113

attacks on five bridges in the five-week period - most of them crossing either the Seine or

the Meuse, both to the east of Normandy. More than half of these operations destroyed

the bridges or made them temporarily useless.
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The destruction of railway and highway bridges crossing the Seine from Paris to

the sea was definitely assigned to the Ninth Air Force. On May 1, there were thirteen

highway bridges and nine railway bridges of major importance crossing the Seine. On

June 6, not one of these was serviceable. Some were at the bottom of the river. Others

were so badly damaged they could not be used.

Thunderbolts opened this offensive on May 7 with attacks on two bridges near

Paris, at Vernon and Mantes-Cassicourt, and two near Rouen, at Orival and Oissel. The

next day Marauders joined the Thunderbolts, and the first series of attacks on Seine

bridges continued for a week. It was Resumed May 25 and continued until D-Day. On

May 29, Marauders attacked four bridges; one went down, one was wrecked, the other

two were broken up with bomb hits. On May 30, Thunderbolts attacked four bridges;

three went down. On June 2, Thunderbolts and Lightnings attacked four bridges; three

went down. One June 4, Havocs attacked a vehicular bridge at Courcelles-sur-Seine; they

left it at the bottom of the river.

Marauders attacked bridges crossing the Meuse at Liege, one of the busiest traffic

centers in Belgium.

RAILWAY YARDS

The Ninth Air Force, on the first day of May, was in the middle of a highly

concentrated offensive against enemy railway yards related to the battle area. This was an

extremely difficult campaign, for the French railways in peacetime were among the best

in the world and they had been strengthened in four years of German occupation. The

most important links in the railway network in northwestern Europe - that is, in the

Germans’ anti-invasion interior lines of communication - were those connecting German

industrial centers and training camps with the principal junctions in France and Belgium.

All the lines attacked by the Ninth ran either into or parallel to the invasion coast.
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In the first ten days of May, the Ninth focused its bombing on railroad yards in

Belgium or just across the French border. On May 1 and 2, Ninth’s planes hit 16 railway

yards in 20 attacks. On May 10, they attacked ten railway yards. Among them were the

yards at Namur, Amiens, Haine-St. Pierre, Dieppe and Louvain, the last among one of the

most important junctions in northwestern Europe.

Later, the sphere of operations shifted westward to railway yards north, northeast,

and immediately east of Paris.

In 76 of these operations, 49 by Havocs and Marauders and 27 by Lightnings,

Thunderbolts, and Mustangs, the Ninth Air Force literally destroyed 16 repair centers and

marshalling yards and forced the Germans to make hasty, expensive repairs on many

others. Three railway tunnels were rendered impassable, and tracks were severed in

hundreds of places in France and Belgium.

MOVING TRAFFIC

Thunderbolts, Mustangs, and Lightnings of the Ninth - which had changed their

primary function from escort and pursuit to fighter-bombing early in the Spring - in May

frequently ransacked the entire breadth of northern France and the Lowlands for

locomotives, trains, trucks, and cars on the move.

On May 21, otherwise a comparatively inactive day for Allied aircraft, more than

500 Thunderbolts in 13 waves, bombed and strafed trains all the way from LeConquet on

the westernmost tip of the Brest peninsula to Coblenz in Germany. They destroyed 49

locomotives, damaged 37 others, and destroyed 22 trains.

In a strafing and bombing hunt for German trains on May 27, Thunderbolts

moved from Reims to Coblenz and went out of their way to attack railway tunnels and

yards and flak emplacements.
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From May 21 to June 6, 176 locomotives and 31 trains were destroyed.

MILITARY OBJECTIVES

Marauders and Havocs, sometimes preceded by dive-bombing Thunderbolts

which silenced anti-aircraft guns, attacked coastal defenses from Dunkirk to Cherbourg

as part of the “cover plan” of general diversionary attacks to prevent disclosure of the

landing area. All told, the bombers carried out more than 75 attacks on these objectives.

In addition, they frequently hit other targets described at the time as “military

objectives” - the pilotless aircraft launching sites running roughly in a north-south line

from Calais to Abbeville.

All this was a part of the methodical, yet violent and smashing buildup for D-Day,

the end and beginning of two early phases of the Battle of Western Europe.

-----OOOOO-----
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Summer In Normandy

St. Lo, quiet, little cobble-streeted town in Normandy, became on a summer day

an early turning point in the war against Germany in the West. Here, the Battle of France

began, suddenly, swiftly and destructively, on July 25, forty-nine days after D-Day.

Before that time, the American armies in France had been fighting bitterly for

every square foot of ground, and for more than a week they had been stalemate. But at St.

Lo the Nazi line was cracked with awesome results. After the historic breakthrough,

instead of being held in a small area, the Americans swept eastward to Brest, southward

to the Loire River, and westward to Orleans in three weeks - more than a hundred miles

in each direction. They now had all Northern France to fight in.

Ninth Air Force had a vital part in the breakthrough, and this is how it happened:

After the occupation of St. Lo by the 29th Division on July 18, all was quiet on the

American sector for several days. Ground operations were confined to small patrols and

thrusts west of the town, rather to test the enemy’s strength than to come to grips with

him. But trucks, tanks, armor and supplies were rolling up to the front night and day.

Four Infantry and two Armored Divisions maneuvered into battle formation, lined up for

attack. It was obvious to those behind the American lines that large-scale operations were

imminent.

General Omar N. Bradley, commanding the First U.S. Army, told combat

correspondents that a bold move would be made the first day there were three hours of

good flying weather in the forenoon.

Visibility was good on the morning of Tuesday, July 25, and the largest attack in

the history of the U.S. Army Air Forces began. For two hours, the fighter-bombers,

medium and light bombers of the Ninth Air Force and the heavy bombers of the Eighth
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Air Force saturated an area approximately four miles by a mile and a half, roughly a

parallelogram, west of St. Lo.

After the bombing, the U. S. Army corps, which had drawn up to the jumping off

place at dawn, began to storm through the numbed, dislocated German lines. The hard

outer shell of German defenses was cracked. Infantry cut through a hole in the enemy

lines four miles wide; then tanks and armored columns followed and fanned-out in the

Germans’ rear. Five deep armored penetrations were made, two converging on

Countances, the others south and southwest. The advance was the fastest progress in

Normandy up to that time, eight miles in twelve hours for the tanks.

That is what followed the aerial phase of the breakthrough. Its prologue was a

series of fighter-bomber attacks on all bridges crossing the Vire River south of St. Lo - to

isolate the area under attack.

The mass air attack started at about 10:40 AM, when Thunderbolts, armed with

500-pound bombs, fragmentation bombs, and 100-pound white phosphorus incendiaries,

struck at German troops and armor west of St. Lo. Crossing east to west in seven waves,

two or three minutes apart, they left a ribbon of devastation across the northern end of the

parallelogram.

Then, for an hour, Fortresses and Liberators saturated the German lines with

fragmentation and small general-purpose bombs, approximately 3,000 tons of them.

Three divisions of heavies, more than 1,450 aircraft, dropped their deadly loads on the

northern half of the target area.

In the wake of the heavy bombers came sleek, fast-moving Lightnings, in eight

waves lasting twenty minutes, releasing firebombs on the enemy.

Finally, 500 Marauders and Havocs came to blanket the southern half of the

parallelogram with more than 5,000 fragmentation and general-purpose bombs and to
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saturate another, smaller area with its mid-point at the cross-roads and village of St.

Gilles, where the Germans had concentrated tanks and troops.

The 260-pound fragmentation clusters exploded with a lethal radius of 100 yards.

Each bomb threw off hundreds of steel fragments, which shredded light vehicles,

perforated heavier equipment, cut tank treads, demolished guns, killed men. The

firebombs started flames that swept over German bivouac areas and dugouts.

All together, more than 2,700 aircraft dropped more than 65,000 high explosives,

one of the most violent and concentrated air attacks in history.

When American infantry swarmed over the bomb carpet, they found German

soldiers dazed and demoralized. Prisoners reported that the Paratroop Regiment, which

had been impeding American progress below St. Lo, was shattered by the bombardment.

The ground commanders had asked that the air forces use no bombs which would

create craters. The explosives, the largest 500-pounders carried by fighter-bombers, did

their destructive work without making the terrain difficult for advancing American

infantry and tanks. When the bombs had all burst and the Americans moved forward,

they had eight armed reconnaissance formations of Thunderbolts protecting their flanks.

The Americans did not stop then until they had swept through all of Northern

France. It was an historic summer day in Normandy.

-----OOOOO-----
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Look At The Angels

The Infantry Company was pinned down by intense fire from German 88s. Their

advance had stalled. Dug into foxholes on a hillside, they felt the chill of panicky

frustration roll over them.

Then the firing stopped suddenly. The soldiers leaped to their feet. A sergeant

yelled, “Look at the angels!”

The Thunderbolts came down two-by-two, strafing the German positions. The

men from the foxholes could hear and feel the heartening crash of 500-pound bombs.

They could see the smoke clouds rise above the hits. The Thunderbolts came back twice

more, their guns completing the destruction of the German batteries.

The men ran forward, and went on to take their objective. The “angels” were

flying.

It was tactical air power pushing its way more and more toward the forefront of

the overall war picture, always getting closer and closer to the ground.

Tactical air had proved its possibilities at Cherbourg and St. Lo. Now it was

growing into even greater effectiveness.

The fighter-bomber boys, feeling their close alliance with the ground battle,

suggested that fighter-bombers and tanks could work together, but this was another idea

that had to be sold to the ground forces.

There seemed to be numerous reasons why it could not be done, but the fighter-

bomber boys persisted. Through their commander of a tactical air command, they were

able to borrow two tanks for the experiment. They took radio receivers from two
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Thunderbolts, installed them in the tanks, crawled in beside the tank crews, and started a

new technique of air-ground coordination.

It worked. The fighter-bomber – tank combination wrought unprecedented

destruction and terror all across France. With direct communications between planes and

tanks in battle together, they were able to make the Germans believe the Americans were

using a new secret weapon.

The air and ground advances went forward together. The planes took off in relays

and went ahead of the tanks to sweep away all visible enemy targets with bombs and

bullets.

Fighter-bombers took on enemy tanks with death grips in the most spectacular

close infighting of mechanized war, often flying only a few feet above the ground.

Hundreds of tanks were destroyed, thousands of enemy vehicles were blasted,

sometimes in mile-long columns, as the Germans, once bent on driving the invaders back

into the English Channel, scrambled toward their homeland.

In one day, more than 150 tanks were destroyed along with several hundred

vehicles. Wrecked staff cars, half-tracks, trucks, buses and motorcycles littered the roads

in jumbled masses. Roadside ditches were strewn with dead.

Roads in the Roncey-Gavray section were so littered with debris of German cars

and trucks that American bulldozers were used to push them aside to make way for the

fast lengthening American columns.

At several places on the narrow roads, confined between high banks, leading

enemy tanks had been knocked out to form effective roadblocks. Following vehicles

became easy targets for the fighter-bomber boys as they were stalled, sometimes in

bumper-to-bumper formation.
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Fighter-bomber boys spotted the resistance ahead of the tanks, knocked it out,

then radioed the ground columns that it was safe to move on. Sometimes, the procedure

was vice-versa. On cloudy days when the pilots lacked visibility of the ground, the tank

commanders directed the planes.

“Ten degrees left,” the tank man might say, for example. “Watch it now, you’re

coming to it. Okay - straight ahead - go down - you should see it.”

The fighter-bomber boys in the tanks took a beating. They returned to their bases

blue with bruises from the battering in the jolting vehicles, but with a lasting appreciation

of the work of the ground forces.

They had been trained for air combat, but here they were, fighting on the ground.

Out of their experimental daring came a new development in warfare - the ACP, Air

Coordination Party.

Thereafter, every offensive had, in effect, two commanders, one for air and one

for ground, working together in air-ground coordination.

With this setup tanks could roll over enemy terrain at 30 miles an hour, instead of

three, as formerly, because of assurance of shepherding planes that their way was clear.

Planes also were telling the tanks where their other elements were, whether bridges ahead

were in or out.

Soon, the ground forces began to see these advantages as they moved along and

appraised knocked-out enemy tanks, vehicles and gun positions that had been obstacles

the day before.

Once the air-ground combination got rolling, the fighter-bomber boys were eager

to try the ground end of the team. A number of them spent their leaves in tanks, and their
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enthusiasm quickly became mutual with the heartiest respect for each other between the

air and ground fighters.

And this eager co-operation often could be seen, even in the cold transcription of

their air-ground conversation, of which the following, from an attack on a town and

nearby woods, harboring German troops, was typical:

Ground: Hello.

Air: Hello, you. We are coming in, three by three. What’s the weather?

Ground: Eight to ten thousand feet. Seven over ten alto cumulus.

Air: Okay. Give us smoke.

(Artillery drops smoke markers at north and south ends of target.)

Ground: Bomb between the smoke. Don’t strafe. Our troops are 300 yards south

and 600 yards west of the markers.

Air: Roger. Watch this.

(Bombs drop.)

Ground: Looks good.

Air: There is flask over that way.

Ground: Artillery will help on flak.

(An artillery barrage pounds at flak sources.)

Air: We’ll hit the town now.

Ground: Caution. We have troops 300 yards southeast of the crossroads. Do you

need more smoke?

Air: No thanks smoke.

(More bombing.)

Ground: Good show. Right in the right place.

Air: Off for home now.

Ground: Good.

The “angels” were flying that day, too.
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Keep ‘em From Rolling

The story of the vast air campaign which disrupted the French railroad and

highway system - and turned the speedy, systematic Wehrmacht into a bewildered, travel-

weary and old-fashioned army - is the story of the weeks when the once super-modern

German army, which rolled through the Lowlands in 18 days in 1940, came to battle the

Allied invaders on foot, bicycle, and horse-drawn cart.

With their communication lines into Normandy blocked at almost every junction,

the German army was never able to mount a full-scale counter-attack against General

Eisenhower’s invaders. On D-Day, powerful German reserves north and east of Paris

were supposed to rush to the beachheads and throw the Allied armies into the sea. They

arrived in Normandy late and in disorder. Communications were so bad at times German

front-line troops were limited to one meal a day and the daily ammunition was reduced to

a dangerous minimum.

The American air offensive, which was developed to create this confusion and

immobility, began before D-Day and fitted into a definite pattern.

The campaign was divided into four phased-in offensives, which together drew a

tight barrier around German communications. To understand the pattern, think of

Brittany and most of Normandy separate from the rest of France. This area is bounded by

the Seine on the north, by the gap between Paris and Orleans on the east, and by the Loire

on the south.

The four phases were:

PHASE ONE: Operations, beginning May 7, against the Seine bridges.
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PHASE TWO: Operations against bridges, embankments, and choke points in the

Paris and Orleans Gap and bridges crossing the Loire from Orleans to the Bay of Biscay.

PHASE THREE: Attacks on enemy traffic within this blocked-off area, including

operations against troop and supply movements in the immediate fighting zone.

PHASE FOUR: Strafing and bombing of all rail and road traffic by which the

Germans tried to move supplies and reinforcements from the Calais region and elsewhere

in northeast France and Germany to the battle area.

This interdiction campaign prohibited or delayed the arrival of troops and supplies

in the battle area; overtaxed motor transport and fuel supplies; created areas of troop and

vehicle concentration suitable for strafing or dive-bombing; and forced the Germans to

send their tracked vehicles on long road trips under their own power, shortening their

combat life anywhere from a third to a half.

PHASE ONE

A German division crossed the French border on June 15 and did not reach Normandy

until July 8- after a 150-mile march across northern France. The soldiers arrived too

footsore for immediate action.

The first phase of the campaign to isolate Normandy was the destruction of rail

and road bridges across the Seine from Paris northwestward to the Channel. Dividing

northern France almost in half, the Seine is a deep, wide river, impassable except when

bridged, and crossed by all the main railway lines from northeastern France.

The Seine bridge campaign was assigned to the Ninth Air Force alone.

Marauders, Havocs, and Thunderbolts knocked down the 23 largest bridges in 35 days.

Armed reconnaissance squadrons, daily sweeping ruins of the bridges for signs of

reconstruction, saw to it that they remained hopelessly damaged. In desperation, the
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Germans repaired many bridges simultaneously with the hope of keeping a few

open—but even temporary, ramshackle structures were toppled back into the river soon

after they were erected. Among the bridges destroyed were three within the city limits of

Rouen and seven in the outskirts of Paris.

The Seine barrier forced the Germans to use clumsy, slow routes to move

ammunition, tanks and troops where they were needed. In July, German ammunition was

sent from Strasbourg and Metz to Paris by rail, then loaded on to barges and tugged up

the Seine to Elbeuf, finally transferred to trucks and moved to the battle area. An infantry

division cycled from Le Havre to the Seine, crowded on the bank, crossed by barge and

motorboat, and marched to the front. As a result of the Seine operations, and earlier

attacks along the frontier, no German replacement units were able to come all the way to

the battle zone by train. Some had to detrain as far off as Nancy and Bar le Duc and go

the rest of the way by truck or foot.

PHASE TWO

Two SS Panzer divisions being rushed up to the front from Poland had to detrain near

Nancy and move up 400 miles by road to the battle area.

Once the Seine became a barrier, the Germans could still channel traffic to

Normandy by a circuitous route south of Paris and up the Paris-Orleans gap or from the

south across the Loire. The Ninth was instructed to block these avenues. All important

bridges across the Loire were knocked out by mid-June.

Railway experts located the main artery intersections in the Paris-Orleans gap,

and mediums went after them day after day until almost every viaduct, foot bridge,

embankment, overpass and rail cut in the area was destroyed or damaged. As an example,

the rails between Chartres and Dreux, a distance of about 25 miles, were cut in 29 places

in less than 10 days. Bridges over every small river and stream in the gap were toppled.
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By the end of June, there were so many obstacles between Paris and Orleans that the area

between the Seine and the Loire had become virtually an isolated battlefield.

PHASE THREE

An officer and two privates, taken prisoner had traveled from Troyes to Carentan by way

of Laval and Redon - like getting from New York to Albany by way of Baltimore. At

several stages of the journey, the Germans moved almost in the diametrically wrong

direction.

Next came the second priority of the Ninth Air Force order - "to prevent the

movement of hostile troops and supplies within the theater of operations.”

The wide Norman and Breton battleground had been isolated - for the Germans.

Air power had ensured that General Eisenhower’s armies, with Channel lanes open and

unmolested at their backs, could rapidly accumulate manpower, ammunition, transport

and supplies. But there was still German movement within the isolated battlegrounds to

be checked - and that on D-Day became the third phase of the campaign.

The main railways in Normandy and Brittany were: (1) lines connecting the sea-

coast with Paris; (2) lines between the coast and industrial cities on both sides of the

Loire; and (3) lines running from these cities- Nantes, Angers, Tours, Blois, and Orleans -

back to Paris.

Reaching a furious pitch soon after D-Day, the Ninth concentrated on every

communications axis and almost every open stretch of track between the Loire and the

Seine. One indication of the violence of this campaign was the fact that, on July 6,

Marauders and Havocs bombed 44 different railway targets, the greatest number of

objectives in a single day in their history.
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The Germans could hardly move 25 miles on any line without meeting an

impassable block. Principal rail centers - like Rennes, Laval, Le Mans, Chartres, Evreux,

and Dreux  - were bombed out on all sides before their capture by U.S. armored forces

and infantrymen.  Not only was the entire battlefield surrounded by barriers, but within

the area, isolated pockets were created by the air forces in immediate support of the

ground troops.

For instance, before the St. Lo offensive, the Germans tried to rush a division

from Brest to stem the Allied force gathering on the Cotentin Peninsula. The two main

line railways from Brest to Normandy had been cut in many places, and the division

cycled and trudged to the battlefront.

Starting June 15, when the Ninth Air Force was dispatching fighter-bombers from

four advanced landing strips in Normandy, the war against communications became the

heaviest on the fringe of the fighting zone. Armed reconnaissance planes attacked

German trucks bringing food, ammunition and supplies to units actually in contact with

our forces. They kept Nazi soldiers off the roads almost entirely in daylight. These

operations caught almost every daylight movement within a thirty-mile radius of the front

line. One German ober-lieutenant said any vehicle had to have three on board- a driver

and a fore and aft aircraft spotter. His own journey to the front was a nightmare of

ditching the car, running for cover, being strafed, resuming the journey and having all

this repeated every few miles.

As the fighting developed, alert reconnaissance pilots brought the Ninth’s tactical

air commands in the field news of the routes and the key centers the Wehrmacht using in

the immediate rear. The small town of Mezidon, for instance, became a top priority target

during one phase of the fighting, for it dominated every railway and road coming up to

the Caen sector from the south. Tactical targets in Mezidon were pulverized from the air,

and so was every other crossroads and railhead which became tactically significant in

relation to the changing ground situation.
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During the phase of the battle when the front lines were static, the Coutance-

Lessay-Periere road was the main supply line for troops on Germany’s western flank.

Until the breakthrough in late July, fighter-bombers peppered this lateral road constantly

and prohibited even the shortest-distance communications between German field

headquarters or command posts and fighting units. Before the capture of Caen, St. Lo,

Rennes, Le Mans, every strongpoint which the Allied armies stormed, communications

lines and transportation within the towns were violently attacked.

In the course of these operations, fighter-bombers destroyed thousands of railway

cars and trucks, hundreds of locomotives, staff cars, tanks, and barges. Our infantry and

armored columns moving up found roads and rails reduced to rubble and lined with the

debris of smashed or burned out vehicles, or rolling stock.

PHASE FOUR

As the ground forces began to encircle the German troops between the Seine and

the Loire, reconnaissance showed that the enemy was gathering transport in the Calais

region to bring up reinforcements and supplies.

Hundreds of fighter-bombers were turned loose on rail lines and highways in this

sector. After virtually all traffic in this area had been halted, the Germans tried to get

supplies and reinforcements through from Belgium and Germany, moving trains by night

and protecting them by day in marshalling yards where anti-aircraft defenses were strong.

Fighter pilots bombed the packed yards, dived through intense flak to strafe trains and

motor vehicles and cut rail lines with bombs.

This then was the final stage of interdiction in France. The air forces first had

battered the German supply lines at their sources; then cut them as they crossed into

France; thrown barriers around Normandy and Brittany; choked intermediate points of

communication within these provinces; caught the last trickle of German traffic in the
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day-to-day zone of operations; and thwarted last-minute efforts to bring supplies and

reinforcements into the battle area.

-----OOOOO-----
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Oil and Bullets

The evening of August 4, 1944, in a briefing room in southern England, twenty-

six Marauder crews specially picked for an important task were told that at midnight they

would bomb a fuel and ammunition dump in the dense Foret de Sille, 30 miles east of

Laval.

That night the Third U.S. Army was moving south and east from Avranches- the

offensive which within a fortnight was to reach Chartres in the east and cross the Loire in

the south. These Ninth Air Force Marauder crews were told that the request to attack

came down from highest headquarters, that destruction of the dump would create a

dangerous fuel and ammunition shortage for German front line troops.

In brilliant moonlight, the Marauder formation moved over the battlefield toward

the Foret de Sille, led by pathfinders which would drop flares to guide the bomb-aimers.

A German night-fighter was visible against the moon. The pilot fired once, but his aim

was false. He disappeared.

Pathfinders dropped their flares on the forest, apparently only lighting up some

trees, but actually pointing straight to the target. When the bombs were released, columns

of black smoke shot up at once- the black smoke that tells bombardiers unmistakably that

they have hit oil. Flashes in five different colors exploded through the smoke. The last

crews saw one huge fire over the whole area.

The mission was accomplished. More of the Germans’ precious, dwindling oil

and ammunition supply was in flames.

The moonlight attack on the Foret de Sille was a high mark in the campaign to

destroy the enemy’s oil and ammunition by the Ninth Air Force. Dumps became a high
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priority target when invasion started, because then the enemy was relocating his stores to

form a feeder area behind front line Panzer divisions.

These operations had decisive results - especially in August when the war became

one of swift, sudden movement and the Germans needed every drop of fuel they could

muster to extricate their armies from the Falaise trap. When the time came for escape, the

harried Panzer divisions paid a stiff price because they had so little fuel. Throughout the

campaign for Normandy, German prisoners said they had abandoned their vehicles and

marched to and from the battle zone because of the lack of fuel. Others reported that

German armored units were so short of petrol that they had begun to plunder German

airfield stores. In their effort to escape, the slow-moving Germans furnished juicy targets

for fighter-bombers bent on annihilating them from the air.

To attack German fuel dumps effectively, the Ninth Air Force first had to study

the German system of distribution. It starts with army reserve stores and proceeds to

corps, regimental, and battalion fuel dumps - more numerous and compact, better hidden

and closer together as the unit served is smaller. Every dump was built at or near a

communications axis, and the smaller ones were in the same military reservations as

ammunition dumps, general supply depots, and bivouac areas.

Marauders and Havocs selected mostly army dumps, intermediate between the

huge stores far in the enemy’s rear and the battle zone, generally from 30 to 70 miles

from German front line outposts. These were most critical, for, nightly, trucks moved

drums of fuel from them to the units actually in contact with our forces. Thunderbolts

meanwhile struck at smaller dumps, nearer the fighting and generally between villages,

with only grid coordinates to guide them. In all these operations, size of the dump was

not the only criterion- for a small supply in a critical area was far more useful to the

enemy than a large remote store. The Ninth Air Force deprived the enemy not of fuel he

would use in six months, but of fuel he would use the next day. Attacks in a 70-mile ring

around the zone of operations not only depleted the enemy’s reserves, but forced him to

try to replenish lost oil on bomb-torn roads and rail lines.
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Most fuel dumps attacked by Marauders and Havocs were buried in forests and

from the air seemed like isolated woods that had nothing to do with the fighting of

battles. But the first dumps the Marauders bombed, deep in a forest near Domfront,

housed enough petrol to keep twelve divisions moving. For such targets, the only

possible method of attack was to bomb the entire woods. Intelligence showed the fliers a

vertical view of the forest, with the suspected dump marked off in white. A typical one

was an ellipse with humps at each end; another, a fifty-yard strip on each side of an easily

discernible white concrete road. Bombardiers were instructed to saturate these entire

areas - sometimes bombing visually, sometimes blindly by pathfinder techniques.

Intelligence officers had to use ingenuity too, to determine the results of these

operations. Photos taken by Marauders attacking a dump in the Foret de la Guercne

showed three flashes, more brilliant than anything else, with thick black smoke billowing

up. Later reconnaissance shots showed blisters where these flashes had been, more deeply

burned out than any other craters, with the debris of exploded drums scattered inside.

That meant burnt gasoline.

Forest fuel dumps directly serving Panzer divisions at the front were battered

repeatedly by Marauders and Havocs. Thirteen attacks, in which 600 aircraft participated,

were leveled at the Foret D’Andaine, a wood pierced by a concrete road and approached

by a narrow-gauge railway which goes circuitously eight miles to Domfront. In one

operation against these dumps, Marauders started fifteen fires among tanks stored in

trenches. This oil would have gone to German tanks deployed between Mayenne and

Vire.

A fuel dump in the Foret de Senonches, 20 miles southwest of Dreux, was blasted

eight times by 500 aircraft and more than 5,000 bombs, destroying many of the two

million liters of motor gas stored in ten huge tanks and protected by concrete blast walls.
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A dump in the Foret de Conches, southwest of Evreux, was the target for 500

fragmentation bombs, and more than 5,000 general purpose bombs, in a series of seven

attacks in three weeks. In this wood, fuel was stored in drums and camouflaged by

earthworks until it was shipped to Panzer units fighting the British Second Army.

The huge ammunition dump at Le Lude, storehouse for 20,000 tons of shells and

small-arms ammunition, was bombed severely by Marauders on August 2 and 7, after

combat crews were told that it was the main source of ammunition for all German units

fighting the First American Army.

More numerous, smaller dumps than these - located in thickets near German

military headquarters, supply huts, and barracks - were attacked violently and frequently

by Thunderbolts and Lightnings as well as medium and light bombers.

Railhead tanks and mobile reserves were totally different types of gasoline

targets, easier to bomb visually and with pinpoint techniques. Necessarily, in process of

transfer from back dumps to front-line posts, fuel had to be stored for varying lengths of

time at yards and sidings. Some trackside dumps, like one at Rennes, were apparently

huge pre-war installations, with a score of fuel tanks protected by blast walls.

At Rennes, before its capture the final large trans-shipping point for gasoline en

route to the western sector, these large storage tanks, smaller tanks, and drums, dispersed

about an intricate railway intersection, were almost demolished by Marauders, Havocs,

and Thunderbolts.

South of Rennes, the small town of Bruz was a supply point for SS Panzer units in

the western sector. The Bruz installation- built in the open but camouflaged with grass

and wire netting - held large drums of fuel awaiting shipment to Normandy via Rennes.

The dump was bombed so effectively that tankers of the Panzer units it was supposed to

serve fought as infantrymen south of St. Lo.
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The weight of attacks against all kinds of dumps - fuel, ammunition, and supply -

increased as General Eisenhower’s troops picked up momentum and the enemy was

forced to move his depots to keep out of the way of our advance. As the first forest and

railhead dumps were enveloped, the Germans withdrew what stores they could to ferry

points on the banks of the Seine. Ammunition stored in sheds at Caudebec, on the

western bank, intended for the Panzer units in action at Falaise and Mortain, was attacked

by Havocs and Marauders in the first weeks of August.

The combination of attacks on fuel and ammunition dumps with rail interdiction

forced the Germans into many maneuvers that had never been part of orthodox warfare -

transporting gas and shells by motor and barge, limiting the ammunition of active troops

to a minimum, abandoning motor transport and tanks behind hedges, and fighting among

themselves for the fuel that was left.

The tactical air force’s part in this campaign was reflected in the reduced

firepower and mobility of the enemy - in the inability of the Germans either to make a

stand or to flee rapidly after the Allied advance engulfed all their divisions in Normandy

and Brittany.

-----OOOOO-----
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Brest

No matter what the job, tactical air power always did it. Often, the job had not

been anticipated by the textbooks; it arose out of the fortunes of war.

Brest was an example. It was the strongest fortified German position encountered

in the early fighting in France. When this important port was surrendered in September,

1944, after nearly four weeks of bitter fighting, fighter-bombers had added to their

accomplishments by knocking out seemingly impregnable strongholds.

Previously, Thunderbolts, Lightings, and Mustangs had operated in close

coordination with ground troops in their march through Normandy, by clashing with

enemy tanks and blasting them at tree-top level while keeping in radio contact with the

advancing ground elements. This time the light fighter-bombers added extra claim to

their versatility by helping to root out Germans from beneath thick concrete and steel just

ahead of the Infantry.

The newly found air strength was used as an additional knockout punch to that of

naval shelling, heavy bombing, and heavy ground artillery. More than 3,000 sorties were

flown over the beleaguered area in the 25 days of the hard-fought campaign. More than

1,000 tons of bombs and hundreds of rocket charges were dropped.

The defense of Brest was the best the German mind could conceive. It had been

built over centuries and greatly developed by the Germans in the last few years. It

consisted not of one, but four rings of forts and firepower, all manned by 50,000 first

class troops who lived in deep underground emplacements. On the outer perimeter was a

series of 10 or more ancient Breton bastions, at prominent points and recently heavily

reinforced by the Germans. These were further strengthened by temporary fortifications

of earth and logs outside the permanent structures. Each fort had at least five 105-

millimeter guns, covering every approach, with a number of 88 and 75-millimeter field
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guns under eight feet of reinforced concrete, firing through slots with three-inch steel

protecting plates.

The positions could not be flanked because the guns were set for a 360-degree

traverse against attack from land as well as from sea. The crews lived in dugouts of

reinforced concrete which were impervious to bombing.

In addition, the Germans set up a number of anti-tank guns, mounted in

battleship-style turrets of five-inch steel, flush with the terrain, also covering all

directions. These provided space for ammunition and two operators beneath six feet of

reinforced concrete with small openings to slit trenches that led to living quarters under

10 feet of concrete.

The third defense was the ancient city wall, 50 feet thick at the base and tapering

to 15 feet at the top. Around the outside of the wall the Germans dug an anti-tank ditch,

and added 88 and 75-millimeter field guns under the same thick concrete as the forts.

They also placed 40-millimeter anti-aircraft guns around the walls in open positions,

protected by walls of concrete five feet thick and six feet high.

Inside the city itself on granite hills were anti-aircraft guns and the opening of

tunnels that led to the outer rim of forts. In the fourth line of defense were field guns in

enclosed positions along a cliff overlooking the second largest port of France.

The waterfront was lined with reinforced concrete barracks at the base of the cliff

where tunnels of concrete, 12 feet thick or more, enclosed submarine pens.

For good measure, on top of all this, the Germans had artillery positions on two

peninsulas facing the harbor and the city.

It seemed incredible that such fortifications could be taken at all, but the task was

assigned to three hardened American divisions, the Second, Eighth, and Twenty-Ninth
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Infantries, along with a Task Force which first cleaned up one of the peninsulas for the

invader’s heavy artillery. The other peninsula -  Crozon - partly circling the bay, was the

last stand of the Germans who had been driven across the bay from the mainland by the

systematic use of air-ground power.

At the start of the assault, the Eighth Division came from the North, the Second

from the East, and the Twenty-Ninth from the West, through Recouvrance. They first

struck the outer fortification, and simultaneously, tactical air power went into action.

The problem was immediate bombing which the infantry could follow quickly

into disabled defenses. It was solved by the use of heavy ground artillery from one of the

peninsulas to fracture the thick concrete and steel, then swift attacks by fighter-bombers

to spearhead the ground occupation.

Fighter-bombers had been used several times before to blast a path for ground

troops, but this was the first time it was called upon against heavy fortifications.

The bombers were put into the air on alert and were able to strike their targets, the

modernized ancient forts, momentarily after artillery shelling. How well they succeeded

is best told by members of the ground forces themselves. A report from the Twenty-Ninth

Division said:

“Close air coordination has greatly assisted the advance of units on the division in

the assault of Fortress Brest. Hill 69 was a heavily defended area that resisted the advance

of infantry. This was one of several strongly held positions along the first line and was

taken by one battalion, after an air strike. Although only one of the bombs hit the target,

the remainder being near misses, the enemy was kept under cover, which permitted the

infantry to advance and seize the position.”

“Another strongpoint was Keronant. On September 7, one battalion attacked to

capture this strongly defended location following two missions of four P-47s which
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bombed and strafed the strongpoint. The damage inflicted on enemy material and

personnel, and the effect the air strike had in keeping the Germans under cover enabled a

strong patrol to capture Beuzic in the east of Keronant. The strongpoint of Keronant was

taken by the battalion, through the softening and destruction afforded by air attacks of

five days duration.”

“The Kerguilla strongpoint was practically destroyed and was made untenable by

the bombing and flames, coordinated with artillery fire. This permitted the capture of

Penfield, 600 yards to the south.”

“The Infantry break-through near Illioc on the evening of September 11 which

began the final advance in Recouvrance came immediately after bombs had been dropped

by fighter-bombers near the enemy’s center of resistance.”

The capture of the modernized fortification brought this comment from a

company commander in the Twenty-Ninth Division:

“Air has been a critical factor in the progress of the attack on Brest. Air has been able

to effectively attack targets beyond the range of observation and has been particularly

valuable in silencing enemy artillery. The plan of keeping planes on air alert was

exceedingly effective and resulted in exceptionally swift and effective air operations.”

“It was possible to utilize close coordination in the same manner that we use

direct artillery. The Infantry soldier could take cover very close to the target during

bombardment and advance on the target immediately after bombardment. An instance of

this was the attack of a Ranger Battalion on Fort Toulbrock on September 3. In this

action the planes were in the air at the time of the ground attack and were ordered to

attack the fort immediately. As the last bomb struck, the leading elements of the Ranger

Battalion closed in and captured the fort before the defenders had an opportunity to

organize further resistance. It as reported that the leading elements of the battalion

reached the fort six minutes after the last bomb was dropped.”
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Time after time during the assault on Brest Ninth Air Force fighter-bombers

attacked particular targets specifically:

On August 27, for nearly an hour, from 2:15 PM to 3:05 PM, 12 Thunderbolts

strafed one of the strongpoints of reinforced concrete bunkers and 105-millimeter gun

emplacements. The bombing had a marked effect in destroying the installation along with

heavy artillery fire. Direct hits from the air were observed by ground troops only 200

yards away.

On September 3, from 5:30 PM to 5:32 PM, eight Thunderbolts strafed an enemy

position from 150 to 200 yards in front of two companies of infantry. The position was

taken.

On September 8, pin-pointed targets on “Hill 90” were pounded by heavy artillery

and bombed and strafed almost constantly during the afternoon. Previous heavy

opposition from fortified installations had been holding up all efforts to take the hill. That

night patrols reported that the remnants of the enemy who had not been destroyed during

the day had withdrawn. At 6:30 AM the next morning American troops occupied the hill

without resistance.

It was a good example of the effectiveness of air-ground coordination, under

separate co-equal commands, but working together.

-----OOOOO-----
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Achtung, Jabos

Field Marshal von Kluge, German commander-in-chief in the West, telephoned

three of the most powerful Wehrmacht generals on the invasion front.

He told them the jig was up for the German Seventh Army.

To the chief of staff of one army group, von Kluge said:

“The enemy has reached Avranches. Our 957th Infantry Regiment of the 353rd

Infantry Division has apparently not moved owing to hitherto unprecedented enemy

fighter-bomber activity. Enemy tank advances on Granville and Avranches were

preceded by an umbrella of enemy fighter-bombers. This made movement almost

impossible. The troops have suffered high losses in men and equipment by strong air

activity, and morale has greatly suffered.”

To the chief of staff of the German Seventh Army:

“Yesterday’s heavy fighting was successful for the enemy only because he

paralyzed all our movements by employing fighter-bombers on an unprecedented scale.”

To General Warlimont, Hitler’s personal representative in the West, von Kluge

said:

“The enemy air superiority is terrific and smothers almost every one of our

movements. Every movement of the enemy, however, is prepared and protected by its air

force. Losses in men and equipment are extraordinary.”

These conversations were painstakingly and exactly recorded in a “Top Secret”

enemy telephone journal, which was captured on the western front. Certain phrases,
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repeated three or four times, show why the German High Command became desperate

even before the start of the great First and Third Army Offensives in August - "movement

almost impossible,” “paralyzed our movements,” “smothers almost every one of our

movements,” “extraordinary losses in men and equipment.”

And then the reason for the immobility, the fantastic losses, the sagging morale of

the Seventh Army:

“Fighter-bombers on an unprecedented scale.”

To Germans in the ranks, as well as on the highest level of command, fighter-

bombers were the most terrifying Allied weapon on the western front. When they were

asked what weapon they feared most, German captives in the prison cages invariably

answered “Jagdebomber” or “Jabo,” the long and short of it for fighter-bomber.

Throughout the summer, voluminous evidence of the enemy’s crest-fallen plight

and surprise came to light in their captured records, and in the words of their officers and

soldiers who unburdened themselves in prison camps. From these could be sensed the

Germans’ chagrin and astonishment by the performance and effectiveness of fighter-

bombers.

The telephone journal showed that von Kluge talked with General Warlimont at

10:45 AM on the morning of June 11, and told him:

“Whether the enemy can be stopped at this point is still questionable. All our

Infantry units consist only of haphazard groups which do not form a strong coordinated

force any longer.”

This tone of fear and frustration continued through the telephone log until the

Germans were driven behind the Seine.
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Colonel Kleinschmidt reported to the Chief of Staff of the Seventh Army on

August 7 that “under protection of his air superiority, the enemy has been able to

reinforce himself considerably. Our combat strengths have been greatly reduced.”

Such conversations must have been extremely distasteful to members of the

German Command, accustomed only to swaggering success. Their irritability cropped out

frequently in the records of their talks.

For example, this was the conversation between von Kluge and Colonel von

Gersdorff at 6:00 PM on the evening of August 10, 1944 (von Kluge must have been

shouting):

“This is out of the question. This is impossible because the foundation of the

intended attack would be changed thereby.”

“How you can help yourself, I don’t know. We cannot judge that from here.”

“General Kuntzen reported that the units had been in a relatively close formation,

but were dispersed by bomb carpets.”

“The armored group is Northwest of Beaumont. He is now attacking the enemy

from both sides. He pulled one battalion out of Alencon for commitment in the

Southeast.”

“Our entire supply is based on the area between Chartres and Alencon. Supplying

the army has been highly endangered by the thrust to the North. If the enemy succeeds in

thrusting northward beyond Mamers, then he will sit in the middle of our supply dumps

which, naturally, cannot defend themselves.”

The record, of course, does not show it, but it is easy to imagine that von Kluge

slammed up the receiver when he finished.
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Gaps in the Germans’ telephonic history of what Ninth Air Force fighter-bombers

did to their former Blitzkrieg legions were ably filled in later by a staff officer of the 17th

SS Panzer Grenadier Division who wrote an account of his division’s defeat. The division

had received its orders to move from a marshalling area at Thouars to the Normandy

front on June 7, the day after the first Allied landings.

“Everyone was in a good mood and eager to see action again,” he wrote, “happy

that the pre-invasion pall of uncertainty and waiting had snapped at last. In some minds

there was a gnawing doubt that perhaps this was only a repetition of the Dieppe incident

in which the Allies would withdraw after a German show of force.”

But this doubt of the Allies intention to stay and fight was soon dispelled, as the

German officer explained in his division’s history which is one of the classic documents

of the war.

“Our motorized columns were coiling along the roads toward the invasion

beaches,” he related. “Amidst this rumbling of motors and grinding of vehicle tracks, the

Panzer Grenadier was in his element again.”

“Then something happened that left us in a daze. Spouts of fire flicked along the

column and splashes of dust staccatoed down the road. Everyone was piling out of the

vehicles and scuttling for the neighboring fields. Several vehicles were already in flames.

This attack ceased as suddenly as it had crashed upon us fifteen minutes before. The men

started drifting back to the column again, pale and shaky and wondering that they had

survived this fiery rain of bullets. Had that been a sign of things to come? This had been

our first experience with the Jabos. The march column was now completely disrupted and

every man was on his own, to pull out of this blazing column the best he could. And it

was none too soon, because an hour later the whole thing started all over again, only

much worse this time. When this attack was over, the length of the road was strewn with
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splintered anti-tank guns (the pride of our division), flaming motors and charred

implements of war.”

“It dawned on us that this opponent that had come to the beaches of Normandy

was of somewhat different format. The march was called off, and vehicles that were left

were hidden in the dense bushes or in barns. No one dared show himself out in the open

any more. Now the men started looking at each other. The first words passed. This was

different from what we thought it would be like. If things like this happened here, what

would it be like up there at the front? No, this did not look like a feint attack upon our

Continent. It had been our first experience with our new foe, the American.”

“During the next few days we found out how seriously he was going about his

business. Although we now only traveled at night and along secondary roads, rimmed

with hedges and bushes, we encountered innumerable wrecks giving toothless testimony

that some motorist had not benefited from the better experience we had had. After about

five days we moved into our assigned sector east of Perriers. The Division Staff, to which

I belonged, crawled into a small village, obviously intent to have as many trees, sunken

roads and much other cover about as possible. But now the Jabo plague became even

more serious. No hour passed during the daytime without that nerve-frazzling thunder of

the strafing fighters overhead.”

“And whenever we cared to look, we could see smoke billowing from some

vehicle, fuel depot, or ammunition dump. The common soldier began to think, “What

would all this lead to and what was being done about it? Where was the Luftwaffe, and

why had it not been committed during the past few days?” If he asked his Superiors about

it, they shrugged their shoulders and remarked that German planes would make their

appearance at the opportune moment. But that moment never came.”

“Instead, bad tidings reached us from the front, and all around us ambulances

were carting away the victims of strafings. And when the soldiers became more insistent

in their queries, they were finally told that the Luftwaffe was operating in adjoining
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sectors where the situation was even more serious than in ours. This excuse calmed them

for a while until contact had been made with those adjoining sectors and the soldiers

found out that the absence of air cover there was just as conspicuous.”

“And there the men had been told that the German planes were operating in our

sector. To make things even worse, the American artillery became stronger by the day,

and the naval guns tore into our lines while it was impossible for us to get back at them.”

“Complaints became more frequent that artillery ammunition stores were running

low, that weapons needed replacements, that communications were out. The hope of

driving the Americans back into the Channel had already given way to a hope of being

able to hold our own against the invaders. And then came the great American

breakthrough at St. Lo. The way of the Cross for the German soldier had begun.”

“At first, the retreat in our sector was orderly. We started leap-frogging back. The

divisional staff was able to hold for eight days in Lozon. But our regiments had been

depleted to such an extent that we could not count upon any effective resistance. Under

heroic efforts and with terrible losses, we were able to hold a small sector Northwest of

Marigny for eight days. The Divisional Staff was separated during the ensuing flight, and

cut off from its trains.”

“Even though some dispersed fragments of the unit were reclaimed on the road

back, only a few bedraggled remnants arrived in the Merzig re-forming area.”

“No human account could ever describe the hardship, the sacrifice, the misery the

men of this Division alone experienced. No one who finished this retreat still alive will

ever forget this Gethsemane, because each village, each road, even each bush has seared

into his brain the memories of terrible hours, insufferable misery, of cowardice, despair,

and destruction.”
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This was a German officer talking. That was the Germans’ own estimate of

tactical air power.

-----OOOOO-----
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Psychological War

Exhausted, war-weary German captives were lined up at an Allied prisoner of war

collection point for preliminary questioning. The interrogating officer accepted from one

a crumpled piece of paper. It was a “safe conduct passport,” the prisoner’s assurance of

fair treatment under terms of the Geneva Convention.

The “passport” was one of millions of leaflets dropped by Marauders of the Ninth

Air Force for the Psychological Warfare Division, Supreme Headquarters Allied

Expeditionary Force.

The medium bombers, known primarily for their tactical coordination with

invasion armies, figured prominently in the Allies’ “war of words” to capture the

enemy’s mind. Here, too, their job was a tactical one in that their operations were, for the

most part, confined to the battle areas where fighting was in progress.

Flown by crews who sometimes called themselves “flying newsboys,” the

Marauders swept over a large part of France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany, dropping

more than 100,000,000 leaflets.

They showered leaflets on isolated German garrisons in besieged channel ports

from St. Nazaire at the mouth of the River Loire in France to the Scheldt Estuary in

southern Holland; they covered the escape routes of Nazi troops retreating from

Normandy and they followed the enemy north past the River Seine into Holland.

Everywhere the German army moved, Marauders followed it with psychological

messages.

In the First World War propaganda experts considered they had performed a

gigantic feat by disseminating 5,000,000 leaflets in one month (October, 1918). The
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Marauders once dropped 4,400,000 leaflets during a day in which they also carried out

two bombing missions.

Not all the leaflets were “Safe Conduct Passports” although a large percentage of

them carried instructions in the procedure of surrender and information as to the rights of

prisoners under The Hague and Geneva conventions. Many contained special messages

for civilian populations (such as General Eisenhower’s message to the people of France

or advance warning of areas about to be bombed by Allied planes) but the bulk of the

leaflets were intended for reading by German troops.

Frequently the Nazi soldier’s first news of developments at home or at the front

came to him through leaflets. According to prisoners of war, this was the case when

Marauders showered German troops in France with leaflets reporting events incident to

the unsuccessful attempt on Hitler’s life in July 1944. Again, shortly afterwards, news

that the Red Army was fighting on German soil in East Prussia was carried to German

soldiers by leaflets.

Every effort was made to keep the leaflet messages timely. Experts in the

Psychological Warfare Division (PWD) in London, keeping abreast of the war by cross-

Channel telephone, took advantage of late developments on all fronts to prepare special

messages. Printing presses were kept busy 24 hours a day to meet the needs of the ever-

changing situation, publishing the leaflets in the language of the people for whom they

were intended.

Packed into a special type bomb, the leaflets generally were delivered to air bases

in advance of their anticipated use. However, in instances where the leaflet message was

particularly timely, there was sometimes a race between delivery of the bombs and the

scheduled take-off of the mission. The speed with which the PWD prepared, printed,

packed and delivered the leaflets to air bases was revealed when news of the attempt on

Hitler’s life was carried to German troops in less than two days after the incident

occurred.
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The leaflet bombs consisted of a cardboard cylindrical container, laced with

explosive “primer cord” and detonated by a barometric fuse. The fuse was set to detonate

at a predetermined altitude, scattering the leaflets in the desired concentrations. A

standard bomb contained 80,000 leaflets and weighed about 300 pounds.

Leaflet bombing was first used operationally before D-Day as an alternative to

bundle-dropping in which crew members cast packages of leaflets out of the plane. The

bomb disintegrated upon explosion, and no heavy part except the fuse fell to the ground,

which made it ideal for distribution of leaflets to friendly people.

An advantage of the bomb over bundle-dropping was greater accuracy. In bundle-

dropping, leaflets released even from a low altitude in a high wind traveled long distances

before reaching the ground. The leaflet bomb could be set to discharge above the

objective at an altitude where the chances of their being blown far from the target were

less. Another advantage was that bombs could be loaded together with or without lethal

bombs and released with the same precision.

Routes were planned, escorts arranged, a field order published and briefing

carried out in the same manner as if the mission were a full-scale bombing operation. The

number of planes scheduled for a mission depended on the number of targets. Generally

one or two planes covered a specific target. The bomb load, likewise, depended on the

leaflet distribution desired.

Crews who flew the leaflet missions underwent all the risks of any operation over

enemy territory, accepting the job with the same seriousness as a bombing attack. In fact,

flak was sometimes more intense on the leaflet missions because these operations took

crews over spots where enemy resistance was particularly strong.

Evidence of the seriousness with which the German high command considered

Allied leaflet operations was indicated in the following extract from an enemy document
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captured in the Cherbourg peninsula which had been circulated to all commanding

officers of Regiments and Battalions:

“It has become decisive for the outcome of the war that we provide officers,

N.C.O.s and men with convincing counter-arguments well ahead of time and that we

promptly parry any propaganda attack by the enemy. We must bear in mind that during

the First World War enemy propaganda succeeded in wearing down the morale and

fighting spirit of the German people to such an extent as to contribute materially to the

military and economic breakdown.”

It may be remembered that after the close of the First World War Hindenburg and

other German leaders paid tribute to the overwhelming effect of Allied leaflets.

No effort was spared by the enemy to discourage people from picking up leaflets.

The Germans are known to have placed explosives in some bundles of leaflets after

which they published notices in newspapers that the Allies had dropped explosive leaflet

packages and warned the public not to touch them.

A published order concerning collection of leaflets read: “There are reasons to

emphasize that all leaflets and other pamphlets hostile to the state must be surrendered to

the police at once. It is forbidden to collect them as souvenirs.”

Military instructions required that a German soldier who picked up a leaflet must

immediately label it with the word “Feindpropaganda” (Enemy Propaganda).

Enemy counter-measures to Allied leaflet warfare also included an illustrated

manual called “Instruction Material in the Fight Against Enemy Propaganda” in which

short lectures with repeated showings of leaflets depicted in the folder were suggested.

Despite the enemy’s desperate counter-measures, it was variously reported that

between 40 and 75 per cent of captured German prisoners had leaflets or had read them.
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Leaflets made no attempt to intimidate the German soldier but presented facts,

followed usually by an appeal to his common sense with statements such as: “You must

decide for yourself, but in the event you should find yourself in a desperate situation

remember what you have read.”

It was discovered in prisoner camps that German soldiers were impressed by

contents of the leaflets. Intelligence records disclosed that leaflets were highly effective

with non-German elements, and even Germans were influenced by them. Reports show

that as many as 90 percent of the Poles and other non-Germans captured with the German

forces had been influenced by leaflets.

All of which was an extra-curricular activity, so to speak, of tactical air power in

the Battle of Western Europe.

-----OOOOO-----
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France Liberated

“The battle for France is over. The German Seventh and Fifteenth Armies that

were charged with the protection of France are fleeing to Germany in a state of

complete disorganization. No further defensive lines, systems, or strong rear

guards exist that will enable the Germans to make a stand in France. The near

destruction of the German Seventh Army in the Falaise-Argentan trap, and the

further attrition of escaping elements of this force, have resulted in a lack of

enemy opposition. German corps, divisions, and regiments have disintegrated to

such an extent that unit command is no longer possible.”

- From an official Estimate of the Enemy Situation, Ninth Air Force Intelligence,

September 4, 1944.

In the thirty-five days after the American breakthrough at St. Lo, the German

Seventh Army and elements of the Fifteenth were immobilized, cornered, and pursued

implacably until they gave up the fight and retreated willy-nilly to the Siegfried Line. In

those thirty-five days fighter-bombers of Ninth Air Force operated with the U.S. First and

Third Armies in the most powerful, intimate, and original tactical coordination in history.

From July 25 to September 1, the young Americans flying Thunderbolts,

Lightnings, and Mustangs invented new techniques on the spur of the moment over the

front lines - and the results, in terms of statistics and incidents, were astonishing. Tanks

and troops surrendered to Thunderbolts which hovered overhead until the captives were

marched to prison cages; a thousand German trucks were left burning or abandoned in a

single day; a cross-river movement was disorganized by aerial attacks on barges, boats,

and pontoon bridges; aircraft literally turned German generals out of their headquarters

and sent them crawling through hedgerows; furiously burning bombs sucked the oxygen

out of deep German fortifications and forced their defenders into the open; Thunderbolt
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pilots ricocheted armor piercing incendiary bullets off hard road into the unarmored

bellies of tanks.

Those individual exploits, multiplied hundreds of times, added up to one of the

most spectacular statistical stories of the war - more than 10,000 motor transport

destroyed in 35 days, more than 900 tanks put out of action, more than 2,000 railway cars

and 200 locomotives blown off tracks, more than 100 fortified buildings reduced to

rubble, more than 400 enemy big guns silenced.

In 72 hours after the breakthrough at St. Lo, Countances had fallen. In 96 hours,

the drive toward the sea from Countances and below Countances had fractioned the

Germans into dozens of disorganized units with no supplies, no communications, no

chain of command.

When American troops broke into open country, with room to maneuver, tactical

air power had new things to do and new techniques to develop. The fighter-bombers had

to prevent movement from not to the battle area. American forces were moving so rapidly

that ground commanders expressly forbade the destruction of bridges or choking of

communication.

The new employment of tactical air power resolved into three distinct aims: first,

to cut off German lines of retreat; second, to destroy German tanks and Infantry in flight;

third, to eliminate pockets or delaying actions that cropped up in the line of American

advance. The Ninth Air Force dispatched two types of missions to accomplish these

objectives and to cover the movement of armored forces.

One was armed reconnaissance. In these operations, fighter-bombers armed with

bullets and bombs searched deep or shallow areas ahead of the ground forces for targets

of opportunity. The field for armed reconnaissance is bounded on the inside by the bomb

line, a series of readily visible terrain features, beyond which all territory is definitely

held by the enemy. When ground advance is swift, the bomb line shifted constantly and
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pilots carried area maps strapped to their legs so that they could be alerted about any

change as it happened. Armed reconnaissance paid enormous dividends in locating and

breaking up concentrations of enemy strength just behind the battle-line, in knocking out

enemy tanks and vehicles approaching or fleeing the front, and in keeping the Germans

continually off-balance and unable to maintain any secrecy of movement.

The other type of mission was operations with armored columns, the academic

term for what pilots call walking hand-in-hand with tanks. Flights of four or eight

Thunderbolts, Lightnings, or Mustangs kept up a constant alert over the movement of

armored columns, not returning to base until new flights came to relieve them. With the

airplane escort always present, obstacles that might have taken several days to surmount

were eliminated in a few hours and the ground advance maintained high speed.

Beginning July 26, the movement of five American armored columns cut the

Germans into dozens of powerless, unequipped, unruly units, all bent on escaping

southward or eastward and regrouping. Fighter-bombers hunted the enemy out on the

roads, where they moved two and three trucks abreast; in the undergrowth in valleys and

creek bottoms where Panther tanks and isolated artillery pieces sought refuge and a

chance to escape; in bivouac areas where Germans pitched their oblong tents for a few

hours on their way to the south and east.

The keen fighter-bomber pilots detected many enemy stratagems. Artillery hidden

in hay wagons was blown up. One column of tanks sped southward covered by white

sheets, a false sign of surrender because it was moving away from rather than toward

potential capture, and it was eliminated. A convoy of German fuel trucks and trailers

sneaked into a thicket when Thunderbolts flew over and a single vehicle raced down the

road to draw fire. The fighter-bombers first disposed of the main convoy, then pursued

the suicide car and picked it off while flying so low they had to flip their wings to avoid

crashing into a church steeple.
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One striking eyewitness account of the destruction of a German escape column

and the death of its manacled general was told by an American Private, Anthony Blazus,

Jr., of Fredericksburg, Pennsylvania, who was held captive at Roncey. Under guard, he

watched a German general surrounded by a ring of bowing and scraping colonels outline

the escape route on a map as a two-mile column of vehicles stood ready for his

command. Thunderbolts came low, destroying the two self-propelled guns which led the

column, and then sped over the line of vehicles strafing furiously. Shrapnel killed the

general.

“Terrific blasts just ripped those big guns apart and tore bodies into a thousand

pieces,” Blazus said. The crack German 17th SS division was shattered utterly.

By August 1, intelligence officers reported that disorganized elements of seven

German divisions were nervously withdrawing along dirt roads and through hedgerows to

get out of the immense horseshoe-shaped trap. The roads for twenty miles outside

Avranches were littered with hundreds of burned out tanks and vehicles and abandoned

equipment.

Near Mortain, eight Thunderbolts knocked out a gun post which was delaying an

armored column; then escorted the tanks to the next obstacle, fortified buildings in the

village of St. Barthelme, and eliminated them; and finally at nightfall accompanied the

tanks into Mortain.

All over the expanding front, single fighter-bombers and small four-plane flights

wiped out powerful enemy guns. One Thunderbolt, armed with a 500-pound bomb and a

few hundred rounds of ammunition, all but annihilated a German pocket of 25 horse-

drawn artillery pieces and 100 soldiers.

The fighter-bombers were winning victories like those in hundreds of places

every day, and the enemy used everything from clumsy tricks to elaborate devices in an

attempt to thwart them. German monitors picked up several American tank-to-plane call
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signs and tried to dispatch our aircraft into traps or off on wild-goose chases. One

German, speaking English smoothly, beckoned a Thunderbolt group off to a place where

they could do no harm - but the American flight leader suspected trickery and asked the

enemy to sing “Mairzy Doats” as authentication. That stumped him and spoiled the ruse.

Under cover of night, German saboteurs cut telephone lines, and, in daylight,

some German vehicles bore the cerise panels which American trucks and tanks used as

identification. One Thunderbolt pilot dived low to examine a road intersection and then

drew away because it seemed harmless. He glanced back over his shoulder and saw a

hedge move across the road. His flight strafed the mobile hedge until nothing in it was

left alive or undamaged. Throughout the fighting, the Germans hid their tanks well, dug

them so deeply into hedgerows that they disappeared and could be spotted only by

scrutinizing the shadow pattern of the roads.

Meanwhile, as the Third Army moved eastward, the jaws of a gigantic trap were

closing around the Germans in the Vire-Mortain sector. Its exposed right flank, deep

south along the Loire, was protected by fighter-bombers, which in addition to other duties

maintained a constant vigil over the river and dissuaded a number of German units from

trying to ford it and enter the battle zone.

As early as August 12, the Third Army left flank drove north from Alencon to

Argentan to close its half of the swinging door. The British Second Army, slashing

through heavy resistance, fought its way down to Falaise and the battlefield was set for

one of the most punishing encirclements of the war.

On August 13, German transport made its first huge-scale attempt to pull out of

the trap. In the morning, one group of 37 Thunderbolts discovered about a thousand

vehicles milling about the pocket west of Argentan. Before this outfit had dropped all its

bombs and fired all its ammunition, at least 500 trucks and cars were in flames. One

enthusiastic pilot dropped his belly gasoline tank on twelve trucks after he had run out of

orthodox armament. Other Thunderbolt squadrons, alerted that there were plump targets
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west of Argentan, went to finish the job. Before nightfall Ninth Air Force aircraft

destroyed more than 1,200 vehicles and damaged more than 300 others.

Every day, German units within the trap managed to group in a village or a valley

and maintain reasonably effective resistance until the fighter-bombers came after them.

On August 15, for instance, German units were fighting a delaying action in the valley of

Ranes, twelve miles southwest of Argentan, and American tanks which lay in wait

outside the village were meeting powerful fire. A few Thunderbolts were asked to bomb

German fortified buildings around the village square of Ranes. Five-hundred pound

explosives started seven large fires, with gushing black smoke, which drove the Germans

out of their hideouts, and the tanks rode through.

So great was the German soldiers’ terror of the fighter-bomber, or Jabo, as they

called it, that they began to surrender in large numbers to aircraft. Outside Argentan, four

hundred troops, who had not had anything to eat for four days because their field kitchen

was destroyed by aircraft, waved the white flag furiously when Thunderbolts came to

attack them.

With infantry and tanks pinching off the pocket along its perimeter, and aircraft

and artillery rattling and preventing escape through the gap, the Germans made a wild

and desperate attempt to pull out under low clouds on the afternoon of August 17. They

moved with terrific haste in anything that had wheels. Weather was so poor for aircraft

that they might have made it - but for the fact that a short squadron of eleven

Thunderbolts, led by Lieutenant Colonel George E. Kiser of Somerset, Kentucky - dived

through the overcast in time to see a column of almost 1,000 tanks and trucks trying to

sneak northeastward toward Paris. Kiser radioed his base for more planes, reported that

this was the biggest road movement he had ever seen, and at once went to work on the

enemy with 500-pound bombs and .50-caliber bullets.

Other Thunderbolts, Lightnings, and Mustangs, sitting as a reserve force on Ninth

Air Force fields or flying deeper reconnaissance as far east as the Seine, were at once
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dispatched to the gap. In all, they found German columns moving three vehicles abreast

and bumper-to-bumper on three highways out of Argentan. Everywhere, the fighter-

bombers applied the same methods. They dropped bombs at the head of each column

until the roads were blocked. Then, when traffic was at a standstill, they roamed at leisure

over the stranded vehicles pumping streams of machine gun bullets into tanks, trucks,

men.

German soldiers fled for hedges and ditches, but hundreds were slain before they

found cover. Horses stampeded, overturned carts, and throwing entire convoys into still

wilder confusion. Until darkness, the Ninth Air Force fighter-bombers kept bombing and

shooting in spite of the clouds and flak which came up from the vehicles from positions

in the fields. The smoke was so thick along certain roads that pilots could not tally an

accurate score of trucks and tanks destroyed, and the thousand claimed by Ninth Air

Force pilots was decidedly conservative.

After the fatal attacks on the 17th and 18th, the Germans’ only interest was to get

out of France rapidly. When suicide units attempted to create delaying actions, the

Sherman tank and Thunderbolt combination went into battle together and cleared the way

with a minimum of time spent or effort wasted.

One afternoon, Thunderbolts saw two Tiger tanks hiding behind a red-tiled

building near Putanges, in ambush for an American armored column. The flight leader

warned the Americans of the danger an asked permission to bomb. He was told that the

tanks were too close. The pilot warned the American tanks to swing their guns at a 45-

degree angle to the left, because the Tigers would come out shooting. When they did, the

American tanks could not get the proper range and the Germans reversed swiftly, seeking

protection of the building. Thank tank commander relented, and said:

“Put some bombs on them.”
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The Tigers, situated so strategically they might have held up the American

column for hours without the intervention of aircraft, were knocked out in ten minutes.

These delaying actions were the exception, not the rule. The Germans were going

so fast they jammed their vehicles together with no attempt at concealment.

Everywhere the roads were filled with the wreckage of German convoys. Other

German convoys moved heedlessly past them.

The German transport shortage became so critical in the last few days of August

that escaping columns relied more and more on horses to draw their guns out of

Normandy. In two days, August 26 and 27, more than 300 horse-drawn vehicles were

destroyed by Ninth Air Force planes.

On August 16, Thunderbolts reported that barges loaded with oil were crossing

the Seine westward toward the battlefield.  From August 17 on, almost all the traffic

across the Seine was in the other direction - and the wide, deep river became the master-

obstacle for Seventh Army units trying to move helter-skelter toward their homeland.

The moment Seine crossings started in force, large fighter-bomber formations

were assigned to the river to stop any organized movement across. As Paris fell to the

French and Americans, reports told of Germans crossing the virtually bridgeless Seine by

pontoon, barge, ferry, and even by swimming.

The difficulty of maintaining movement over the Seine created pockets of motor

and troop concentration along the river from Paris to Rouen, and these were attacked

violently by fighter-bombers. In Rouen itself, where thousands of German soldiers waited

in the big loop formed by the circuitous course of the river, aircraft blasted streets

running along the embankment and roads approaching the ferry slips. Huge numbers of

vehicles were destroyed, and thousands of troops with no way to escape were herded into

American prison camps.
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This was the final phase in the destruction of the Seventh Army in France. The

remnants that did get across the Seine had disintegrated to such an extent that unit

command was no longer possible.

In thirty-five days, fighter-bombers had learned many new jobs and learned them

well, and France had been liberated.

-----OOOOO-----
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Stepping Stones to Freedom

Ninth Air Force fought in Europe on the ground as well as in the air. When the

first American troops were dropped by parachute on the Continent in the D-Day assault,

among them were soldiers of the Ninth Engineer Command whose job was to build and

maintain air bases within easy striking distance of the Germans. When the ground armies

advanced into Germany, the engineers were in their forefront, constructing airfields.

This meant laying down, so to speak, stepping stones to freedom, from which the

Ninth’s medium and fighter-bombers could nimbly keep pace with - and ahead of - the

most rapid advances in military history.

The first two fields were ready for use on the third day after Allied troops landed

in Normandy, and after that, tactical air power was always based within 100 miles, and

often within five miles, of the German lines.

Within six weeks after D-Day, Ninth Engineer Command had built or

rehabilitated enough fields to base the entire fighter-bomber strength of the Ninth Air

Force. In four months, it had built or put into service 108 airdromes, including captured

enemy fields - nearly one a day. In nine months is had completed its first two fields in

Germany.

As most of the others, the first fields in Germany were built in the face of

shellfire, mud, and bitter cold. They gave fighter-bombers take-off points up to and

alongside of advanced ground front lines.

One of the fields in Germany had been started by the Germans themselves for jet-

propelled planes that would have been thrown in numbers over Allied territory had not

the base been captured shortly before its completion.
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Before the Germans left it, however, they made a thorough shambles of their

work. Every hangar had been mined and left in ruins, and 600 craters marred the concrete

runways. Besides, they left a strong force of Nazi snipers to greet their successors.

Despite all this, the Engineers restored the field for use in five days, working in knee-

deep mud.

Always, the Engineers worked under pressure like this, and always they kept well

ahead of schedule on the greatest airport construction job in history.

The task was planned in detail long before the invasion. Tentative sites

throughout France were selected from RAF reconnaissance photographs and maps, and

their desirability was estimated after painstaking study of pre-war soil data, wind

velocities compiled from civil records, geologists’ reports, and many other sources.

The first eight fields were built almost exactly where and when they had been

planned, but after the initial assault phase of the invasion, all prearranged schedules had

to be discarded or modified to meet a changing situation.

The original plan called for eleven fields in the beach area, but due to changes in

ground force plans, twenty-six were built in Normandy. This necessitated use of difficult

sites involving much heavier construction than had been anticipated, but at no time did a

Ninth Air Force unit wait more than a week for an airdrome.

When American ground forces made their historic breakthrough at St. Lo,

reconnaissance parties of the aviation engineers went forward with the first advance,

followed closely by heavy construction equipment of the battalions, sandwiched in

among tank, artillery, and supply columns, and prepared to start construction on new

fields as soon as sites could be found.

More than 600 sites were reconnoitered during the ensuing two weeks, but the

ground situation changed so rapidly that only two new fighter-bomber fields and one air
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evacuation strip were actually built. During this phase of the fighting it was a constant

question whether to build a field or whether, once built, it would be beyond the desired

range of the front. At one time fourteen fields were planned in the Laval-Domfront area.

The construction battalions, having completed their fields in the beach area, were routed

forward to this section, but on arrival there they were directed to continue to Le Mans and

Alencon in whose vicinity a group of German fields had been captured in the Third

Army’s northward march to the Argentan-Falaise gap.

Eventually, several fields were constructed in the Le Mans-Alencon area, but by

the time they could be completed, captured German fields around Paris had been

rehabilitated. Fighter-bomber pilots intended for assignment at the Le Mans fields found

themselves operating westward against the enemy in the daytime and learning to “parlez-

vous” with Parisiennes in the evening.

Reconnaissance parties of Ninth Engineer Command, meanwhile, were fanning

out to the North and East, beyond St. Quentin, Reims, and Chalons.

The extreme mobility of the Engineers was illustrated by the construction

itinerary of one of the battalions which built the first field on the beachhead. In 120 days

after D-Day, this battalion was on the Maginot Line, having built several other fields

during its intervening march.

The Ninth Engineer Command included many such battalions, each equipped

with more than 150 bulldozers, and since smaller units could be placed on single

operations, it was possible to have more than twenty projects under way at once.

Bases constructed on raw terrain were completed in an average of 12 days, and

those taken from the enemy were made operational sometimes in 48 hours, despite heavy

damage by Allied air power and further destruction by evacuating Germans. More than

3,000 mines, for example, were removed from a field at Cherbourg.
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Three important fields in the Paris area were restored within a week after the

Allied liberation to permit quick occupancy by units of the Ninth Air Force and for

landing of cargo planes with food for Paris.

One battalion received orders to move to Airdrome “A” while working some

distance away. Its units traveled by night to reach the site and were given two days to

repair the field. They found one runway pocketed with thirty-seven bomb craters and

covered with debris. This was bordered with smashed hangars, shops and buildings,

including many battered and burning Nazi planes. The runway was cleared and patched

by sundown the next day.

Airdrome “B,” larger than the first and with more obstacles, was repaired for

landing of cargo planes with food for Paris in two days.

A similar setting greeted another battalion of Engineers as they arrived before the

Infantry had appeared in the area. The Engineers were beset by snipers who had remained

after the Luftwaffe had left only five days before. French patriots rounded up other Nazis

in the vicinity, and in three days the Engineers had restored two runways to give Paris its

third airport.

In the great Allied sweep through Northern France more than 65 German fields

fell into Allied hands. Not all these were reconstructed, but in addition to those around

Paris, other captured fields were restored in the Laon-Amiens Reims area. Captured fields

were used for Allied bases more and more as the advance moved eastward.

The entire program was geared to speed and mobility. The first objective was the

construction of an un-surfaced runway sufficiently long for takeoffs and landings, with

minimum marshalling areas. When this point was reached the strips were used as

advanced bases for fighter-bombers which took off farther behind the lines, then set down

on the new strips for refueling and rearming. Each night the planes returned to their more

distant bases. Meantime, when the runways were clear of aircraft, the Engineers installed
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more marshalling areas and enlarged the fields to support one or more squadrons. When

enough marshalling and dispersal areas were completed to accommodate a group on a

permanent basis, the fighter-bombers moved to newer fields, and the better fields were

taken over by the medium bombers of the Ninth Air Force which required more solid

landing areas.

One base was built so close to the fighting front that a Thunderbolt fighter-

bomber group, occupying it, had to displace a concentration of tanks of the Third

Armored Division. For thirty days thereafter the strip was under enemy fire.

In the early days the Engineers converted terrain covered with orchards and

drainage ditches into emergency strips in six hours and into complete airdromes in eight

days. Some of their fields handled far more daily traffic than La Guardia Field at New

York.

During the first three months after the invasion, for example, the Ninth Troop

Carrier Command used the fields to land 30,000 tons of cargo, including ammunition,

food and equipment, in France. The fields were the means of evacuating 40,000 wounded

from France to England and the transportation of 80,000 passengers during the same

period.

It was not uncommon to drive cows off a strip of pasture on a Sunday and call in

combat aircraft to an all-weather strip the following Saturday. Meantime, one of three

types of surface had been laid down: Hessian, a burlap treated with bituminous material;

pierced plank, which is interlocking steel plank with a pattern of holes; or square mesh, a

steel mesh in carpet-like rolls.

Most all this material had to be hauled from Great Britain, about 700 tons a day to

advancing Engineers. Truck convoys, jeeps, rehabilitated French freight trains and even

airplanes were used to get the bulky equipment to the building sites when it was needed.
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The magnitude of the supply job was indicated by the quantity of material used in

the first three months on the Continent which added up to about 53,000 standard tons.

This included 62,034 rolls of steel mesh track, 723,510 pierced steel planks, 42,561 rolls

of Hessian matting, 1,443 drums of asphalt cement, 4,634 drums of outback asphalt, and

dozens of other incidental materials.

Problems of all kinds were faced, dust and mud among them. Dust was never

finally licked, but it was only more uncomfortable than hampering. The French hedge

added another problem. It was far tougher and deeper rooted than any the Engineers had

encountered. Normandy wells, often covered over on the surface, also appeared

sometimes just beneath a newly completed runway. When this happened the runways

were torn up and tree trunks laid across the soft spots so that the runway literally floated.

The men worked in two shifts, from dawn to dark, slept in slit trenches and ate

field rations. The same night one field was completed they moved on to the next job. On

D-Day one group of Engineers dragged their heavy equipment through mortar fire onto

the beach at 10:00 AM, then discovered that the road to their site was still in enemy

hands. Moreover, the beach itself was being shelled. Notwithstanding, they pulled their

equipment along the German-held route and fought their way to the site. Several times

fields were started within sight of ground fighting.

Not only did the Engineers build and restore combat and transport fields, they

constructed heavy bomber bases, air depots, and two big invasion strips in Southern

England. At one of the heavy bomber bases a Fortress crash-landed in a valley that was

closed off on three sides. An Engineer Battalion built a 3,000-foot special strip to the

plane so it could fly out. They had to cut through hedges and water lines and smooth

cultivated fields. After the plane got out the Engineers had to restore the land to its

former condition.

In France they were assisted by French civilians who added energy and

enthusiasm to the task, along with a bit of French humor. The French took delight in
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telling the Engineers, smilingly, that “You built railroads and airfields here in 1918. Then

your planes came and tore them up. Now you’re building them again!”

In Germany, they lacked this co-operation, but as one soldier put it, “The nearer

we got to Berlin, the nearer I got to home.”

-----OOOOO-----
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On Sacred Soil

Aachen, formerly Aix la Chapelle, nestles among the hills of northwest Germany,

and its views stretch into both Belgium and Holland. Radiating from the city were

dragon’s teeth, pillboxes, and other fortifications of the Siegfried line. Its peacetime

population was 160,000, and its main industries used to be textiles and machine shops.

Until the Sixteenth century it had been the coronation city for German kings, and since

Roman times it has been famous for its baths.

It was here that the Allies made their first main crossing from France onto the so-

called Sacred Soil of Western Germany, and opened a new phase of the Battle of Europe.

On September 11, 1944, the First Army’s Estimate of the Situation was prophetic.

It said:

“The last good defensive line, that of the Meuse, has been overrun. The enemy’s

delaying action between the Meuse and the German border are proving no more

successful than that between the Seine and the Meuse. It is, therefore, a matter of hours

before the First U.S. Army reaches the Siegfried Line.”

“Although the Rhine is the best natural line of defense for Germany, it is believed

that a stand will be ordered on the West Wall for reasons of prestige, and the fact that the

loss of Germany west of the Rhine will be a staggering blow to national pride.”

In less than four days, on September 15, First Army’s Intelligence reported that

gaps had been found in the famed West Wall south of Aachen, and First Army had

pierced the first belt of the Siegfried line.

But the Germans were fighting on Sacred Soil for the first time in the West. They

maintained their harassing rear guard activity all along the sector. General Eisenhower
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had said in a proclamation, too, that there was a difference between fighting in France

and the combat in Germany. France was liberated, Germany was to be conquered.

German air defenses were increasing. Great activity was being noted around

Aachen marshalling yards. Thick autumn weather closed in to hamper offensive air

operations.

On September 12 Ninth Air Force fighter-bombers reported engaging a pack of 70

Messerschmitt Bf 109s and Focke-Wulf Fw 190s in the Aachen area. Eight enemy

aircraft were destroyed with a loss of five American planes.

Meantime, the fighter-bombers had been sweeping a semicircle, north, east, and

south of Aachen, in an attempt to halt traffic and supplies to the West Wall gap. The First

Army’s A-2 report of September 13 said that during the first 12 days of the month the

planes destroyed 215 armored vehicles, 2,864 motor transports and 750 horse-drawn

vehicles, all intended for the defense of Aachen.

On the ground, First Army pushed out two prongs, one to the north and another to

the south of Aachen which the Germans had made a strong-point and a blockade to the

open field to the Rhine. The problem was to close the pincers to encircle Aachen.

First Army called upon tactical air power, and reported these events in its daily

intelligence summaries on the softening up of Aachen:

“October 2 - Ninth Tactical Air Command flew 258 sorties, and dropped 57 tons

of general purpose bombs, 142 flame bombs and 30 leaflet bombs on enemy positions in

front of Aachen and railroad and rail traffic. Medium bombers of the Ninth Air Force

dropped 126 tons of bombs on enemy positions north of Aachen with results described as

good. Considerable barge traffic was noticed along the Rhine.”
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“October 4 – Forty-nine sorties flow with 81 tons of general purpose bombs and

eight fire bombs on rail targets. Losses were eight planes, two to mid-air collision, three

to flak and three to unknown causes. Four of 12 main rail lines west of the Rhine were

cut in nine places. The fighter-bombers destroyed one armored vehicle, nine motor

vehicles, 13 locomotives, 80 railroad cars and three enemy positions.”

“October 5 - The German Air Force appeared in strength. On the ground the

enemy remained on the defensive, offering stiff resistance from fortifications. Weather

seriously restricted air operations.”

“October 6 - Enemy air activity over the First Army sector was the heaviest since

D-Day. Between 1430 and 1550, from 50 to 70 Focke-Wulf Fw 190s and Messerschmitt

Bf 109s flying in four waves attacked installations and troops in the vicinity of Aachen,

resulting in a few casualties, but no damage to the objectives defended.”

Thus, the Germans made Aachen difficult. Weather was bad. The city was well

defended by ground and air.

After working six weeks around Aachen, pincers of First Army’s two prongs were

sufficiently closed for General Courtney H. Hodges, commanding the First Army, to

issue his famous “Surrender or Die” ultimatum.

The ultimatum was delivered through enemy lines on October 10 at 10:50 AM. It

gave the enemy forces 24 hours to surrender.

“If the city is not promptly and completely surrendered unconditionally,” it said,

“the American Army Ground and Air Forces will proceed ruthlessly with air and artillery

bombardment to reduce it to submission.”

No answer was received to the ultimatum. When the time limit expired,

intensified bombing was begun. Ground forces increased their artillery fire, and marked
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off points in and around the city with smoke bombs for air targets. Air and ground

together began to close in on Aachen.

On October 11 fighter-bombers flew 15 missions in direct co-operation with the

VII and XIX Corps of the First Army, hitting pillboxes, strongpoints and gun positions.

One group bombed a truck park and assembly area. Another dropped 45 500-pound

bombs to destroy several buildings and start fires in several others. One group attacked

50 vehicles, destroying seven motor transports and two half-tracks. The First Division

reported excellent results.

The bombing continued on October 12 when 30 missions were flown against

Aachen. Two squadrons attacked 30 armored vehicles with excellent results reported

from the ground. Another squadron got two direct hits on four smoke-marked vehicles.

Eighty-nine 500-pound bombs were dropped on two tank concentrations among factory

buildings, and two missions were flown successfully against river and rail traffic.

Again, on October 13, Ninth Air Force reported that the day’s main effort was

directed to close coordination with the ground attack on Aachen. In the face of resistance

by formations of more than 100 German planes, fighter-bombers flew 26 missions

against buildings, fortifications and at marshalling yards. Eighteen enemy planes were

shot down, and eight Lightnings and Thunderbolts failed to return from the day’s

operations.

October 14 - Close attacks on ground targets for the First Army again received

most of the day’s 20 fighter missions. Three attacks were made on tank concentrations. A

flak tower and a railroad gun were also successfully attacked. A large factory was hit

with good results. On three other missions, smoke-marked targets were hit. Two fighter

sweeps were flown in addition to the Aachen missions. A group of Lightnings, returning

from one sweep, attacked 20 Messerschmitt Bf 109s and Focke-Wulf Fw 190s 10 miles

southwest of Dusseldorf, and destroyed one Fw 190, probably destroyed another and

damaged two. All of the Lightnings returned.
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Second Lieutenant Ralph E. Patchell, Thunderbolt pilot, Batavia, Ohio, described

the Aachen assault as follows:

“The destruction of the city is being carried out with the care and precision of an

architect making a drawing. Here, we concentrate on selected targets. When air and

ground observers are convinced the objectives have been reduced, we start on new ones.”

It was in sharp contrast to the saturation bombing at Caen and St. Lo where target

areas were blanketed with bombs. At Aachen only specific objectives within the city

were attacked, including German military headquarters, buried in a hillside with four

stories underground. Much of the air effort was against a perimeter around the city, on

communication and supply targets.

The ground forces called it “selective bombing.” Ground and air units were in

radio contact throughout, and the combination helped to throw back a number of counter-

attacks.

The activity brought a written commendation from Major General Edward H.

Brooks, commanding general of the Fifth Corps of the First Army, for “particularly fine

air operations that were of the greatest assistance in repelling vicious German counter-

attacks.”

“This alone has accounted for an appreciable number of enemy personnel and

vehicles, including tanks and artillery,” General brooks said.

October 15 - Switching their attack from a systematic bombing of the city itself,

fighter-bombers fanned out around Aachen to concentrate on selective bombing of

German armor, artillery, and infantry in 275 sorties. One plane failed to return. One

squadron bombed gun positions and a heavy tank concentration eight miles north of the

City. Three small towns, 20 to 25 miles southeast of Aachen, and a fourth, six miles to
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the northeast, were targets for four Thunderbolt formations. Other P-47s destroyed tanks,

cut tracks southeast of the city and attacked numerous groups of dug-in enemy

strongpoints.

On October 16 the First Army’s intelligence summary for the day said:

“Despite the arrival of the best part of four enemy divisions in the Aachen gap

during recent days, the enemy was unable to prevent our forces from linking up

southwest of Wurselen. The ring is now closed around the fortress city where an

estimated 2,000 troops and approximately 12,000 civilians are trapped. Throughout the

period, the enemy launched a series of attacks to prevent our forces from joining up. The

gap was finally closed at 1645 hours when patrols from the First U.S. Infantry Division

contacted the 30th U.S. Infantry division southwest of Wurselen.”

Bad weather on the 17th restricted air operations to a single uneventful escort

mission outside the Aachen area. On the 18th weather permitted only three ground

coordination missions around Aachen when a request target and a town were bombed. On

the third mission the group could not find its target, but successfully bombed 10 barracks,

a small town and a line of freight cars.

Three daylight missions were attempted on October 19, but had weather caused

all aircraft to return without dropping any bombs.

The bombing of Aachen targets was resumed in force October 20 when 275

sorties were flown against rail lines supplying the doomed city against strong opposition

in which two engagements were fought with the Luftwaffe. Twelve enemy planes were

shot down, and 10 planes were lost.

On October 21, while fighter-bombers were flying 428 sorties, dropping 112 tons

of bombs, claiming 24 enemy planes with a loss of three, against rail targets and

factories, Aachen surrendered.
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“The remaining troops in the city of Aachen surrendered to the First U.S. Infantry

Division at noon,” the First Army announced. “After offering strong opposition to the

advance on the western outskirts of the city during the morning, enemy resistance finally

collapsed.”

“At 12:06 p.m. Colonel Gerhardt Wilck, commander of the Aachen garrison,

surrendered the remnants of his command. Sixteen hundred prisoners of war have come

into our lines, and German officers are being utilized to order surrender of isolated

groups.”

Thus, the first major city in Germany had fallen to combined air and ground

assault.

-----OOOOO-----
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Dam Busting

Fighter-bombers are primarily an offensive weapon, but this time they were called

upon for a defensive task - dam busting. It was a novel and delicate task, and one that

required almost perfection to prevent disaster.

The Lindre dam had to be broken to forestall a flood that would sweep away

American ground force supply lines, and broken in a precise manner. It was an earthwork

levee with a face of masonry and thick granite blocks about 1,200 feet long, 60 feet wide

and 20 feet deep, holding 1,600 acres of water in Etang (lake) de Lindre, near the town of

Dieuze in Eastern France. It was built originally in the 12th or 13th century, and through

the years had served as a huge reservoir for water conservation and propagation of fish.

At the same time, however, it stood as a constant hazard to the countryside, for, in the

opinion of competent scientists, destruction of the dam would inundate the towns of

Dieuze, Maisel, Vic, Pettoncourt, Manhue, Nomeny, Cheminot, Sillegny, Cuvy and

Magny, generally following the Seille River to the junction of the Moselle, a short

distance south of Metz. With the dam suddenly destroyed, it was estimated that the entire

area would be flooded in 12 hours.

As a matter of fact, such a man-made flood was attempted by the Germans during

the First World War when they partly flooded the Seille valley to prevent French Cavalry

from reaching Luneville. Dieuze was under water in an hour, and floodgates of the dam

had to be closed to prevent disaster.

The same threat faced the Third Army in October 1944, after some of its units had

crossed the Seille River, south of Metz, and were being supplied by way of pontoon

bridges across the river. Destruction of the bridges would cut them off from supplies.
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The problem was to break the dam and lower the lake gradually to prevent a

flood. It was a delicate undertaking because too large a break would cause the same result

that was sought to be prevented.

Because of their accuracy on pinpoint targets, fighter-bombers were assigned to

the job which was given to “Mogin’s Maulers,” a fighter group commanded by

Lieutenant Colonel Joseph L. Laughlin, of Omaha, Nebraska. The planning was executed

by him, Major Audley Seivert, of South Orange, New Jersey, group operations officer;

and Captain James C. Keesling, of Palo Alto, California, group intelligence officer.

The top of the dam was three feet above water, so skip-bombing could not be

used, because all bombs dropped short would skip harmlessly over the dam. Dive-

bombing was chosen for the attack, together with a combination of glide-bombing, to

prevent the attack being frustrated by bad weather.

(When dive-bombing in good weather, a pilot puts his plane in a nearly vertical

dive at from 8,000 to 10,000 feet, releases bombs, and starts to pull out of the dive at

about 2,500 feet. This method is highly accurate. When cloud cover is at 4,000 feet or

below, making dive-bombing impossible, glide-bombing is used. In the latter, the plane is

put in a 30 to 50-degree dive, bombs released so as to throw them into the target, and the

shallow dive continued to a point near the ground to avoid flak.)

Two squadrons (24 planes) of P-47 Thunderbolts were “laid on” to attack the dam

with 1,000-pound general purpose bombs to soften the granite facing, followed by 1,000-

pound semi-armor piercing bombs to penetrate the softened dam and explode deep inside.

A third squadron was held in readiness in event the first attacks failed.

The attack was made October 20. The first two squadrons took off at 1:00 PM.

They were to hit at the sluice gate at the western end of the dam so the water would flow

into the Seille River. The attack was to be made from north to south so the bombs would
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hit the water side of the dam, thus using their forward inertia to strengthen their striking

force.

Numerous other details like this were considered because Lindre Dam was a

priority target, urgently requested by the Third Army and vital to the welfare of some of

its forward elements.

The flight went nearly due east, crossing the front lines south of Metz. When

south of the lake, the planes turned to make their South-to-North bomb run. Colonel

Laughlin, leading the flight, was the first to release bombs. Observers reported he got

direct hits on the dam. Then flak began to search the air. Other planes dived through the

unexpected defense, and dropped bombs, too. Several direct hits together with several

near misses were observed, but the dam did not appear to be broken. All the planes

returned safely, and the third squadron went out.

But the last squadron found the previous hits had been effective. The dam had a

15-foot break, about 50 feet east of the sluice gate, and water was flowing into the Seille

Valley. The job hardly could have been done better.

In a short time the Seille River had risen four feet, and the danger of a sudden

flood had been averted.

General Patton sent his commendation to “Mogin’s Maulers” for a new combat

role of fighter-bombers in flood prevention.

-----OOOOO-----
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1500 Years --- 15 Days

Metz (population 130,000, about the size of Albany, New York), ringed with 22

forts and key portal for marching armies for 1500 years of warring history, fell to the

United States Third Army and the Ninth Air Force after 15 days of bitter fighting. The

time was 3:00 PM on November 22, 1944.

Here now was the beginning of the second phase of that historic air-ground

sweep, a plunge into Germany at its strongest point, near the center of the Allies’

November push, extending from the North Sea to the Mediterranean.

The massive forts of Metz had withstood all assaults since the time of the

Romans, and in recent years had been modernized by the Germans. They were taken

finally, not by frontal attack, but by isolation from the air and the ground.

The conquering tactics were simple - an encirclement by Infantry behind Artillery

pounding of nearby strongpoints, while fighter-bombers blasted troop and tank

concentrations, then hit attempted retreats. This strategy turned the great forts into

liabilities. The Germans began to abandon some of them after the third day of the

campaign.

But since enemy action was aimed at gaining time, it was a battle, sometimes,

yard by yard. Ground gains were never more than 12 miles a day in contrast to the long

ranging sweeps through France. The weather brought rain, cold, snow and flood to make

fighting conditions more difficult.

The Third Army’s task was to reduce the fortifications, smooth out a backward

bulge in the Allied line at that point and move forward toward the Rhine. An indication

of the problem was found at Fort Driant, before Metz. Atop a high hill and honeycombed

with gun emplacements and tunnels, it provided a holding point for the Germans even
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after the American ground forces had managed to gain two corners of it, drop grenades

down the ventilators, pour down oil and set it afire. The Germans, deep underground,

held. Outside, there were many more forts like it, forests, hills, swollen rivers and bad

weather.

Artillery and heavy bombing were damaging to the fortifications, but not enough

in themselves to reduce the objectives or drive out their occupants. The mission required

the air-ground combination.

Third Army jumped off at 3:00 AM on the morning of November 8 in a three-way

advance along a 27-mile front around Metz and its forts. The Germans were caught in the

confident act of winter-proofing their dugouts, but quickly rallied with defenses of their

own Luftwaffe, artillery, and heavy concentrations of flak.

Positions of one infantry division were strafed by four German planes. One group

of the Ninth’s fighter-bombers attacked 35 Focke-Wulf Fw 190s over Baumholder,

northwest of Metz, on the fringe of the battle area. Eight enemy planes were shot down.

The Ninth Air Force lost four.

Despite low clouds and scattered rain, the fighter-bombers, on constant alert, flew

471 sorties that first day attacking four airfields and five railway yards, and destroying or

damaging eight enemy command posts, 10 motor transports, three tanks, 27 locomotives,

89 railroad cars, 33 gun positions and 34 buildings. A prisoner of war said later that at the

command post of a Panzer division the fighter-bombers destroyed a building with the

operations and intelligence sections, killing at least five officers, and causing great

confusion in the ranks of the division.

As was the plan throughout, air commanders selected targets the night before, but

the planes also talked at least hourly with ground control points for any new objectives

that presented themselves in the rapidly shifting action. Also, air reconnaissance operated

continuously to find targets not visible from the ground.
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The close and effective coordination was demonstrated by a page from a Ninth

Air Force ground controllers’ log which recorded a blow-by-blow account of a single

target, the Delme ridge and forest in the Lorraine Hills, on the Moselle river, on the first

day of the drive.

“10:15 - Mustang reconnaissance shows enemy activity in Ravile wood,” the log began.

“10:30 - Thunderbolt squadron called in to bomb, but flak drove off the mission.”

“10:45 - Thunderbolt squadron bombed Juville (at the northern end of the ridge) with 28

500-pound general purpose bombs and incendiaries; strafed area.”

“12:20 - Reconnaissance Mustangs report new activity. Squadron of Thunderbolts called

in to bomb vehicles on move. Vehicles dispersed and hid when Thunderbolts came over.”

“14:45 - Thunderbolt squadron bombed and strafed area.”

“16:00 - Thunderbolt squadron directed to bomb same target.”

Five squadrons from two fighter-bomber groups were directed to the hill by

Captain Ray Fuchs, of St. Louis, former RAF and Eagle Squadron pilot, the air attack

officer.

“Have you got a target for me?” asked one squadron leader as his planes

approached the area.

“Yes,” replied Fuchs. “Fly a course to X and Y coordinates. Enemy activity there.

Look out for flak. Bomb and strafe if you can.”

“Roger.”
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Throughout the campaign, by radio contact between ground and planes, the

fighter-bombers were directed on the spot to hit dug-in tank concentrations, columns of

road transport, strongpoints, troop concentrations - anything that showed itself in the

open.

The harassing continued day and night. When darkness fell, the Black Widows, or

night fighters, were up, reconnoitering enemy movements. It was an air offensive around

the clock, and one tailored to shifting requirements.

On the second day of the Metz encirclement, the Third Army moved forward all

along its front, in the path blazed by heavy, medium, and fighter-bombers. More than

1,200 heavy bombers of the U.S. Eighth Air Force bombed the Metz area, Saarbrucken,

Thionville, Saarlautern, and other targets on the outer circle of the battle sector, aiming

through clouds with scientific devices. Fifth medium bombers of the Ninth Air Force hit

troop concentrations and barracks at Dieuze with results described as “fair to excellent.”

In direct co-operation with the ground forces, Ninth Air Force sent up 312 planes

to drop 61 tons of bombs, and destroy 51 motor vehicles, 25 armored vehicles, four

locomotives, 10 railway cars, a bridge, 32 gun positions, 19 buildings, and 38 horse-

drawn vehicles. Two supply dumps, six towns, an airfield and a railway yard were

attacked. Five planes were lost.

For the next six days weather held air operations to fewer than 300 sorties with

claims of 35 armored vehicles, 25 gun positions, 13 buildings and 40 horse-drawn

artillery pieces. Five towns, four troop concentrations and a fortified position were

attacked. Five planes were lost.

The enemy had gained a brief respite, and Third Army moved forward slowly

through mud, mines and strong resistance.
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But on November 16, the ninth day, when 112 sorties were flown and three planes

lost, a significant effect of the perimeter attacks on German supplies and communications

became apparent. Fighter-bombers sighted a column of eight military vehicles drawn by

oxen, northwest of Frankfurt. From armored cars, the Germans previously had been

reduced to horse-drawn vehicles. Now they were down to ox carts. The ox-drawn

vehicles were strafed and destroyed along with five staff cars, discovered in the same

vicinity.

At the same time, a prisoner of war reported his battalion was forced to march on

foot from Kaiserslautern to Verny, near Metz, about 60 miles, for lack of transportation.

On November 17, the tenth day, weather lifted sufficiently for 317 sorties by

fighter-bombers which dropped 79 tons of bombs, destroying five enemy aircraft in aerial

combat, and on the ground knocked out 135 motor transports, 31 armored vehicles, 30

locomotives, 167 railroad cars, 19 guns and 17 buildings. Eleven towns were attacked

that day. Seven planes were lost.

The weather was good again on November 18. The fighter-bombers were over

their targets shortly after dawn. But the enemy had his planes up too. A photo-

reconnaissance squadron destroyed three German planes and damaged two more, without

a loss in two air battles against four Junkers Ju 87s, west of Worms, and four

Messerschmitt Bf 109s over a field at Kirch Lons. In addition, 56 German fighters were

observed in the area of Saarbrucken-Kaiserslautern on the fringe of the battle sector. A

jet-propelled plane was sighted near Metz.

Fighter-bombers flew two missions with 347 sorties ahead of Third Army

(November 18), concentrating on rail targets, as the Germans attempted belatedly to bring

in armor on flat cars. Nine railway yards were attacked, 32 locomotives and 211 railroad

cars were knocked out with 166 motor vehicles, 16 armored vehicles and tanks, 33 gun

positions and 17 buildings. Rail lines were cut in 15 places. Seven planes were lost.
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A squadron led by First Lieutenant Richard D. Law, Colorado Springs, Colorado,

dive-bombed nine flat cars of medium tanks which were being unloaded down a ramp in

a woods. The targets were unnoticed until their defending gunners opened fire on the

planes. Then the Thunderbolts dropped 14 bombs on the tanks and the woods, destroying

both the tanks and the cars, and, in addition, 15 box cars. Another squadron hit a train

leaving Worms, knocked three cars off the rear with bombs, then strafed the column until

the locomotive exploded. The cars burst open, littering the ground with turnips and

potatoes.

By this time, the movements of Germans had turned eastward. They were

abandoning Metz and its forts. Third Army had pushed two patrols into the city and

reported that a change in the pattern of its drive was indicated as a result of the air

attacks. One Infantry division made a gain of 12 miles on the northwestern front. On the

north, an armored division had broken into Germany at one point, and was on the border

at another. Two divisions were closing in on the city from the north and south.

There was fighting in the streets of Metz on the twelfth day, November 19, while

fighter-bombers maintained the tempo of their attacks. Five forts still held, others were

abandoned. In the darkness of early morning, infantrymen captured a group of Germans

attempting to escape eastward. Later, they discovered in the light of day that one of them

was Brig. General Anton Dunckern, leader of the German Special Police in the Saar-

Metz area. He was trying to walk home, too.

The weight of the heavy air attack was indicated in the day’s loss of eight planes.

Ground forces vectored fighter-bombers to 12 towns with German strongpoints which

were set afire. The planes knocked out 387 motor vehicles, 56 locomotives and 429

railroad cars. They blew up a bridge, 48 gun positions, 37 buildings, a tunnel, 10 barges,

and a motorcycle - anything they saw that was moving.

“The last two days have been just like Avranches (when a beaten German army

was fleeing toward the Seine),” said First Lieutenant Arnold Mullins of Big Shoal,
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Kentucky, “only on a larger scale. It’s more spread out here. Their vehicles are not lined

bumper to bumper, but there are plenty of targets.”

One squadron of Thunderbolts spotted a German convoy of 35 vehicles, including

trucks, self-propelled guns and tanks, moving east. They bombed and strafed the convoy,

eliminating it.

Hundreds of prisoners caught on the roads included well-trained SS troops,

members of the semi-civilian Volksturm, or Himmler’s home guard, wearing arm bands;

boys of teen-age and veterans of the First World War. The make-up of personnel showed

the all-out character of the defense of Metz.

On the thirteenth day of the drive, November 20, the fortress city’s defense began

crumbling before the air-ground attack when elements of the Fifth and Ninety-fifth

Divisions came together from the north and south within its streets. Five forts still held

out. Two days later, November 22, the end came.

Air operations continued up to the last, though restricted by bad weather. In 60

sorties, 23 tons of bombs were dropped, and 41 more locomotives and 115 railroad cars

were knocked out. Three planes were lost.

One summation of the achievements of tactical air power in the campaign came

from an air liaison officer with an Infantry division on the southern flank of the drive.

“When we needed ‘air’, it was there,” he said. “Only three times in 13 days did

we call for it because it was plenty busy elsewhere, but those three times we needed it

desperately. Once was to strafe a troop concentration that we believed was developing a

counter attack. Another time we asked for it to silence an artillery emplacement. We had

put our own artillery on the emplacement, but without complete success. A squadron of

Thunderbolts finished it off.”
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“Then on Sunday, November 19, six German tanks attacked our lines. Our

artillery drove them into a woods, but they were too close to our own men to try artillery

on them. I radioed for a squadron of Thunderbolts. We told them our men were near and

to be careful, to look over the woods first before dropping any bombs. We put them on

the target with a smoke bomb. They looked it over at tree-top level, and the squadron

leader said to me, ‘There’s plenty of stuff there.’ I said, ‘Okay, let ‘em have it.’”

“They dropped their bombs and set the forest on fire. Meantime, enemy anti-

aircraft fire opened up on the planes, but our artillery took care of that. Instead of the

planes covering us, we were covering the planes while they attacked.”

“After the bomb run, I asked the squadron leader if he thought it needed more

work. He said it did. So we sent for a second squadron. We brought it in with a smoke

bomb. It dropped its load into the forest. We later found at least 25 tanks there, and all of

them were immobilized. Our Infantry went through the wood the next day.”

In the 15-day campaign, including two days when weather thwarted operations

entirely and three more when operations were on a reduced scale, the fighter-bombers

flew 2,317 combat sorties in support of Third Army. They destroyed 16 planes in aerial

combat and 17 on the ground, 33 in all. They lost 46 planes, many due to the fact that bad

weather forced them to fly low over terrain heavily defended by flak.

The fighter-bombers dropped 430 tons of bombs. They knocked out 735 motor

vehicles, 209 locomotives, 769 railroad cars, 150 gun positions, 127 buildings, and 132

horse-drawn vehicles. They attacked 50 towns and 17 railway yards, destroyed four

bridges, and cut railroads in 47 places.

Metz, the 1,500-year-old storm center, had fallen in 15 days.

-----OOOOO-----
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Jenny Rebel - A Plane Personality

When Jenny Rebel was a little girl, there was not much in her makeup to set her

off from other members of her enormous family. She had all the characteristics of her

brothers and sisters with their common chunkiness, a tireless tenacity, and sometimes an

impetuous contrariness.

She was a creature of contrasts, sturdy and amenable on one hand, high-spirited

on the other. One by one, her qualities added up to nothing, but altogether they wrapped

together greatness, and even magnificence.

Her heritage was noble, her life was surpassing, her end was glorious. Although

monotonously alike those she grew up with, her individuality was such as to leave a

lasting memory.

Jenny Rebel was a Thunderbolt fighter-bomber with all the connotation of fire,

speed and destruction of her name. Just one of thousands, she blasted her life record in

flaming triumph of the Allied cause in the Battle of Western Europe.

Her story is that of the immense war production of the United States that gave her

birth, the far-flung Air Service Command that reared and supplied her, and the fighter-

bomber boys who flew her into roaring combat.

Although Jenny’s record is typical, it is also outstanding, in that she flew 168

combat missions, high above the average, before destiny assigned her to a status of war

weariness, and retired her to a salvage pile.

She was born early in 1944 in a factory of the Republic Aviation Company. It was

such a normal, routine event that it attracted no attention whatever. She was just another
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Thunderbolt, a P-47D, No. 42-76347, that various inspectors approved as she moved

along the assembly line.

As soon as an identification tag was tied to her, the new child of war was smeared

with cosmoline, wrapped with thick paper and cradled in a heavy crate, her propeller

placed by her side like a pair of shoes.

Of course, Jenny doesn’t remember, but one night shortly afterward, she began a

long journey. She was shoved onto a flat car that took her through seemingly endless

freight yards to a pier where a boom hoisted her gently into the hold of a ship.

In England, to the crunching rasp of nail pulling, she found herself with a lot of

other Thunderbolts on a cold, rain sodden field of an Army Air Force depot.

Then on March 3, she suddenly began to throb with the warmth of life. Her tanks

were comfortably filled. Her lubricated muscles flexed easily. She sang while a young

man she had never seen guided her over the countryside to her first home at an airdrome

of the Ninth Tactical Air Command, then in building for the invasion of Europe.

Other Thunderbolts were taking and leaving the air, little tractors were milling

around officiously, and men were hurrying from one paper shack to another. The young

plane could sense implications of enormous activity.

She was hardly cold from her ferry hop when a wiry, little youth in a crushed cap

sauntered over to her side with several other shivering men in grease-stained coveralls,

and bean, professionally, to examine her.

They were a service crew who were to take as much pride in her well-being as if

she were their own child. The youth in the battered cap, it developed, was Lieutenant Iley

Gaar, of Monroe, Louisiana.
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Gaar and the crew liked her. She saw their heads nodding in agreement as the

lieutenant took off on his first test hop. In the air on the initial test, the plane quickly

caught the spirit of her new assignment. She climbed, she dived, she glided like a well-

trained, spirited horse at the touch of her controls.

During the flight Gaar “wrung her out.” He tried every maneuver he knew, and

she responded admirably. Then, back on the ground, he gave her his highest compliment,

the name of his wife - Jenny.

And because Gaar was from Louisiana, he wanted also to add something of the

atmosphere and tradition of his home and the Deep South. The remainder of the name

came automatically - Jenny Rebel. And somehow it seemed to fit her personality to

perfection.

She soon began to go out with other planes across the English Channel, and over

France. She flew with squadrons that were softening up the Continent for invasion,

striking German airfields, supplies and communications.

She became temperamental, too, for the first time. It was her propeller. It was

throwing oil. Her crew put on a new propeller, and it did the same. They tried a third, and

a fourth. With the fourth one in place, Jenny was taxied out one morning for a flight over

France. A gasoline truck was just leaving the runway, but it did not get off in time.

Jenny’s nose hit a back corner of the truck, and it was broken. She did not fly that day.

But the fifth propeller worked, and she never had any more trouble with it.

She worked nearly every day during the Spring. In fact, so constantly was she in

the air that in May she was given a second pilot, Lieutenant Harris W. Mani, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin. The lieutenant had just arrived from the States on May 16, an on May 29 he

flew his first combat mission. Jenny already was a veteran of the European Theater of

Operations with more than 40 missions to her credit.
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June 6 will forever stand out in her memory. Two days before that her crew came

with buckets of white and black paint, and applied three stripes of each to her underwings

and belly. Her crewmembers worked over her with exceptional care, and her lieutenants

checked her as if she were to be shown off to special guests.

On D-Day, early in the morning when it was just light, Lieutenant Gaar took

Jenny Rebel over the Channel along with more of her brothers and sisters than she had

ever seen before. Beneath these Thunderbolts and Mustangs and Lightnings were

thousands of ships and vessels, loaded with men and equipment, all heading for the same

spot on the coast of France.

Jenny’s job was to patrol the area above the shipping. In addition, she escorted

and protected troop-carrying gliders. She worked hard that day, flying three separate

missions and stopping only long enough to take on gasoline. Her total time in the air was

nearly 10 hours.

The following days were busy ones, too. American troops were gaining headway

in Normandy and branching out onto the Cherbourg peninsula. Jenny often flew three

missions a day, with Lieutenant Gaar and Lieutenant Mani alternating at her controls.

On June 26, she flew in the Battle of Cherbourg in the greatest concentration of

tactical air power ever amassed by the Allies up to that time. It was a milestone in the

developing technique of the use of fighter-bombers on stubborn targets.

Her particular mission at Cherbourg was to bomb artillery emplacements. With

many other medium bombers and fighter-bombers, she bombed and strafed the target

area for 20 minutes. Then others of her kind bombed for 53 minutes, releasing their

destruction at levels down to 200 feet. This was followed by attacks on specific targets,

such as flak towers, radio stations, fuel dumps and buildings. Many direct hits were

claimed by their pilots, but prisoners of war later gave the clearest picture of the
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effectiveness of the effort. The prisoners reported that dive-bombing and strafing were

the most destructive weapons against morale.

Less than a month later, on July 25, Jenny Rebel was fortunate enough to

participate in another mass attack, this time near St. Lo where tactical air power had the

assignment of helping to smash strong German positions that were holding up the

American advance. More than 65,000 bombs were dropped that day, and a target area,

five miles long and a mile wide, was saturated with hits.

During the early Summer in Normandy Jenny was based at an air strip that had

been built by Engineers of the Ninth Air Force three days after the first American troops

landed. Her runway was of British wire matting, covered alternately with dust and mud,

and was very rough. When not in flight, she was parked with others behind a hedgerow,

just 100 yards from a cliff overlooking the English Channel. She was in plain sight of

battleships, destroyers and other vessels, lying offshore and holding barrage balloons that

formed a hazard for her landings as well as for movements of enemy planes.

Between missions against German supply columns, concentrations and

communications, the plane was working now on a new method of modern warfare, plane-

tank assaults. On one of these missions her group discovered a concentration of German

tanks waiting in ambush for American troops, and destroyed them. For this

accomplishment the group was awarded the Distinguished Unit Citation.

Jenny Rebel and Lieutenant Gaar were honored still another time to go on a

special mission against a Gestapo headquarters that was plotting to trap American forces.

The building was wrecked, and the enemy unit was thrown into confusion.

During the remainder of the Summer, Jenny’s story was that of the Ninth Air

Force, moving across France, flying from bases almost within sight of the front lines. By

now she had been wounded several times by enemy flak, the first shortly after D-Day

when she was hit while over an enemy airfield at Caen. The flak destroyed her battery,
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punctured her water tank, damaged a fairing on her right wing, and battered parts of her

firewall. This necessitated a trip back to England for repairs. While they were being

made, her engine was overhauled at the same time.

The Ninth Air Service Command, whose job is to supply and maintain Ninth Air

Force planes, reported that Jenny had only one engine change in her lifetime. This was

after she had flown 300 hours and 15 minutes, and came home wounded by a 40-

millimeter shell. It hit her exhaust and intakes which caused gasoline to flow back into

the engine and burn it up. But somehow Jenny had got back safely, and soon was up

again. She was that kind of a plane.

Her toughness also was demonstrated by the fact that despite her 168 missions,

her only other replaced part was a horizontal stabilizer that was punctured with flak 58

times during one dive-bombing mission east of the Rhine.

Air Service Command records show that during her hard fighting career Jenny

Rebel consumed 29,600 gallons of gasoline and 3,400 quarts of oil in about seven

months, enough to operate an average family automobile nearly sixty years. She shot

approximately 68,000 rounds of .50-caliber cartridges, and dropped 69 tons of bombs. Of

her missions, 115 were bombing assignments, 17 were escort duty, and 36 were fighter

sweeps to search for targets and enemy resistance.

Naturally, having a precision and complex makeup, she could not continue that

pace forever. Her end came on October 14, 1944, after three days of intense and furious

assault along and behind the Siegfried line.

On October 12 she had hit a concentration of German troops at Bauler, Germany.

The next day she went after gun emplacements in the German West Wall. On October 14,

she dived to bomb a barge in a canal, but was struck by a 40-millimeter bullet as she

pulled up from her bomb run. The bombs hung, but Jenny managed to shake them off

over the origin of the flak on a hillside. She knocked out the flak positions.
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Meanwhile, Jenny had caught fire. Lieutenant Mani prepared to bail out, but got

the fire under control, and flew Jenny home. Her service crew took one look, and taxied

her to the salvage area.

Even then Jenny Rebel had not finished. Her engine, the second one she had had,

was still good. It was put into another plane.

-----OOOOO-----
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Flak - The Luftwaffe’s Successor

The black smoke puffs burst nearer and nearer to the soaring Marauder, first on

one side, then the other; first above the medium bomber, then below it. Finally, a black

ball of destruction his squarely in the stomach of the plane.

The bomber was almost cut in two. The shell had crashed through the bottom of

the fuselage and had exploded within the plane. The engineer-gunner was killed. The

pilot was wounded by a burst simultaneously in the nose of the plane. The radio-gunner

was seriously injured by flying fragments of steel.

The tail section remained with the body of the plane only by narrow linking ribs.

The tail-gunner and wounded radio-gunner were cut off from the body of the plane by a

gaping hole, large enough to encompass the front end of a jeep.

The plane shivered, but it flew, and it still carried its full load of bombs which

could not be dropped because of jammed racks. Radio communication had been lost, and

a thick overcast of clouds extended down to 200 feet above the ground.

But with all this, the wounded pilot, First Lieutenant Edmund P. Dunn, of

Flandreau, South Dakota, elected to take the Marauder home. From over Saarlautern,

Germany, he was able to follow his flight to within ten minutes of his base. Then he

became lost in a cloud. For more than an hour, he flew the riddled plane at low altitude

until he found a checkpoint, and reached the base. Then, with wheels up, no wing flaps,

no brakes and a full bomb load, the Lieutenant set down the weary Marauder on its belly

without further incident.

It was a perfect example of the heroism of Ninth Air Force pilots and combat

crews in meeting, fighting - and often licking - their most formidable and most effective

enemy weapon - German flak.
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It is no longer a secret that flak has destroyed more planes than any other single

cause the Ninth faced in the tactical air battle of Western Europe, and it is known that the

Germans were continuously attempting to develop its potentialities.

Flak is nothing more than ground artillery directed at aircraft. Its short, expressive

name comes from the German, Flieger Abwehr Kanonen, literally, anti-aircraft cannon.

But, of necessity, it has been given a high technical priority and evolved into many forms.

It has been estimated that more than 60,000 light and heavy guns were in use against

Allied planes, and these were manned by more than 1,700,000 men. In addition, there

were barrage balloons, searchlights and rocket projectors. Berlin alone was defended by

350 heavy and 500 light guns. More than 2,000 guns were placed throughout the Ruhr.

Stationary flak positions were changed often to defeat air reconnaissance. Guns were

mounted on railroad cars and tank chassis for mobility.

Every possible effort was made to conceal or camouflage flak guns. Innocent

appearing water towers and houses were made into flak emplacements. In Holland,

windmills were used frequently.

The Germans were forced to this program by the loss of air superiority early in

1944, and after that devoted major attention to flak as a successor to their Luftwaffe. The

great emphasis they placed on it was revealed in a captured document which said that “on

4 November 1944 the Fuehrer ordered an immediate increase in flak defenses.” Personnel

and transportation priorities were given to the project.

Undoubtedly, the progress was profitable to the Germans. It was capable of

reaching up and knocking our planes from the air, of severely damaging our aircraft and

killing and wounding the men in the planes.

But, at the same time, it brought about counter-defense measures by Ninth Air

Force which made actual losses and damage only a part of flak’s potential toll.
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The problem was attacked in scientific fashion, first, by assembling officers

trained in anti-aircraft gunnery in a flak intelligence section, then compiling all

information possible about German flak and disseminating it as rapidly as possible.

Flak information was obtained from two principal sources: From photographic

interpretation, and from crew reports of flak fire experienced. The Ninth Air Force,

Allied Armies and Army Groups, and the British War Office had photographic

interpretation sections which examined all aerial photographs for flak information. All

they found was funneled to Ninth Air Force Headquarters where it was examined,

analyzed and passed quickly to all the lower units.

From this data, flak officers, trained in ground defense from aircraft, were enabled

to determine the routes most free from flak into and out of enemy territory, the best

approaches and exits for particular targets, and the most effective type of evasive action

or “dodging.”

Evasive action was a primary means of taking advantage of the limitations of

German flak equipment. In all guns and fire control devices, there is an appreciable lapse

of time between the first sighting of a plane, either by eye or radar, and the delivery of a

shell at a predetermined spot in the sky. There is also a lapse after the shell leaves the gun

until it reaches the place where it is aimed. With a knowledge of these lapses, it was

possible to determine the length of time a plane could safely fly a straight, level course.

And once a shell was fired, a pilot could veer from his course, either horizontally or

vertically, and beat the shell away from its mark.

Means of rendering ineffective the enemy’s radar equipment also were developed,

and were used regularly on missions over Germany. Very high frequency radio waves

projected into space are reflected back by aircraft. Measurement of the reflected waves

provide data on distance, altitude, course and speed of the planes which, in turn, may be

translated into firing data for heavy flak guns. Thus, the Germans could fire accurately
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whether they saw the target or not. But counter-measures were produced which so

confused the picture of reflected waves that it was impossible to use them as a basis for

fire control.

All these were defensive measures against flak - routing, evasive action and anti-

radar devices. In addition, Ninth Air Force used offensive measures, one of which

involved actual “down to earth” attacks on flak positions from the air with fragmentation

bombs and machine guns. This destroyed the guns and killed the crews, or caused the

crews to leave the guns and seek cover. Fighter-bombers generally used this method of

silencing or neutralizing flak guns during their own attacks on defended targets.

Moreover, Ninth Air Force also introduced a method of coordinating attacks by fighter-

bombers on flak positions with attacks on nearby targets by medium bombers. This

greatly reduced the flak fire on the bombers.

Another offensive counter-measure instituted by the Ninth Air Force was the use

of coordinated ground artillery when Allied aircraft were operating within eight miles of

the front lines. Before a target in this range was attacked by air, ground shelling was

started on surrounding flak positions and continued during the air attack.

Low flying was an additional defense against flak. A plane flying only a few feet

above the ground was difficult to see or hear at a distance, and also was a poor target for

flak gunners since it passed through the range of gun defenses at a much greater speed

than at higher altitudes.

Countermeasures, thus, kept pace with flak developments. There were reports that

the Germans were considering use of “magnetic field” flak to upset engines and

instruments, freezing flak to freeze areas within its bursts and gas flak with gas harmful

to airplane engines, but none of these materialized.

Flak was the greatest enemy of tactical air power, and it was defeated, too.
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Changeover

The briefing made it seem like any other mission. The pilots and gunners shuffled

in, sleepy-eyed, the chaplains stood behind the wooden benches in the back of the cold,

dark hall, and the inevitable English Spaniel of the bomb groups raced up and down the

wide middle aisle, friskily.

“Gentlemen, we have two targets this morning,” said the briefing officer. “We’re

going to hit a railroad bridge at Herford, southwest of Hanover, with twenty-four aircraft.

We’re going to send twelve aircraft to Xanten, a communications center, northwest of

Dusseldorf.”

“Needless to say, both of these targets are important. They’re both in coordination

with the Canadian advance in Holland. The Herford bridge is on a main rail supply line to

German units facing the Canadians. Xanten is a center for the Germans’ buildup.

Destruction of these targets will destroy facilities for the Germans to reinforce

themselves.”

Even the targets were routine. Medium bombers of the Ninth Air Force had been

hitting hundreds like them all across France and deep into Germany. Cutting off enemy

supplies, and isolating the battlefield from reinforcements was the particular job of the

medium bombers.

It did seem like a routine mission.

The flak warnings were the same. “Go in this route, make a sharp right turn here,

and stay away from this heavily defended area,” said the flak officer, demonstrating with

a pointer at the blackboard.
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The weather “poop” was the same, too - all about a warm front, air mass,

cumulus, and visibility.

The pilots squirmed restlessly in their heavy flying clothes as they made rough,

sketchy notes.

But in more ways than one, this was a history-making mission, one they’d be

talking about for a long time in the pilot ready rooms. Perhaps, too, it would bring some

more decorations to the blouses of men of the 386th Bomb Group who planned, sweated

and flew the mission, particularly young Colonel Thomas Corbin, 27-year-old West

Pointer and group commander, from Kansas City.

History making, because it introduced a new and improved weapon into the Battle

of Western Europe during its later phases, to add proof of the flexibility and versatility of

tactical air power. It also demonstrated the efficiency and genius of America’s war

industry, the efficiency of Army training methods, the eagerness and keenness of

American plane crews and ground men.

This was the mission on which the 386th Bomb Group changed over from the B-

26 Marauder, twin-engined medium bomber, to the A-26 Invader, twin-engined attack

bomber, designed especially, with additional firepower, for low level, treetop operations.

It was a changeover in combat; a complete changeover in equipment, technique,

supply, maintenance, psychology and all the other multiple phases of wartime transition -

and all without missing a single mission.

Figuratively, here was a group fighting a full-scale air battle with one hand and

quickly mastering the complexities of a brand new, unfamiliar airplane with the other. It

was like a juggler, shifting from balls to firebrands with all the objects in the air at the

same time and somebody offstage shooting at him.
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In nineteen months, since it had been activated, the group had flown 10,000

sorties in 309 missions with the Marauder, dropping 15,000 tons of bombs on targets

from Cherbourg to the Rhine. Because of its performance, it had been chosen to be the

last group to bomb ahead of American troops landing on the French coast on D-Day, just

two minutes before the first soldiers swarmed ashore. One of its Marauders, “Rat

Poison,” had rolled up an amazing total of 178 flak-torn missions when it was trundled

aside for the changeover.

On Mission No. 309 the group sent thirty-six Marauders to bomb an ordnance

depot at Unna, Germany in the Ruhr. It dropped 262 500-pound bombs on the target with

several direct hits and good general results. Thirty-five of the thirty-six aircraft returned.

And while the Marauders were out over Germany, the Invaders were being ferried

into the group’s base on a former bomb-scarred German airfield in a destroyed German-

held French village which the group itself previously had helped reduce to rubble.

The Invaders were spanking new. They still carried some of their inspection

tickets. They bore the smell of hot paint. Their noses were still clean with a factory shine,

not yet christened with names such as Barfly, Lucky Seven or Amy Lou.

The returning Marauder crews saw a full group complement of the new planes for

the first time, the ground crews already probing curiously into their innards.

In the supply tents, soldiers were unwrapping, sorting and stacking new parts. It

was early afternoon.

The pilots went quickly to their interrogation. They left the battle-damaged

Marauders a bit wistfully because there is always sentiment between a pilot and his plane.

And these had been good planes, despite the fact that some called them derogatory names

in the beginning, and predicted they wouldn’t fly. But they did fly. They built up an

impressive record of efficiency and destruction. They were being replaced only by a
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newer designed plane, using a smaller crew of only a pilot and a gunner, instead of a

pilot, co-pilot, bombardier-navigator and three gunners, a reduction of from six to two;

and by a plane newly adapted for down-to-earth bombing and strafing.

As soon as the pilots had reported details of their final Marauder mission they

were back on the line, taking up the Invaders. One by one, they made their acceptance

checks while ferry crews flew away the Marauders to a depot.

Here was something new in warfare - changing horses in the middle of the stream,

and a turbulent stream at that, or changing planes during combat.

In the United States such a change often required six months of gradual transition

in training, supply and maintenance. Now it was being done in one day, and almost under

fire.

The changeover was carried out with the smoothness of precision planning,

characteristic of Ninth Air Force operations, by previously singling in two test squadrons

from other units with the group to demonstrate the new plane, then sending a few

Invaders for the pilots to fly from four to six hours and “check out” in their spare time.

Meanwhile, ground crews were instructed in Invader maintenance, and gunners got the

feel of sample guns - also in what was called spare time, but actually combat overtime

because most ground men found themselves working night and day.

Nobody knew, of course, what might happen on a suddenly mounted full-scale

mission with a strange, new airplane, and that is why every man on the base (and all their

dogs) lined the runway for takeoff.

The new birds soared into the air easily, almost proudly, without the slightest sign

of hesitancy. They slipped easily into formation, and turned back over the field in a tight,

almost geometrical pattern.
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“Pretty, eh?” remarked Colonel Corbin, his face beaming. “And that’s the first

time, too.”

He then revealed that until a few hours before it had been intended to be only a

practice mission, dropping sand bags instead of bombs. But the war wouldn’t wait.

For three hours the base sweated out the return of the Invaders. The men stood

first on one foot, then another. They tried to get busy, but couldn’t. They tried to make

conversation, but couldn’t. They could only wait.

Finally, the twelve Invaders that went against the Xanten communications center

came home first. Yes - they were all there. The twelfth one had just lagged behind for a

few minutes, raising lumps in every throat until it caught up and could be counted.

Then in a few minutes the twenty-four that attacked the bridge at Herford came

into view; all there, too.

Both flights had made direct hits.

“Results: Excellent (Both Targets),” said the group report.

Maybe it was a routine mission after all.

-----OOOOO-----
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High Spy

Deep in the Ardennes, heavy artillery was roaring its thunderous death growl. Its

paw of destruction was groping, feeling, reaching, searching, for a German headquarters,

fourteen miles away, in the foggy fastness.

In itself, the shelling was a blind monster, trying here now, then there,

expensively and ponderously to find its prey.

But above the snow-laced trees, a reconnaissance plane darted through the murk.

It gave the big guns their first eyes, a sense of direction and sight. They could touch their

targets now without fumbling.

When tactical air power began to call the shots for the ground forces’ heavy

artillery, it was one of the most significant developments of the Battle of Western Europe,

and one of the most effective. So surely and quickly did it help to place artillery

projectiles squarely on their targets, from ten, fifteen, or twenty miles away, that German

prisoners of war said their leaders suspected the use of some mysterious radio or radar

controlled ammunition having a robot affinity with its objectives.

The Army Air Forces let them fume in their bewilderment and fright. Although

the new “Seeing Eye” for artillery had been leading ground fire since D-Day, its

secretiveness was not lifted until months later. There was nothing magical nor mystic

about it. It was just another demonstration of the flexibility of tactical air power,

constantly finding new uses, in dropping lower and lower to the ground to spread

destruction among enemy forces and logistics.

It was the earth-scraping Jabos, modified for reconnaissance, in an added

offensive function of guiding heavy artillery fire to its mark, another step in air-ground

coordination that added extra utility to many types of weapons.
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It was a natural development, too, because Ninth Air Force, acting as a high spy,

was already carrying out all other types of reconnaissance, night and day, behind enemy

lines. Its world’s largest system of “Airspionage,” coordinated with four American

armies, was continually searching for enemy activity, photographing every foot of the

combat theater, and reconnoitering for first-hand, immediate weather data in the battle

area.

When Ninth Air Force claims read, as they did on St. Valentine’s Day, 1945,

“…1,039 railroad cars and 49 locomotives were destroyed,” it was far from accidental.

The fighter-bombers knew just where to go and precisely the targets they would find

from the great work of tactical reconnaissance. Falaise, Mons, Aachen, the Rhine and

Ruhr were no accidents either. Their secrets were uncovered by air reconnaissance long

before ground units reached them.

Tactical reconnaissance is a mouthful of words to busy pilots, and for that reason,

they shortened it to tac-recce or even Tac/R. These boys were jacks-of-all-trades in the

air. Besides spotting for heavy artillery, they flew from the ground on up to 22,000 feet to

act as eyes for both the air and ground forces. They were always there, wherever it was,

first.

For example, while banner headlines at home told of the American armies

sweeping through France and approaching the Siegfried line, that imposing barrier was

being photographed from one end to the other. The result was a pictorial record of some

2,600 miles of the Reich which was completed in five days so as to include the latest

possible up-to-date information.

The Germans, operating in such a goldfish bowl, quickly sought the cover of

darkness to try to hide their movements, and became night prowlers early in the war. But

it didn’t help much. Tac/R developed just as quickly photographic illuminating

equipment that attained eight-hundred million candle power, turned night into day, and
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extended its surveillance around the clock. These night recce missions became highly

important during Winter when nights were longer and days were shorter.

It was night recce that foiled one of the Germans’ cleverest plots, a trick known at

the reconnaissance bases as the Night Life of the Taben Bridge.

The Germans were becoming weary of building bridges, having Tac/R

photograph them and fighter-bombers knock them down. So they resorted to a ruse. They

built the framework of a bridge, let it stand as if it were unfinished and unused, then

dropped flooring on it at night for their convoys to pass over in the dark. It worked for a

short time until night recce exposed the scheme. Then nobody waited for the seemingly

unfinished bridge to be completed.

Visual reconnaissance and air-to-air coordination operated even more directly. It

was merely the recce planes going out ahead of everybody else, looking over the given

situation and reporting it - scouting by modern Kit Carsons who traded mustangs with

four legs for Mustangs with wings. They flew in pairs, one to do the snooping, observing

and picture taking, and the other to watch for and handle intruding enemy aircraft. It was

a common occurrence for the Tac/R boys to find a lush target, then hang around as guides

to show summoned fighter-bombers the way to their prizes.

When they took on artillery reconnaissance, or Arty/R, they began to swing

punches from both air and ground. Until that time heavy artillery had been fired more or

less blindly. Variables, such as wind, temperature and atmospheric pressure, added to

their difficulties. The hits and misses could not be seen from the firing line nor from

small observation planes that had to stay over friendly territory. The results could be

observed only in the near vicinity of the targets. Fast reconnaissance planes, with direct

plane-artillery radio communication, were the perfect answer.

Two types of missions were flown: (1) Search missions in which the

reconnaissance pilots sought out a proper target for artillery, then directed ground fire to
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it, and (2) adjustment missions, wherein the artillery crews already knew the general

location of the target and made their adjustments of guns through the visual observations

of the Mustang pilots.

A typical mission, taken from Ninth Air Force combat reports, follows:

Location: The Ardennes Forest in Belgium. Time: January, 1945, during the

Battle of the Bulge. A haze covered the territory with only half a mile of visibility.

Heavy artillery had been set up. The Arty/R pilot had been requested to check two

possible targets at certain map coordinates. The pilot made a low pass over each, but saw

only half a dozen German soldiers. He reported the points as unprofitable targets.

A mile or so away, however, he uncovered a concentration of troops around a

building at which several cars were parked and which later was ascertained to have been

a German headquarters. He called for “sensing” fire, that is, a trial shot from which to

make adjustments. The first round was 1,000 yards short of the mark.

“A thousand short,” the pilot radioed.

The second round was 500 yards to the right and 200 yards over the target. But

the shells were coming from 14 miles away, from a gun handled by a crew who could set

their sights only by the pilot’s radioed reports.

Third round - 300 yards over.

Fourth round - 50 yards over.

This was close enough. “FFE” (fire for effect), the pilot called. This was it. This

was it. The probing, the trial and error was over. Back in the forest, the entire battery was

immediately adjusted to the settings of the trial gun. A rumbling blast smashed through
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the cold silence. It was what the Artillery calls a “Serenade,” or a concentration of fire on

and around a single point from multiple guns at the same instant. It was a devastating

technique, covering several hundred square yards with withering demolition. The German

headquarters was no more.

But almost simultaneously, the pilot spotted a German truck convoy, 5,000 yards

to the right of the smoking ruins.

Since the gun adjustments had been newly made for the existing variables, it was

a quick and simple matter to shift to the second target.

The convoy was destroyed. Two targets had been hit with one Arty/R mission.

Most common targets were German artillery that was slowing down Allied

armored columns or other units, but, one time, at least, a recce pilot not only directed

artillery fire to its target, but also to a nearby bothersome flak position that was

hampering his observation.

That was stretching reconnaissance to the nth degree, but it was characteristic of

the way the Tac/R boys always did their job.

-----OOOOO-----
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Night Watch On The Rhine

On clear autumn nights of October 1944, pilots of Ninth Air Force Black Widows

- the night fighters - reported lights and accelerated activity in German industrial centers

of the Rhineland, and surmised that a great military movement was in the making.

The intelligence was borne out shortly before midnight, Sunday, December 17,

when more than 400 German planes swarmed westward to meet their patrols at the

beginning of Von Rundstedt's mid-Winter counter offensive.

First Lieutenant Robert G. Bolinder, of Tea Neck, New Jersey, pilot, and Second

Lieutenant Robert F. Graham, of Yankton, South Dakota, his radar observer, were flying

that night between the static American front lines and the Rhine. Before dawn had risen

over snow-mantled Germany, the routine mission developed into one of the most thrilling

air encounters of the war.

They had given chase to two suspected German aircraft without success when a

speck was observed to their far right.

The observer reported to his Ground Controller, and was asked to investigate.

Almost immediately, radio contact was obtained with the pursued plane at two

miles. Then the Black Widow moved in to 1,000 feet and the pilot visually identified his

chase as a Messerschmitt 110, flying at 3,000 feet.

Dropping dead astern, the night fighter fired a burst of at 300 feet which hit the

target's left engine and set it afire. The fire spread over the left wing, and the

Messerschmitt went into a spiral. It exploded as it hit the ground. The radar observer

reported the kill to his Ground Controller at 4:05 AM.
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Then, in less than two minutes, Ground Control radioed a vector to another

unidentified plane which soon showed up on the night fighter's radar, two miles away.

The new target was identified from 500 feet as a Heinkel 111 transport. To avoid

overshooting, the night fighter dropped back to get behind and below the enemy. A burst

was fired at 200 feet, and hits were observed all over the fuselage. The night fighter was

forced to pull aside to avoid hitting the now flaming transport before it went into a dive

and into an explosion on the ground. The second kill was reported at 4:18 AM.

The sky was filled with German planes, and hardly had the explosion faded when

the night fighter's radio screeched with a third target from Ground Control. It was another

Heinkel transport, evidently carting paratroopers into the then shaping Battle of the Bulge

in Belgium. The Heinkel was soon picked up on the Black Widow's radar, two miles

away, flying low at 1,500 feet and zigzagging in violent evasive action in an attempt to

outwit the prowling Black Widow.

When the range narrowed to 1,000 feet, the night fighter, in a hard left turn,

suddenly observed another Heinkel coming in from the right and above. The first enemy

plane pulled up sharply to avoid a collision, going into a vertical bank, almost over on its

back.

The action was over a German airfield. Searchlights reached up to grasp the

action, and the night fighter's observer saw the dodging German plane impaled on one of

the beams in a vertical bank, going straight down, and out of control. He did not see the

plane strike the ground, but considering the Heinkel's altitude of less than 1,500 feet, and

the circumstances and its capability, it was claimed as probably destroyed at 4:30 AM.

This gave the Black Widow team a score of two kills and a "probable" in less than

half an hour. It was illustrative of the dramatic accomplishments of Ninth Air Force night

fighters in their patrols along the Rhine.
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Night fighting was a part of the function of tactical air power. Since it was first

employed late in the Summer of 1944, the Germans never dared to attempt an air raid on

Allied installations until the ill fated December counter-offensive when they robbed Peter

to pay Paul by desperately pulling aircraft from defense deep in Germany to support their

plunge into Belgium.

The mission of night fighters was, first, to destroy enemy aircraft in the air, and

prevent them from bombing and strafing Allied positions at night. They carried out this

priority assignment in two ways: (1) Destroying enemy planes in the air and on the

ground during nightly patrols, and (2) denying the enemy the use of his airfields with

close and constant surveillance, called "intrusion," that made it unprofitable for the

Germans to send up any planes from their guarded bases.

When this work was slack, the night fighters also went after targets on the ground,

such as vehicle convoys, trains, railroad choke points, or troop concentrations. Night

fighters were also used for reconnaissance missions at night, as escorts for airborne troop

movements, or for dropping psychological warfare leaflets.

They operated with both visual and radar contact in a three-way search for targets.

Most of the prey originated from radar interception by Ground Control stations which

were able, by radio communication, to put Black Widows in the vicinity of their targets.

At a closer distance, the fighter's own radar picked up the target, and guided the plane

close enough for visual contact.

The fast Black Widow, two-engined fighter, carrying a team of pilot and radar

observer, was designed especially for its purpose, and carried most of the night patrol

assignments in the European theater.

A single Black Widow squadron, working along the U. S. First Army front, shot

down 19 enemy planes and damaged two others in the first ten days, Dec. 17 to 27, of the

German's Winter offensive. In the same period it strafed and destroyed four locomotives,
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57 railroad cars, two barges, and uncounted scores of motor vehicles.

For its work on Christmas night, 1944, in the protection of American troops near

Bastogne where von Rundstedt aimed his push, it received a special commendation.

Lieutenant General Hoyt. S. Vandenberg, commanding the Ninth Air Force, wrote to

Colonel O. B. Johnson, of Natchitoches, La., squadron commander, as follows:

"It gives me great pleasure to pass on to you the gratitude and thanks of the

Commanding General of the 101st Airborne Division for the excellent quality of air

protection afforded his command during the night of 25-26 December. He reports that

German fighters had caused serious trouble by bombing sand strafing the previous night,

However, the following night Allied night fighters on several different occasions broke

up and drove off night fighter attacks upon his positions. He forwards the thanks of the

whole command for a job well done."

Night fighting used a technique all its own, with a team of pilot and radar

observer in each plane. Each was indispensable to the other, and credit for kills went to

both equally. The radar observer guided the pilot, and the pilot guided the plane. All

attacks had to be made at close distances because visual identification of targets at night

was impossible at more than 500 feet. Kills were recorded from altitudes of 1,000 to

22,000 feet, indicating the extreme maneuverability of the Black Widow.

Unlike tactics of day fighters, the night fighter did not strike from above, but from

below and behind so that its target could be silhouetted against the lighter sky. In close

combat, this brought constant danger from falling debris of attacked enemy planes.

The night fighter, figuratively, had the tailback position in a football lineup of

tactical air power. The versatile assignment called for defense of its own front lines and

long sweeps offensively into enemy territory. A single team of pilot and radar observer

was usually made responsible for an area about 100 miles square.
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Because they flew at night, the life of night fighter teams was exactly the reverse

of that of ordinary pilots. Their "day" began in the early afternoon with a combat briefing,

followed by a test flight to calibrate their instruments. They entered their planes at dusk,

accustomed their eyes to the gathering darkness, and took off in the next half hour.

Once in the air, the pilot reported to his Ground Control station which gave the

night's assignments. If there were no immediate air targets, the fighter was released

temporarily for freelance patrol of a particular area, and to search fore ground targets. But

once in the air, the night fighter was constantly in touch with the Ground Control, and

could be vectored to any spot within its area within a few minutes.

Thus, if enemy planes challenged the territory, they found a Black Widow there to

meet them. And when a squadron of enemy planes got a night fighter on their tails or in

their midst, there was nothing for them to do except scatter and attempt to escape at low

level where they were harmless.

-----OOOOO-----
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No Quarter Given Nor Asked

The great Battle of the Bulge was fought - and won - in the air as well as on the

ground. In the bitter mid-Winter months of December and January the Luftwaffe was up

again in force. A reorganized German Army, once driven out of France and Belgium was

on the move. Field Marshal Karl Gerd von Rundstedt, German commander-in-chief in the

West, told his men "all is at stake" as they punched their carefully planned counter-

offensive into the Ardennes Forest along the same route the Germans had struck in 1940.

The push started in what von Rundstedt called Germany's "great hour." It had not

been unexpected, but it came suddenly after a sustained air offensive along the U.S. First

Army front in Luxembourg, Germany and Belgium on Saturday night, December 16, at

10:30 PM. By dawn, the Luftwaffe had flown more than 200 sorties in the area with

fighters, bombers and transport planes - apparently everything the Germans could put

into the air.

The attacking aircraft carried on strafing and bombing assaults throughout the

night, and towards morning they dropped an undetermined number of paratroops behind

the First Army lines. Night fighters shot down five of the planes without loss.

On Sunday, it became apparent that the air offensive was a preparation for a

large-scale ground offensive, that the Germans meant business.

Full weight of the three tactical air commands of the Ninth Air Force were given

over to the threat. The tactical commands had been operating separately, but their

extreme flexibility was quickly demonstrated when their strength was pooled in their own

offensive defense.

Pilots reported more than 400 enemy planes in the air that day to which Ninth Air

Force fighter-bombers gave combat in 15 engagements, destroying 68, possibly
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destroying five more, and damaging 41, with a loss of 27 in 650 sorties. The air activity

was violent.

But the German attack also brought a number of vehicles and troops into the

open, providing targets for fighter-bombers. One concentration was sighted along a road

in the Bulligen-Butgenbach sector where several columns of vehicles were strafed. The

day's operation included destruction of 471 motor transports, 23 armored vehicles, five

guns, seven buildings, eight locomotives and 60 railroad cars.

DECEMBER 18: The serial combat continued on the second day with the German

Air Force again putting more than 400 planes into the air, and pushing on the ground

through Malmedy and through Stavelot, in Belgium. Less than two hours' travel lay

between the First SS Panzer Division and the store of 2,500,000 gallons of gasoline, plus

two important American headquarters.

But the Germans never got to either. Shortly after noon, as soon as the thrust

became apparent, a group of fighter-bombers was assigned to maintain a continuous

offensive against the new Blitzkrieg and its air cover. The enemy's armor and trucks were

blasted just short of their goal.

Weather was extremely bad with a ceiling of in many cases below the tops of

hills. But fighter-bombers not only kept German air pressure off American lines, they

carried on a day-long offensive against German ground units. They shot down 46,

probably destroyed four, and damaged 28 German planes.

With 616 sorties, and 141 tons of bombs, the ground claims were destruction of

35 armored vehicles, 231 transports, 24 guns, four locomotives and 65 rail cars. It was

remindful of the tremendous air scoring of the Argentan-Falaise Gap of the Summer

before.
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DECEMBER 19: By now the weather was down almost to the ground, but,

weather or not, Ninth Air Force was flying and put up 224 sorties on the third day, giving

attention to reconnaissance and ground targets, since most enemy planes were grounded

by fog.

Most results could not be observed through the low clouds, but definite claims

were 10 German planes shot down, and 51 tons of bombs dropped with destruction of 62

motor transports, three guns, five locomotives and 72 railroad cars, besides damage to

several towns.

The fighter-bombers were meeting the toughest resistance they had encountered

since early invasion days when they drove the Luftwaffe from the skies. Now the

Luftwaffe was back with all the force it could muster. Dogfights were frequent. Here, for

example, is a first person account of one engagement:

"Lieutenant H. and myself were assigned to a visual reconnaissance mission. I

had just photographed an enemy airfield three miles north of Euskirchen when I became

separated from him because of intense, heavy accurate flak over the airfield.”

"I was then attacked by eight Focke-Wulf 190's at 5,000 feet, flying an irregular

formation from a head position, with at least two or three aircraft firing as they

approached. I passed underneath the enemy aircraft. They immediately turned, and I

ended up in a tight circle with enemy planes circling on the outside, unable to fire for fear

of shooting one of their own.”

"I completed a 360-degree turn and ducked into a cloud. As I came out, the eight

Jerries were still circling at 6,000 feet. I headed for another cloud out of which came four

Messerschmitt 109's. They did not fire. Three of the aircraft overshot and began to turn. I

turned to the right in a climbing turn and jockeyed into position on the tail of the fourth

Messerschmitt, opening fire from100 feet and firing three to four seconds.”
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“The enemy plane flew through two small clouds, and I lost him in the second

cloud. I saw pieces fly off the Messerschmitt, but the tracers seemed to be converging on

the fuselage.”

"The other three planes then attacked from the rear and above. One plane overran.

I was making about 400 miles an hour, and one plane began to fire on my No. 2 man,

Lieutenant H., who was then 1,000 yards in front and to the left of me. I turned toward

the enemy. He broke off and made a steep climbing turn to the left.”

"He then dived from 6,000 to 3,000 feet, with the other Messerschmitt chasing us

for 20 miles. They were unable to catch us."

In another engagement, at least seven of forty Messerschmitts which attacked four

Thunderbolts were destroyed by fighter-bomber teamwork.

The 40 enemy planes had heavy odds against the four P-47's when they were

observed by nine P-38 Lightnings. Twenty of the enemy planes were attacking at 13,000

feet while the other twenty flew "top cover" for them.

The Lightnings shot down seven Messerschmitts and came out of the engagement

without a loss. The Thunderbolts also went home safely.

The sky was filled with battles like that. All day the Luftwaffe was hunted, baited

and killed by fighter-bombers. Medium bombers, meantime, ranged wide to hit at the

roots of the German offensive, knocking out supply sources and communications. At

night the night fighters threw their protection over the Americans' flaming front.

DECEMBER 20-23: But on the fourth day, the Germans received the beneficence

of their greatest aid - weather. For three days, December 20 through December 22, thick

fog that completely enshrouded the battle area, held the fighter-bombers to a few
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reconnaissance sorties.

There was no doubt now that the German Air Force effort was an all out

commitment to support the German ground offensive, to cripple or whittle down Allied

air superiority, to attack Allied rear areas, including airfields, supply routes, roads and

rail traffic. In short, the Luftwaffe had set out to try to do exactly what Allied tactical air

power had been doing to German armies since the invasion.

The resurgence of German air power had been accomplished by careful hoarding

of the previous air effort, and by the fact that the German airfields were now in closer

proximity to the fighting front, calling for minimized use of fuel. Close coordination with

the German ground forces had been carefully weighed against the risk of Allied

bombardment of targets deeper within German with the decision in favor of increased air

support for the critical offensive operations.

"This development, perhaps more than any other single consideration," said a

Ninth Air Force report, "points to the fullest German Air Force effort in which quarter is

neither given nor asked."

Fighter-bombers were certainly giving no quarter. In one day's missions, on

December 23, the following one-sided battles were reported:

"One squadron was bounced by 24 or more Messerschmitt 109's southeast off

Euskirchen at 11:20 hours. Claims: 11 destroyed, one probably destroyed, four damaged.

Losses: one.”

"One squadron sighted four Focke-Wulf 190's near Gemund at 15:20 hours. Four

Thunderbolts engaged the enemy, and claimed three destroyed and one damaged without

loss.”
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"At 10:45 hours, one squadron saw 30 or more Focke-Wulfs and Messerschmitts

attacking medium bombers, 10 miles southwest of Koblenz. In a half-hour engagement,

the Thunderbolts claimed 13 destroyed, and one damaged, without loss.”

"At about 16:00 hours another squadron sighted 30 plus Messerschmitts and

Focke-Wulfs, 15 miles northwest of Koblenz. The enemy aircraft were in two formations

with approximately 16 planes in each. The enemy pilots were very aggressive, but our

claims were 15 destroyed and three damaged for the loss of one."

Meanwhile, in addition to aerial combat, fullest attention was given to ground

targets. Whenever German columns or concentrations could be found, they were bombed

and strafed. Medium bombers and fighter-bombers continued to attack supply lines,

communications and towns that in any way were aiding the enemy effort.

DECEMBER 24: On Christmas Eve, one squadron was returning from an escort

mission with medium bombers when more than 100 armored vehicles and artillery pieces

were sighted, south of St, Vith. These were strafed with claims of 31 destroyed and 16

damaged. At the time, a four-gun flak position also was destroyed. At another place, 50

vehicles were found bunched together. All were destroyed.

That day, fighter-bombers flew 1195 sorties, dropped 400 tons of bombs and

blasted 28 German planes out of the sky. They destroyed 320 vehicles, 59 tanks and

armored vehicles, besides strafing the railhead at St. Vith. Twenty-eight fighter-bombers

were lost.

DECEMBER 25: Weather was clear on Christmas day. Almost miraculously, the

sun baked away the cold fog early, revealing a storybook Yuletide countryside and

bringing the most successful day of the Battle of the Bulge for tactical air efforts.
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Fighter-bombers covered the contested area and flew far beyond it, trailing a

blanket of destruction, hitting airfields, bombing towns and strafing concentrations.

Planes were in the air all day, flying 1,237 sorties, always alert to the radio of

ground controllers. In one wooded section an armored division marked with smoke a spot

where a German concentration was concealed. The fighter-bombers roared in, bombed

and strafed until the ground controller called them off.

Another squadron was vectored west of St. Vith where it found more than 20

tanks and more than 50 vehicles moving north toward an attack on an American position.

Ten tanks and 10 vehicles were destroyed. The pilots observed the column turning

southeast, away from the attack, seeking cover.

The score for Christmas day was 963 vehicles destroyed along with 115 tanks and

armored vehicles and 50 guns. Thirty-three German planes were destroyed and 13

damaged. Twenty fighter-bombers were lost.

The fighting on that clear Christmas brought the turning point in the battle of the

Bulge. The German thrust had been stopped in its forward impetus. Ninth Air Force had

done much to block the headlong rush, and, in addition, had cut all bridges, bombed all

road nets behind the German advance, neither asking nor giving quarter.

But there remained the big problem of driving the Germans back from their

swiftly snatched territory in Belgium, of punishing them in their retreat.

The armies of von Rundstedt began in late January to carry out what they called

"a disengaging action," really nothing more than a retreat, when this German document

fell into Allied hands:

"Enemy No. 1 is the hostile (American) Air Force. Because of its absolute

superiority, it tries to destroy our spearheads of attacks and our artillery through fighter-
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bomber attacks, and to render movements in the rear areas impossible."

It was written by General Model, commander of a German army group on the

Western Front, in a directive to his men to use the utmost possible camouflage and

protection during the Battle of the Bulge.

It was by no means an over estimate of the potentiality of tactical air power. As

the Germans' need for refueling reallocation of ammunition began to be felt, results of the

fighter-bomber efforts became evident. Prisoners of war told of armored formations

waiting as long as nine and 11 hours for refueling. Food supplies were strained, and units

were cut apart, with some of their components never reaching the front.

Here is some of the testimony from the prisoners:

"While moving or resting near the front lines during the last week of December,

soldiers of the Third panzer Grenadier Division were never quartered in villages because

of the acute danger of air attacks. They were bivouacked in the open, usually in heavily

wooded terrain.”

"The Fifth Armored Artillery Battalion left Koblenz early on the morning of

December 22 in a convoy consisting of 12 armored half-tracks, mounting 75 millimeter

anti-tank guns, and the command vehicle, an automobile. During the morning the convoy

suffered an air attack in which six half-tracks and the command car were destroyed. The

battalion commander was killed. The unit went into action near Buderscheid, December

24, during which it lost one half-track to artillery fire and three more to strafing attacks

by fighter-bombers.”

"On its way to commitment, a company of the 167th Volksgrenadier Division

arrived in Wilsecker, December 24, after passing through the Trier sector and Brdorf.1

                                                  
1 Location name as it appears in manuscript due to apparent typographical error.
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The company was forced to stay on the train, which had pulled into a tunnel, for three

days because the bombing attacks were so frequent and damage to the rails so severe.

Another train attempted to pull inside the tunnel, colliding with the halted train. In that

accident, some prime movers were damaged.”

"On December 27 I was directing traffic in St. Vith. The fighter-bombers were

over us like wasps, and there was a thick cloud of smoke over the town. Flak got a few of

the planes, but also some German planes too.”

The Germans had used their "disengaging action" before. They had used it in the

Falaise-Argentan Gap, they had used it to cross the Seine and to get out of France and

Belgium, hounded all the way by the relentless "hostile air force."

Now they were in the open again - in retreat.

There followed a week of air destruction which, for the number of missions

possible in mid-Winter weather, measured up fully to tactical air's best records of the

Summer.

Repeated attacks were made on rail yards and vehicular columns. Marching

troops were strafed, and a bus loaded with soldiers exploded just as the men were

jumping into a field beside the road. In one convoy of motor transports 32 vehicles were

destroyed and an estimated 200 troops were killed.

A First Army report of activities on January 23 said:

"In the area of St. Vith and Pram masses of motor transports, tanks, half-tracks,

towed guns and troops were seen moving generally east and northeast. The observations

today have surpassed any previous ones in overall number of motor transports.”
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"There seems to be no doubt left that a mass withdrawal of equipment and troops

is being attempted under the constant attacks of fighter-bombers."

By January 27, a month to a day after the peak of the Germans' Bulge offensive,

the defeated forces of von Rundstedt were back on the sacred soil of their homeland, after

their "great hour."

-----OOOOO-----
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One More River To Cross

After the Bulge had been straightened, Ninth Air Force set up one of its greatest

blows to the German Army, and had awaited only flying weather to deliver it.

The weather break came on February 21, 1945, when five successive fair flying

days brought down on Fortress Germany the mightiest hail of destruction it had yet

received on its own defended soil. This was tactical air power smashing out with its own

counter-attack after von Rundstedt's Winter offensive had been stopped.

Two quick, short history-making military campaigns were linked with the

operation. These brought: (1) An unprecedented coordinated air attack against

communications spread out over all of Germany, and (2) the crossing of the flood-

swollen Roer River by the United States First and Ninth Armies, starting them over the

Cologne Plain. Now they had only one more big river to cross into the heart of Germany-

the Rhine.

Medium bombers, attack bombers, fighter-bombers, night fighters and

reconnaissance planes not only hit the enemy's lines and concentrations of supplies,

communications and reinforcements far beyond the Western front, but bombed and

strafed just ahead of the ground units within sight of their crossings of the Roer.

Despite increasing German defenses of flak and jet propelled aircraft, the assault

pointed up a late Winter assessment of the general tactical air offense which forced the

enemy to move troops and supplies from one section of the front to another by slow and

expensive circuitous routings, which cut up his divisions in such a way that some foot

troops were in battle without their armor and having to depend upon disrupted

communications. His motor transport had been severely mauled, and railroad facilities

put in such a condition that patchwork replacements were becoming more difficult daily.
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The size of the effort was indicated by the five-day serial push in which the Ninth

mounted 9,863 sorties, an average of nearly 2,000 a day. Medium bombers alone hit 16

communications centers, 47 marshalling yards and railroad targets, 57 bridges and 19

other objectives, a total of 139.

Carefully checked and verified claims were:

Destroyed Damaged

Motor transport 1,650 880

Tanks, armed vehicles 281 249

Locomotives 304 149

Railroad cars 3,492 4,274

Buildings 1,348 886

Bridges 14 29

Rail cuts 758

Twenty-eight German aircraft were destroyed in aerial combat, 16 were probably

destroyed and 22 more were damaged. Four others were destroyed on the ground. Ninth

Air Force lost 69 planes of which at least 29 were shot down by flak and only six by

German fighters.

These were vital punches against the enemy, now backed against his inner

defenses. All were designed to destroy his striking power, both at the moment and in the

future.

The tactical air attack began against rail facilities in a section allotted to Ninth Air

Force, east and northeast of the Ruhr Valley. More than 80 targets were struck. One of

these was a 60-car freight train, traveling toward the front at full speed, near Haiger,

about 30 miles east of Bonn. It practically destroyed itself trying to outrun a group of
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Thunderbolt fighter-bombers.

The fighter-bombers, led by First Lieutenant Eugene C. Ammann, of Brooklyn,

came upon the train from behind, and dropped a delayed action bomb between the rails,

300 yards ahead of it.

"The engine and about 15 box cars had passed over the bomb when it exploded,"

Ammann reported. "The explosion tossed box cars all over the double track line. The rear

cars telescoped into the wreckage, and the jumbled mass caught fire. The engine, pulling

about 12 cars, some of which were derailed and bumping along the cross ties, went on,

but had to stop a half a mile farther along. I strafed this section and the engine exploded."

On February 22, George Washington's birthday, Ninth Air Force joined with four

other Allied air groups for a massive, simultaneous pounding of transport targets

throughout the length and breadth of the Reich. This was a concerted attempt to

disorganize and disrupt the entire German communications network which had been hit

piecemeal, day after day and night after night, before. The entire Allied air forces worked

together on nearly 200 widely spread targets at once. Nearly 7,000 combat planes were in

the air, and pilots wisecracked that there were so many in some places that an aerial

traffic cop was almost necessary to prevent collisions.

Ninth Air Force went "all out" on the effort, using its down-to-earth tactics

effectively. At the marshalling yard at Betzdorf, 20 miles east of Bonn, for example, B-26

bombers strafed at 300 feet and Thunderbolts strafed lower at housetop height in a newly

developed one-two punch.

"When I saw the medium bombers strafing," said Major Robert M. Fry,

Thunderbolt pilot of Erie, Pennsylvania, "I couldn't believe my eyes. They had bombed

the yard from 5,000 feet and then went down to strafe it. Next, the fighter-bombers dive-

bombed it. Tracks were cut, cars were blown over, and several buildings were hit. It was
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a double-decker attack with the mediums and fighter-bombers both down on the ground."

On the morning of February 23, the First and Ninth Armies launches their

crossings of the Roer, and 30 percent of the Ninth's strength went out to neutralize

German defenses east of the river. Towns and other smoke-marked targets were blasted

from the air ahead of the ground advance and in sight of American lines. At the same

time, the attack on transportation was continuing with even greater success than the day

before. It was noted, however, that the mass assault had already produced immediate

results, necessitating a major shift in general rail movement.

Meantime, the Germans were throwing up strong defenses of flak and jet-

propelled aircraft. Four jet planes were caught strafing a road between Weisweiler and

Duren, behind the American lines, and a squadron of Thunderbolts, led by First

Lieutenant Melvin Q. Carlson, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, braved American flak being

shot at the enemy aircraft, and knocked one of them down.

Among the fortified towns hit in the double-barreled attack were Mersch, four

miles southeast of Linnich, attacked four times, and Stetternich, in the Julich area, hit

twice.

Two hundred freight cars and 30 locomotives were wrecked at Engelskirchen, 10

miles east of Cologne, and at Siegburg, five miles northeast of Cologne, 100 ammunition

cars were reported destroyed and 50 damaged. In the Waldbrel area, 20 miles east of

Cologne, Thunderbolts hit a motor park, and pilots claimed destruction of 175 motor

transports and damage to 1000 more.

Eleven Lightnings dropped 22 500-pound bombs on a marshalling yard at

Siegburg, eight miles northeast of Bonn, destroyed 40 and damaged 40 railroad cars,

destroyed five warehouses in the same area, and started several fires in a large

locomotive repair shed at one end of the yards.
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At three different places, engineers attempted to conceal their trains in tunnels.

But in each case the train was too long. Cars left protruding from the ends of the tunnels

were destroyed or damaged by fighter-bombers.

The rail destruction was continued on the same intensive scale for the next two

days with the enemy trying desperately to defend ground facilities from the air. In one

aerial battle over Wuppertal, south of Bonn, a formation of 50 Messerschmitt 109's

attacked seven Lightnings. The Lightnings shot down four Messerschmitts, claimed one

probably destroyed and six damaged. One Lightning was lost.

Two factors of experience were largely responsible for the combat

accomplishments. One was the "know-how" of low-level air tactics, developed under fire

through Normandy and France. The other was the constant improvement of air-to-air and

air-to-ground communications which made it possible to send planes to any given point

in the battle area within a few minutes. Fighter-bombers in the air were always in contact

with their ground control stations and could go speedily to any assignment. The more

proficient use of various types of bombs also had contributed to better performance.

Success of these developments brought a stricter assessment of claims in order to

accurately check the progress. Foe example, a pilot's claim of ground destruction or

damage had to be confirmed, at least by another pilot, and preferably by still or motion

pictures from automatic cameras, before it was accepted. A claim of destruction of a

locomotive had to be supported by a direct bomb hit, and the locomotive disintegrated or

derailed. Direct bomb hits were required to support claims for destruction of rail cars.

Although they might be permanently out of use when hit with less effect, such claims

counted only for damage, not destruction.

The five-day air campaign of February, when five good flying days came together

in a rare break of weather, naturally increased the average claims, but the final

assessment - the effect of speeding the complete collapse of Germany - of course, was not

known. But the campaign, at least, was a vital blow at German transportation, and it gave
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untold aid to the ground forces in their plunge to and across the Rhine.

-----OOOOO-----
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Interdiction

The Ruhr was the hip pocket in which Germany carried much of its war

production. It had large mining, coal, iron and steel industries. It turned out locomotives,

cars, rails, bridges, and munitions. It was one of the richest parts of the Reich, about the

size of Delaware, contained in a triangle pointed by the cities of Cologne, Wesel and

Hamm, in Northwestern Germany.

A principal source of war power for the Wehrmacht, it was, naturally, a prize for

the Allies. If it could be cut off from the rest of Germany, Hitler's armies would be denied

its precious materials and recuperative powers to stem the British-American drive from

the West and across the Rhine.

The Ruhr was cut off, cleanly and quickly in March 1945, as a part of the great

Spring offensive into the heart of Germany. It was amputated and isolated by medium

bombers of the Ninth Air Force, not only to separate its productiveness, but to seal off the

Rhine battle sector north of the Ruhr, and clear it for the Allies.

The job was done in 32 days. It was started February 16 and completed March 19.

The major objectives of the medium bombers were 11 railroad bridges, all east of the

Rhine, railroads, highways and communications centers stretching north from the Ruhr in

a 50-mile arc between Munster and the Rhine. Of the bridges, five were destroyed and

the remaining six were made unserviceable. The German war plans and operations were

hampered materially.

Moreover, while the amputation was underway, despite the fact that weather

permitted only blind bombing on 22 of the 32 days, many other targets also were

attacked. These included 41 railroad yards, seven other railroad targets, six airfields, and

46 communications centers. Subsequently, reconnaissance on 77 targets revealed that 62

had been hit by blind bombing and 15 were missed, an 80 percent average of
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effectiveness which was an astounding tribute to the accuracy of medium bombers.

But the same thing had been done before. Every battle field over which Allied

armies had fought through France and Belgium had first been outlined with destruction

by the medium bombers whose top mission was to prevent the movement of enemy

troops and supplies into the theater of operations or within the theater.

And why medium bombers? Heavy bombers could carry more bombs farther than

medium bombers. Fighter-bombers required a smaller crew, and could make more daily

sorties than the mediums.

The answer lay in three facts: (1) The medium bomber effort was an important

part of the complete plan for the use of air power, and was complementary to the work of

both the heavy and fighter-bombers. (2) Medium bombers operated from about half the

altitude of the heavies. Therefore, the same tiny error in its sighting operations would

place the medium's bombs twice as close to an aiming point as from a heavy bomber,

twice the distance away. (3) Despite the fact that a fighter-bomber was able to fly more

daily sorties than a medium, its limited bomb carrying capacity prevented laying down a

concentrated weight of explosives needed to destroy the type of targets the mediums

attack.

Precision and flexibility were the big advantages of the medium bombers - the

two-engined B-26 Marauders, A-20 Havocs and A-26 Invaders.

Their precision was demonstrated time and again with direct hits on hundred of

bridges, supply dumps and rail facilities. As to flexibility, they could be used in close

cooperation with ground forces, such as the operation of March 24, 1945, in a crossing of

the Rhine when they attacked flak positions and troop concentrations immediately in

front of the advancing American First Army. They also could be employed farther ahead

of ground forces to prepare for a ground advance as was done in the Ruhr, and as was

done, March 21-24, in preparing an area east of the Rhine for the landing of airborne
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forces.

Attacking ahead of the airborne invasion of Germany, Major General Samuel H.

Anderson's Ninth Bombardment Division of the Ninth Air Force struck 21 enemy

strongpoints and 11 flak positions. Six of the targets were obliterated and the remainder

heavily damaged.

The medium bombers earned their greatest reputation, however, by preventing

enemy movement of troops and supplies within the battle area, again, complementary to

the work of the heavy bombers in destroying production of the essentials for waging war.

While the heavies limited enemy production, the mediums further limited the

transportation of what was left.

On Sunday, March 25, the day after the Allied crossing of the Rhine in the north,

only 50 railroad trains were seen moving in the entire area of Germany over which the

Ninth Air Force operated. In the area of the Palatinate, the 65th Infantry Division

reported that tunnels were filled with immobilized trains which had been concealed after

tracks ahead of them had been cut. The 65th Division alone had captured so much

German war material from the stalled trains that it asked for assistance from other units,

coming behind, to inventory the prize.

Most of the interdiction and isolation was accomplished by attacks on bridges

which gave the Ninth's medium bombers the nickname of "Bridge Busters," and all

through the Battle of France forced the Germans away from rail transportation to motor

vehicles, thence to boats, and finally to foot in their chaotic retreat into Germany where

they still found their bridges down around them. Of 250 major bridges attacked up until

April 1, 1945, all of them were of heavy stone construction, 105 destroyed and 145 made

useless without virtual reconstruction. The extra burden this placed on enemy movement

was tremendous.
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A bridge breaking job was a precision operation, too. It called for the most precise

flying formation, absolute accuracy and exactly correct types of bombs and fuses. Even

then, bridges could be "straddled" by bombs dropping all around it and no hits registered.

This was because bombs do not leave their bomb racks all together at the very same

instant, and the split second difference in leaving the racks translates itself into distance

between individual bomb strikes on the ground. Because of this factor, it is impossible to

make strikes with 2,000-pound bombs closer than 50 feet together. The minimum

distance is 30 feet for 1,000 pound bombs dropped from the same plane. To overcome

this difficulty, bridges were attacked from a 45-degree angle to lay the greatest possible

part of an elliptical bombing pattern on the bridge itself. Planes were staggered in

formation in such a way that their bombs struck alternately between those of each other

plane, thus eliminating distance between bomb strikes from the same plane.

The proper fusing was highly important. A 1,000-pound bomb will cut a stone

bridge up to 25 feet in width. If the bridge is wider, a 2,000 pound bomb, or larger, is

required. For bridges supported by structures above their decks, or suspension types, an

instantaneous fuse is used so the bomb will explode on impact. Otherwise, the bomb

would go through the deck, explode beneath the bridge and leave the superstructure

undamaged. However, for masonry bridges or others supported from beneath the deck, a

delayed action fuse allows the bomb to penetrate below the deck before exploding.

These and many other scientific conditions entered into the technique of medium

bombardment used in the European Theater solely against military targets as a part of an

overall air plan to accomplish three things:

(1) To make advances of ground forces less costly by destroying enemy troops and

installations in the immediate front.

(2) To prevent enemy movement into, out of, and within the battle area.
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(3) To destroy enemy ability and will to resist by destroying transportation facilities to

move men and supplies to points where they are needed.

-----OOOOO-----
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Anniversary

The armies which crossed the English Channel under the protective cover of

tactical air power did not stop at the Rhine. They swarmed in double quick time across

the symbolic stream on whose banks the Roman legions once guarded civilization to

renew their battle inside the great Fortress Germany. They plummeted across by boat, by

truck, by tank, by foot and by parachute.

Oddly, it was in the month of March, the month of Hitler, exactly a decade after

the very month in which Der Fuhrer began his war on the West. Now, in celebration of

that anniversary, a Hitler underling broadcast a confession that “fate has turned against

us.”

It was history repeating itself in more ways than one. It was the air force in an

encore performance of the Normandy landings, on a second D-Day.

First, there was the softening and the interdiction beyond the river to seal off with

fire the area for the battle in Germany, a ring of destruction to the east to prevent enemy

movement into or within the new theater. Then, there was air protection for the freshly

gained bridgeheads, and, finally, air coordination as Allied armor was plunged deeply

into the vitals of the Reich.

On the hazy afternoon of March 7, 1945, elements of the United States First Army

made the first surprise crossing of the Rhine by seizing the one remaining bridge at

Remagen, and throwing the Nazis into utter chaos.

The Germans called it “an accident,” but it was not accidental that their railroads

had been cut, that their supply columns had been blasted, that their reserves had been

whittled down beyond Remagen so that they found it difficult, if not impossible, to meet

the quick, spectacular thrust. Nor was it accidental that the Remagen leak was to expand
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into a flood and the entire German dam of defense was to collapse at other places. For

tactical air power, it was all a part of a well-laid plan.

Soon after the first units of ground forces were across the Remagen bridge, the

Germans turned desperately to their only alternative, a counter air offensive which was

met and stopped by Ninth Air Force fighter-bombers, providing continuous air cover for

the Remagen prize.

Repeated bombing attempts by the Germans were frustrated, and roads leading to

the bridgehead were raked of German columns, trying futilely to get to the scene of

action. At the same time medium bombers went in renewed attacks against key centers

which might have aided a late defense.

For 10 days the bridge held up under the heavy invasion traffic. During that time

the Germans put 418 planes over the area, including their fast jet fighters, and of these,

Ninth Air Force pilots shot down 134 and probably destroyed 54 others.

The Ninth’s fighter-bombers also did not neglect ground targets, and 50 German

tanks in a small town east of Remagen found that walls and buildings were not much

protection. A squadron of Thunderbolts dropped incendiaries and bombs in the town,

causing heavy explosions and forcing the tanks out to flight. The planes returned shortly

afterward, bombed and strafed the tanks, claiming eight destroyed and four damaged.

Another squadron of Thunderbolts strafed a train of 30 cars, carrying tanks and

armored vehicles, in the face of heavy flak guns mounted on the cars. Half an hour later

reconnaissance revealed fires raging in the center of the train and spreading rapidly.

In a single attack on a German airdrome at Lippe, three squadrons of fighter-

bombers swept the field for an hour an 50 minutes, destroyed 58 planes and damaged 48

more where they had been dispersed on and around the field.
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By now, the Rhineland front was blazing with the Ninth fighting over and beyond

the growing Remagen bridgehead and also punishing the German withdrawal farther

south from a pocket in the Saar. A daily average of more than 2,500 sorties were being

flown.

Then came the main Rhine crossings, on Saturday, March 24. The Germans did

not call it an “accident” this time. The United States Ninth and British Second Armies got

across at four places while airborne troops were dropped east of the river.

From dawn until dark, Ninth Air Force escorted the Skytrains, protected the drop

area, and struck furiously at communications east of the Rhine and north of the Ruhr,

where the assault troops landed. The Luftwaffe, its fields bomb-scarred and littered with

wrecked planes, could offer no resistance, but flak was vicious.

Lieutenant General Hoyt S. Vandenberg personally led and directed his Ninth Air

Force fighter-bombers in the cover for the airborne landing. For more than three hours he

hovered above the drop zone in a P-51 Mustang, maintaining constant communication

with more than 1800 fighter-bombers flying in the attack.

The first troop carrier formations appeared in the morning at 10:00 AM, followed

by others in a long straight column. Fighter-bombers were stacked from 3,000 to 10,000

feet, weaving about the transports and glider trains, frequently peeling off to go down to

strafe flak guns. Parachutes flowered against the blue sky and drifted downward in tight

clusters.

As the spectacular aerial show built toward its climax, there were two columns of

planes. They went in on a line, the paratroops jumped and the gliders cut loose. Then the

transports turned around, some to the left, others to the right, and went back after re-

forming into another single straight column. But while troops were jumping from the first

wave of transports, the second wave was going in, and it was a repetition of the first.

Fighter-bombers buzzed around like bees.
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By nightfall, the invasion forces were established beyond the Rhine which was no

longer Hitler’s greatest inner defense. The medium bombers and fighter-bombers of

tactical air power went on to rain more heavy blows on the heart of Germany, and to help

cut the Wehrmacht in two.

It was Hitler’s month, the tenth anniversary of his start to war.

-----OOOOO-----
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Springtime

The crossing of the Rhine had been the beginning of the end, but there was still

much work for tactical air power before Germany's unconditional surrender.

Springtime in the Reich was sullen and nasty with frequent rain squalls, electrical

storms and heavy overcast. This snarling weather, like a scene from a Shakespearean

tragedy, provided the background for the explosive finish of Hitlerism.

Contrary to the general impression, the final battles were fought on a violent

scale. The Germans resisted bitterly in their last stand. They mounted great aerial battles

over the remaining parts of their "Sacred Soil," they gave only inch by inch before the

onward push of Allied armies, spearheaded from the air.

The last battles of April and early May, 1945, emphasized a truth which had

become evident even before the Normandy landings, that the air targets of today are the

front lines of tomorrow, that whatever was done on the ground had been done previously

in the air. Even now, toward the end, medium bombers and fighter-bombers were sealing

off the constricted battle areas, hitting supplies and transportation and flying ahead of the

ground columns.

Ninth Air Force was flying from bases east of the Rhine, flying westward,

southward and eastward as it worked to block retreat out of the Ruhr pocket to the West,

jab fingers of destruction into Czechoslovakia to the South and continue pursuit of the

German armies toward the east.

In this multiple operation, it found the answer to the often asked question, "Where

was the Luftwaffe?" that former great air arm that blitzkrieged all of Western Europe and

delivered devastating blows at England.
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The Luftwaffe was there in Germany, based at more than 100 fields, but

hampered seriously by a lack of fuel. Since it had no distance to fly, however, it launched

a belated desperate struggle in a futile attempt to escape annihilation.

During April, the Ninth shot down 326 German planes in the air and destroyed

1,404 in attacks on scores of airfields. In addition, the Ninth probably destroyed or

damaged 1,184 on the ground and 117 in the air. Losses during April included 98 fighter-

bombers, 15 medium and light bombers, seven reconnaissance planes and one night

fighter. These casualties indicated the fury of the assault.

Despite bad weather, it was a month of terrific conflict. The Ninth's planes made

275 attacks on railroad yards, disabled 1,264 locomotives, damaged 7,948; destroyed

6,155 railroad cars, damaged 7,857; destroyed 9,605 motor trucks, damaged 5,786, and

cut railroad tracks in 386 places.

Flying ahead of advancing ground troops to attack pockets of German resistance

and supply dumps, the fighter-bombers knocked out 520 tanks and armored vehicles,

damaged 512; destroyed 473 gun positions, damaged 308; destroyed 1,335 horse drawn

vehicles and damaged 432. Twenty-nine supply dumps were destroyed. Medium and

light bombers dropped 12,470 tons of bombs on 29 railroad yards servicing the so-called

redoubt area, 10 ordnance and motor transport depots, nine fuel and ammunition dumps,

25 communication centers, rail and highway bridges and airfields.

On April 2, fighter-bombers battled more than 150 enemy fighters over central

Germany, destroying 17 in the air and three on the ground. The air battles were around

Erfurt, Gotha and Weimar where one group encountered 90 German fighters in the

morning. In the afternoon, the same group again met large numbers of the Luftwaffe

northeast of Weimar.

First Lieutenant Bruce W. Carr, Union Springs, New York, shot down five of the

Nazi fighters to bring his total victories in the air to 18. He also had destroyed three
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German planes on the ground.

"We were flying at 700 feet when we saw more than 60 German planes at a

thousand feet, flying in four-plane formations," Carr related. "I tagged onto the leader

whose prop was painted with black and white stripes.”

"He looked like a barber pole when he went by, but I got him with the first burst,

and he blew up.”

"I hit another one in the engine, and he spun into the ground. The third one caught

fire, and the pilot bailed out. I got right behind another German and got hits all over him.

He went straight into the ground. The fifth one I had to chase in and out overcast, but I

finally hit him. He rolled over and crashed to the ground."

Five days later, on April 7, more than 140 enemy planes were accounted for on

the ground when they were caught in attacks on nine German fields.

Meanwhile, railway yards, supply depots and oil refineries were bombed, convoys

were attacked, and tanks were blasted ahead of American armored columns. After an

attack on an oil dump at Zerbst, smoke rose to 12,000 feet.

Twenty-nine planes were destroyed and 30 damaged at the Riesa landing field, 30

miles east of Leipzig, April 15, when Luftwaffe crewmen were surprised in the process of

servicing and loading baggage aboard parked aircraft.

On April 17, 177 locomotives, mostly pulling freight and troop trains eastward

from Bayreuth toward Prague, and 1,132 enemy planes parked on fields in northwestern

Czechoslovakia and west of Berlin were destroyed. Seventy-two Thunderbolts attacked

targets in the heavily defended city of Magdeburg that afternoon, after the last of 12

medium bomber formations pulled away from the burning city. Fighter-bombers silenced

or damaged more than 45 enemy gun positions in the Magdeburg area, including four
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large guns mounted on special railway cars.

Having defeated the Germans in the air and on the ground, tactical air power then

figuratively went after them under ground to blast them out of subterranean hideouts. On

April 24, an explosion of what appeared to be an underground storage plant or factory,

attacked by 12 Thunderbolts, blew debris 7,000 feet into the air and caused destruction of

one of the attacking planes.

The Thunderbolt pilots saw smokestacks and storage cellars with roofs raised

about 10 feet above ground in an area 30 miles north of Munich.

"The steel doors of the cellars were open," reported Captain Oliver S. Ryerson,

Madison, Wisconsin, "and we went in strafing. The first two cellars blew up, tearing the

doors off and sending debris to about 1,000 feet, Then the rest of them went up.”

"I was a half mile away, but my plane was lifted by the explosion. The brightness

of the flames hurt my eyes. My wingman was on one side of an explosion - not over it -

but it lifted his plane 2,000 feet and then it crashed.”

"Dirt and concrete were blown into cloud layers at 7,000 feet. The force of the

explosion caused waves that seemed to be eight to ten feet high in a nearby lake. The

whole area looked like a big acetylene torch."

This was one of the climactic notes on which the Battle of Western Europe was

ended - fiery, explosive, destructive - in the late Spring of 1945, less than a year after the

Normandy landings.

-----OOOOO-----
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Assessment

The effectiveness of accomplishments of tactical air power are difficult to

measure. One tank destroyed at a critical place at a critical time, for example, can cause

as much damage to the enemy effort as destruction of 100 tanks in less critical

circumstances. There can be no hard and fast mathematical gauge for such a situation.

But the end of the war in Europe did bring an accurate assessment of tactical air

power. This came from men in the best position to know how medium bombers and

fighter-bombers influenced the course of battles from the Normandy invasion until the

unconditional surrender. They were the highest and best authority. They were the high

commanders of the defeated German armies.

Their testimony bore out completely what captured German documents and

German prisoners of war had indicated before, that tactical air power had quickly won

superiority over their Luftwaffe, that it had paralyzed movement of troops and supplies,

that it had been tremendously successful in a combined effort of the air and ground forces

to gain offensive objectives.

Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt, German commander in the West before the

Allied invasion and leader of the Germans' ill-fated winter offensive in the Ardennes,

placed air power as the most decisive factor of the German military failure.

In an hour's interview with war correspondents after his capture, as reported by

the Associated Press, he said:

"Three factors defeated us in the West. First, unheard of superiority of your Air

Force which made all movement in daytime impossible. Second, lack off motor fuel - oil

and gas, so that Panzers and even remaining Luftwaffe were unable to move. Third,

systematic destruction of all railway communications so that it was impossible to bring
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one single railway train across the Rhine. This made impossible the reshuffling of troops,

and that robbed us of all mobility.”

"We naturally expected a landing attempt (in Europe), but could not tell where it

would come, whether in Holland, Central France, or Southern France. So I couldn't put

all reserves in one place. Yet our reserves were so disbursed and placed that I could have

met D-Day landing even though it surprised us. Except for the fact that we had no

mobility, we could not bring up our reserves. Between Paris and Rouen there wasn't a

single bridge across the Seine."

Von Rundstedt was also quoted by International News Service as follows:

"If it hadn't been for hamstringing our mobility, we not only would have broken

through in December and turned the tide, but in 1944 we could have smashed the

invasion."

Like von Rundstedt, Field Marshal Albert Kesselring, former commander of

German forces on the Western front and later commander of the Southwestern sector in

the closing weeks of the war, agreed during his interview that Allied air power was the

chief factor in the German defeat.

"I am an aviation man myself," he said, "and I am sorry to say that Allied air

power was decisive."

Kesselring added, however, that he was unable to decide which of the three

phases of the air war was most decisive, namely, constant large scale attacks on German

communications, dive-bombing, or low level raids.

"A year ago," he continued, "Field Marshal Montgomery said the war would be

decided by air force. I must agree with that statement."
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Then there was the statement given to the Associated Press at Augsburg,

Germany, on May 11, 1945, by Field Marshal Hermann Goering, former head of the

German Luftwaffe and a chief strategist of the Wehrmacht. Goering said:

"The American Air Force made the Allied offensive successful."

*****
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HEADQUARTERS

NINTH AIR FORCE

APO 696, U.S. Army

9 May 1945

SUBJECT: Order of the Day.

TO: All Personnel of the Ninth Air Force

The unconditional surrender of all German Forces marks the attainment of our

objective in Europe. It follows the complete defeat of the enemy on land, sea and in the

air. From friends and enemies alike has come abundant evidence of the tremendous role

of air power in accomplishing this historic success. In our pride, may we give humble

thanks to Almighty God for the faith and strength He gave us in our cause, and pray His

grace fro those we have lost in the battle. Each man who fought and died is inseparable

with those who have come thousands of miles to drive a powerful enemy from the skies,

then turn your weapons against the foe on the ground to destroy his ability to resist. To

each one of you is due this credit. Our force could not have fought without the untiring

effort of the individual. We must guard against the illusion of final success. We must not

only defeat our remaining enemy, but we must insure also future vigilance against the

causes of war. This so that the world may not again suffer under a ruthless conqueror. In

this ultimate success we shall find the justification for those who have died as well as the

work that has been accomplished by those who have survived.

VANDENBERG


